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Abstract

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of a large number of small, low-cost

and low-power wireless sensing nodes. WSNs can gather information about the

environment automatically and unattended and are suitable for many applications.

The typical characteristic of WSNs is that they are energy and bandwidth con-

strained. Hence, routing protocols and algorithms for WSN must aim to conserve

these two scarce resources. WSNs are also highly application-specific. This mean,

firstly, that there is a tight bound between the application layer and the different

protocol layers. Secondly, there are some WSN target applications that require cer-

tain protocol functionality that is not mandatory for other WSNs. In other words,

both the general challenges and the specific application challenges must be ad-

dressed.

This thesis aims to address routing in WSNs both from a general and an applica-

tion specific perspective. Among the general energy-and bandwidth related topics

the work in this thesis focuses on aggregation and routing-efficiency. Among the

application-related topics the work focuses on localization and interoperability.

The main contributions are:

• A method for letting the routing protocol contribute in node localization.

• A method for increasing the energy and bandwidth utilization with passive

clustering.

• A method for increasing the energy and bandwidth utilization using multiple

sinks.

• A data-aggregation scheme for WSNs that interoperates with external net-

works via a standardized interface.

• A hybrid routing mechanism that are able to operate in high-interference

scenarios.

• Lessons learned from a real-world test campaign of a surveillance WSN.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Recent advances in wireless communication and miniaturized electronics have en-

abled the development of small, low-cost and low-power wireless sensing nodes.

Such tiny sensor nodes with sensing, processing and communication components

autonomously form a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). The WSN concept can

gather information from the environment automatically and unattended. WSNs

provide significant improvement for many sensing applications in terms of ease of

use and their ability to cope with node failures.

The developments within microelectronics have substantially decreased the energy-

consumption per bit for both computing and communication. Thus, a system life-

time of months or even years is now achievable. Another benefit is that WSNs

can accommodate large network deployments. Due to these characteristics, WSNs

have applications within several areas, such as habitat monitoring [1], environ-

mental research [2, 3], volcano monitoring [4], industrial control systems [5] and

military surveillance [6,7]. The sensor redundancy, the small physical appearance,

and the diminishing maintenance cost make WSN a very attractive technique in

these areas.

Although WSN is envisioned a promising technology for a wide range of sensing

applications, many challenges remain.

3



4 Introduction

1.2 Motivation and challenges

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) share several features with similar wireless dis-

tributed systems such as Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANETs). In both a WSN

and a MANET, the nodes autonomously collaborate in forming a wireless multi-

hop network without relying on existing infrastructure. For both network types, the

routing protocol forms and relays data throughout the network. There are, how-

ever, some characteristics of WSNs that make the design of these routing protocols

particularly challenging. To start with, most WSNs are highly application-specific.

This means that the design requirements of a WSN change with the target appli-

cation. Furthermore, WSNs are very limited in energy and bandwidth. Hence, the

route discovery and relaying must be performed such that the lifetime of the net-

work is maximized. The particular characteristics of WSNs are elaborated below.

Application-specific:

• Most computer network systems are designed to be application-agnostic.

This means that the underlying network structure and protocols are designed

to accommodate a wide range of possible applications. WSNs are in con-

trast, highly application-specific and are essentially built for a special pur-

pose. Although a WSN protocol can be designed generically to facilitate

many purposes (or applications), a generic protocol is not necessarily the

most efficient one for a certain application. For example; a low-delay mil-

itary surveillance application may require a different routing scheme than a

periodic agricultural monitoring task.

• For many WSN applications there is a need for a precise knowledge of the

location from where the data was captured. For example for a surveillance

WSN, it is important to determine the location of a possible intruder. For

such systems, localization of the sensor nodes is an important feature.

Energy and bandwidth limitations:

• WSNs are energy constrained and have very limited bandwidth. Thus, the

routing protocol must limit the total number of packet transmissions to con-

serve bandwidth and to maximize the system lifetime.

• Many WSNs consist of several hundred nodes. A scalable protocol design

is therefore necessary. Furthermore, since some nodes might fail due to en-

ergy depletion and may be replaced, the routing protocol must accommodate

changes in the number of nodes.

• Depending on the application, there can be several sensor nodes collocated
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in the same area. In such cases, sensor data can be redundant. To improve

energy and bandwidth utilization, the routing protocol must exploit such re-

dundancy by letting the sensors collaborate, e.g., by using data aggregation.

• The topology of many sensor networks involves a packet flow from multiple

sensors to one or more sinks (i.e., a Multipoint-to-Point (MP2P) topology).

This is in contrast to other communication networks which usually build

upon a Point-to-point (P2P) traffic pattern. Both energy and bandwidth can

be conserved by enabling protocol support for MP2P.

• Ultra-low power microcontrollers are necessary to fulfill the lifetime and

cost requirements. Such microcontrollers are very limited in computation

power and available memory capacity. This means that algorithms and pro-

tocols must be computationally efficient and consume a limited amount of

the scarce memory capacity.

It is clear from the list above that there are several application requirements and

energy and bandwidth constraints that dictate the design of a WSN and impact

the routing protocol. Traditional routing protocols known from the wired network

domain consumes too much bandwidth and energy to be considered relevant for

WSNs. However, some of the principal ideas from these protocols, such as the

routing metrics can be applied.

Routing protocols for MANETs on the other hand, can sometimes be adapted to

WSNs by reducing the number of control messages and optimizing the size of the

packet headers. It is also possible to further reduce the overhead of a MANET

protocol by including support for MP2P data collection. A variety of MANET

adaptations are discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis and explored in the papers A,

B, C, H and J.

A major challenge with WSN routing protocols is to maximize the lifetime of

the network. Since there is a trade-off between the scarce energy and bandwidth

resources on one hand, and the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) on the other hand,

this is a difficult challenge to address. Additional factors that can influence on the

lifetime and performance of the network are interference, lossy links and energy-

depleted nodes.

The performance of a WSN is also affected by several application and deployment

issues, such as the placement of the sensing nodes, the placement and the number

of sinks, and how the nodes collaborate. Considering these issues, there are several

methods that can contribute to increase the lifetime and the PDR. For example,

multiple sinks can be used to increase the scalability and the redundancy. The use

of multiple sinks also reduces the energy usage due to shorter paths and increases
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the throughput due to spread of the load. Another method is to use network clusters

to separate the network into smaller and more manageable units. The nodes can

also collaborate by aggregating sensed data inside the network.

The limited bandwidth, energy and memory capacity in a WSN makes it important

to have a holistic approach to protocol development; i.e., protocols and function-

ality on different layers must be seen in combination and even merged if feasible.

Cross-layering is a technique that contributes to increase the performance of the

network by exploiting information exchange and dependencies between the pro-

tocol layers. A common theme in this thesis is therefore to use a cross-layering

approach to address some of the challenges related to energy- and bandwidth ef-

ficient routing in WSNs. The cross-layering techniques that are used includes

creation of new interfaces between protocol layers and design coupling without

new interfaces. In addition to energy- and bandwidth challenges, the thesis also

addresses some application-related challenges such as node localization and inter-

operability.

1.3 Overview of the work

In the previous section we discussed that the main characteristics of a WSN are:

i) that the design is often application-specific; and ii) that the nodes are energy

and bandwidth constrained. These characteristics lead to a set of challenges that
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must be solved. Among these challenges, the work in this thesis focuses on local-

ization and interoperability, which are application-related topics; and aggregation

and routing-efficiency, which are topics related to energy and bandwidth. Figure

1.1 show the relation between the main challenges, the specific topics, and the

thesis contributions including the research papers. Paper A–E directly address the

specific topics shown in the figure, while Paper F addresses a particular surveil-

lance application for WSN.

All topics are addressed from a routing protocol perspective. Routing protocols are

therefore the recurring theme through all the work. Furthermore, cross-layering

is used as a method to provide performance improvements e.g., by linking the

routing protocol with other WSN functions such as localization or aggregation.

Cross-layering is thus the second recurring theme in the thesis. These two themes;

routing protocols and cross-layering, is described in detail in Chapter 2, whereas

the related work specific to each paper is described in Chapter 3 and in each of the

papers.

The six research papers have been published in peer-reviewed international con-

ferences or journals. The author of this thesis is the principal contributor and first

author of all the papers. An overview of the work will now be given, starting with

Paper A.

In many WSN applications, such as battlefield surveillance or environmental mon-

itoring, location awareness is an important function. Paper A investigates how the

routing protocol can facilitate localization of the sensor nodes. Since the rout-

ing protocol provides the fundamental messaging service in the WSN, this service

can be exploited to distribute localization information. The paper investigates a

method to provide routing and localization simultaneously. Cross-layering is here

used to exchange information between the localization mechanism and the routing

protocol. Furthermore, a part of the solution is to improve the efficiency of a com-

mon distance-vector routing protocol by augmenting the protocol with support for

the MP2P traffic pattern.

Paper B investigates how the routing protocol can contribute in cluster generation.

In a WSN used for surveillance, there can be a high probability that an event is de-

tected simultaneously by multiple nodes. By using data-aggregation within clus-

ters, such events can be combined into one report. This will improve the utilization

of the scarce energy and the limited bandwidth resources. The work builds on the

routing protocol (supporting MP2P traffic pattern) developed in Paper A. Further-

more, Paper B studies how virtual network clusters can be determined based on

fetching topology information from the routing protocol via cross-layering. Both

centralized and distributed clustering methods are compared in a surveillance con-
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text.

Paper C investigates multi-sink WSNs. The use of multiple sinks in a WSN ex-

tends the MP2P traffic pattern with anycast and improves the network lifetime,

increases the scalability and gives redundancy. The method also reduces the av-

erage path length in the network. In the paper we investigate algorithms for find-

ing optimal sink locations for a given network topology and coverage. The sink

placement method utilizes the route establishment phase of the routing protocol

to obtain information about the current network topology. The scheme can then

propose locations for a given number of sinks that will lead to the assumed highest

performance and system lifetime.

While a few WSNs operate isolated and on their own, most WSNs are connected

to an external network. The integration between a low-power, application-specific

WSN and an external network system must be performed by taking into account

the limitations of the WSN and particularly the routing protocol. Paper D addresses

this challenge and provides a data-aggregation scheme for WSNs that interoper-

ates with the outside world (external networks) via a standardized interface. The

architecture in Paper D provides a wrapper for Web services. The wrapper en-

ables external systems to interoperate with the sensor network using standardized

Extensible Markup Language (XML) and Web services. The routing and data-

aggregation schemes inside the WSN on the other hand, use traditional routing

mechanisms that can adapt according to the external system queries.

Paper E focuses on routing mechanisms that are able to operate in high-interference

scenarios. The paper investigates the trade off between traditional routing, which

has its clear advantage in stable networks, and opportunistic routing, which has

its advantage when the network is unreliable. The paper presents a hybrid method

that performs automatic switching between traditional routing and opportunistic

routing based on the underlying network characteristics. The approach presented

in the paper is compared to five other routing protocols and reveals that the hybrid

protocol gives the overall best balance between PDR and overhead.

Paper F is addresses the holistic sensor network vision for military surveillance.

The main goal of this work is to gain better knowledge about how to build an

entire sensor network system. The work includes data collection, configuration,

design and the development of the hardware. It also includes a simple method for

node localization. Paper F reports on several experiments with sensor networks

deployed in a military training facility. The experimental results quantify the oper-

ative effect of using a military surveillance WSN. The performance of the network

protocols in the field is also evaluated and compared to test-bed results. Further-

more, the paper summarizes our experience and lessons learned in building sensor
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nodes and conducting realistic field system trials of WSNs.

1.4 Scope

There are different approaches that can be taken when designing an application

specific sensor network. One approach is to create a vertically optimized system

without defined communication layers. Such a bespoke system will often give the

best performance and system lifetime. The drawback with this approach is that the

system can be inflexible and replacing one of the protocols can be difficult without

a complete redesign. The approach taken in this thesis is therefore different. We

use standardized protocols and layers and adapt these for a given application. The

advantage with this approach is that the protocols can be replaced. Furthermore,

the solutions that we have used can be adapted to a wider range of applications.

Even if some of the approaches and considerations in this thesis are strongly fo-

cused towards military surveillance applications, this does not imply that the pro-

posed solutions are applicable for military WSNs only. There are many civilian

security and monitoring applications that are similar to military application and

can use our proposed solutions directly.

Security is of utmost importance for all wireless networks and particularly for

military WSNs. Thus, we emphasize that a security architecture must be part of a

final system although we do not directly address security aspects of WSNs in this

thesis. It is well-known that any security solution can affect the performance of

some parts of the system, such as the routing protocol. However, a range of light-

weight security mechanisms can be applied alongside with the WSN protocols

and solutions presented in this thesis. For example, both TinySec [8] and IEEE

802.15.4 [9] provide link-encryption that can be used with minor increase in both

overhead and energy consumption. Furthermore, data-integrity and authentication

can be included in the routing protocol as shown in the work by Pecho et al. [10].

A subject that is closely related to routing protocol development, is that of Medium

Access Control (MAC) protocols. Routing protocols can perform differently de-

pending on the chosen MAC protocol, and the study of optimizations herein is an

active research area. The subject of MAC protocols is, however, not extensively

studied in this thesis. We ensure that our solutions are applicable for a wide range

of target applications by basing the work in the thesis on the de-facto standard

802.15.4 MAC protocol developed by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE).
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1.5 Research Methods

The four well-known techniques for evaluating Wireless Sensor Network proto-

cols are: analytical models, simulation, emulation and real-world experiments.

Real-world experimentations can further be divided in test-bed experimentation

and field experiments (i.e., full implementations).

Analytical models are used to evaluate certain protocol properties and can provide

the fundamental knowledge necessary for directing future research. A distributed

wireless sensor network is, however, extremely complex. Thus, it is not feasible

to analytically model the dynamics across several protocol layers and among dis-

tributed sensor nodes simultaneously without making abstractions of the physical

world. For these reasons, analytical models are not used in the research in this the-

sis. Simulations are generally better suited than analytical models to investigate the

complex dynamics and distributed interactions in WSNs. A limitation with simu-

lations is however, that the simulator must simplify the properties of the physical

world. Real-world experiments are therefore required to prove that algorithms and

protocols work as expected when deployed in an operational setting. Despite pro-

viding the necessary realism, conducting effective real-world experiments involve

considerable complexity, cost and man-hours.

Paper A B C D E F

Simulation X X X

Test-bed X X X

Field test X

Table 1.1: Research methods used in the papers

To bridge the gap between simulations and real-world experiments, emulations

can be used. Emulations can reduce cost and experimentation time and at the

same time provide better repeatability than real-world experiments. In spite of the

benefits, network emulations are not used in the research in this thesis. Instead,

we use a combination of simulations, a test-bed with real sensing nodes–which

serves the same purpose as an emulator, and field experiments. Table 1.1 shows

the relations between the evaluation methods and the papers. We elaborate the

different methods below.

1.5.1 Simulations

Simulators such as Network Simulator 2 (NS-2) and NS-3 [11], TinyOS Simulator

(TOSSIM) [12], Castalia [13] and OMNeT [14] all come with built-in support for
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a wide range of sensor network protocols. NS-2 is among the most well-tested and

reliable simulators and is widely used for performance evaluation of both wired

and wireless networks. The papers A, B and C of this thesis all rely on performance

evaluation using the NS-2 simulator.

For the works in Paper A and Paper B, we implemented the DYMO-low routing

protocol for NS-2 according to the draft standard [15] and adapted it to include

our ideas for localization and clustering respectively. A part of the experiments

in Paper B was based on the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) code from

the University of Murcia [16], albeit we altered the code to increase the topology

awareness. For the work in Paper C, we implemented 6LoWPAN Ad Hoc On-

Demand Distance Vector Routing (LOAD) [17] as a basis for our multiple-sink

solution.

An important factor in wireless network simulations is the choice of propagation

model. For Paper A and Paper B, we used the simple two-ray ground propaga-

tion model in NS-2, which gives a high level of abstraction of the physical layer.

Although this abstraction means that the results are not directly transferable to

the real world, the trends that are produced should still be valid. In Paper C, the

complexity of the scheme required a more detailed propagation model. For this

purpose we used the ShadowingVis propagation model, which is one of the most

realistic propagation models available for NS-2.

Besides the challenges involved in using unrealistic physical models, there are also

other limitations with network simulators. Some common shortfalls in conducting

MANET research was identified by Kurkowski et al. in the work [18]. These

shortfalls, such as improper simulation setup and the use of unrealistic scenarios,

also apply for WSNs. In spite of these, simulations are virtually inevitable in order

to validate the scaling characteristic of a protocol design. It is therefore a very

valuable and trustworthy tool when realistic scenarios are used. In Paper C for

example, we used a wide range of scenarios and repeated experiments to avoid

biased results.

1.5.2 Test-beds

Simulations can only be the first step towards a deployed sensor network. Inspired

by other test-beds, such as Emstar [19], MoteLab [20] and WiseBed [21], we de-

cided to build our own test-bed consisting of 20 TelosB [22] sensing nodes with

TinyOS 2.x [23]. The nodes were mounted on a wall covering an area of 2.5 m x

2.5 m. An output power of -25dBm, gave a multihop network with an average node

degree of 6. The nodes were connected to a standard laptop using a combination
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of USB cables and hubs. This USB backbone was used for reprogramming and

debugging. The test-bed enabled testing of real hardware and code in a controlled

environment and was essential for studying data aggregation and interoperability

in Paper D.

Small test-beds often underestimate the network dynamics found in real deploy-

ments. Hence, we developed our test-bed further by introducing a software con-

trolled interference source for the research in Paper E. Moreover, we developed a

set of tools which let us run automated and repeated experiments with a variety of

routing protocols as well as different interference levels. In this way, the test-bed

combined the benefits of simulations and real-world experiments.

1.5.3 Field testing

Even though the term Wireless Sensor Network usually refers to a general concept,

most WSNs are (as discussed in Section 1.2) constructed with a certain purpose in

mind and is therefore targeted a specific environment and application. Simulations,

and even detailed testbeds, cannot precisely determine how the WSN behave in the

desired environment. Thus, the only way to make sure that a WSN system work

as expected is to carry out real-world experiments in the field. In Paper E we con-

ducted experiments with a 50-node surveillance sensor network in an operational

setting. An important part of the research method was to compare our surveillance

WSN both with a state-of-the-art commercial Unattended Ground System (UGS)

and with using human soldiers as sensors. This method let us quantify the op-

erative effect of using a WSN as a surveillance system as well as evaluating the

technical properties of the sensing nodes.

1.6 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized in two parts. Part I is an introduction and discussion of

the areas where the thesis contributes whereas Part II consists of a set of published

articles. Figure 1.1 show the main structure of the thesis work.

The list of figures and the list of terms and acronyms given in the beginning of the

thesis are restricted to Part I. Likewise, since each article includes a reference list,

the reference list found at the end of Part I is exclusive to this part of the thesis.

Part I begins with a brief introduction in Chapter 1 describing the background,

motivation and outline of the thesis. The employed research methods are also

described here. Chapter 2 describes the related works in the areas of routing in
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WSNs and cross-layering. These two subjects are important throughout the whole

thesis. The related works that are specific to each of the thesis contributions are

discussed in Chapter 3. This chapter also describes the motivation and the main

results for each of the papers. The thesis is concluded in Chapter 4, summarizing

the contributions and future work.

Part II consists of the following six research papers, in chronological order:

PAPER A: Localization in Wireless Sensor Networks based on Ad hoc Routing

and Evolutionary Computation

PAPER B: Increasing the Lifetime of Roadside Sensor Networks using Edge-

Betweenness Clustering

PAPER C: Constrained-based Multiple Sink Placement for Wireless Sensor

Networks

PAPER D: Integrating Wireless Sensor Networks in the NATO Network En-

abled Capability using Web Services

PAPER E: O-CTP: Hybrid Opportunistic Collection Tree Protocol for Wire-

less Sensor Networks

PAPER F: Experiences from deploying a Wireless Sensor Network for Mili-

tary Base Protection
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Chapter 2

Related work

2.1 Introduction

There are two general topics that are important throughout the whole thesis (cf.

Figure 1.1). The first topic deals with performance optimizations of the WSN

routing protocols themselves. This chapter therefore begins with an introduction

to the most prominent routing schemes for WSNs (Section 2.2). The second recur-

rent thesis topic addresses cross-layer interoperation between the routing protocol

and other protocols. Hence, Section 2.3 discuss such cross-layer optimizations in

WSNs and the challenges lying therein.

The purpose with these two sections is not to present an in-depth study of all areas

of research, but to provide the necessary background information and describe how

the related work is used as a basis for our research. In order to be comprehensible,

we do not describe all functionality in the different protocols, but rather simplify it

down to the essence needed to understand the fundamentals behind our research.

The reader should consult the appropriate protocol documents for a more complete

description.

After describing the related works in the two main categories, we conclude the

chapter in Section 2.4 by presenting an overview of some important related works

that—although they are not necessarily directly related to either routing or cross-

layering as such—have been inspirational and have yielded important insight to

complete the thesis work, and thus, should be acknowledged.

15
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2.2 Routing

Various target applications may require radically different routing protocols. To

accommodate for the variety of possible WSN-applications, a wide range of rout-

ing protocols have been proposed. The work in [24] surveys numerous early works

in this category. In this chapter we focus mainly on protocols that are implemented

on real hardware and protocols that are standardized by the Internet Engineering

Task Force (IETF). According to the IETF, WSNs differ mainly in the traffic pat-

terns the protocols support. We name the traffic patterns as follows (borrowed

from [25] and [26]):

• Point-to-point (P2P) refers to traffic exchanged between any two nodes in

the network.

• Point-to-Multipoint (P2MP) refers to traffic between one node and a set of

nodes. A common WSN use case involves P2MP flows from or through a

sink node outward towards other nodes contained in the network.

• Multipoint-to-Point (MP2P) is a common WSN use case in which packets

collecting information from many nodes in the network flow inwards to-

wards the sink node(s).

Regardless of the traffic pattern, routing protocols for WSNs also differ in the

employed objective function and the set of metrics and constraints that are used in

the route selection process. We begin this section with an overview of the central

WSN routing metrics. Then we discuss the most relevant routing protocols within

three categories; P2P routing protocols, MP2P protocols, and finally opportunistic

routing protocols. The latter category can potentially support all of the three traffic

patterns listed above.

2.2.1 Metrics

Most routing protocols use hop count as a simple cost metric. The Minimum Hop

Count (MHC) route metric is simple and intuitive and lets the routing protocol

select the path with the minimum number of hops between the source and the

destination. One problem with MHC is that it maximizes the distance traveled by

each hop. Since physical links degrade with distance, MHC is prone to favor low

signal strength links. Furthermore, as the metric does not consider the quality of

the links, it implicitly assumes that the link either works perfectly or not at all. In

practice however, the link might deliver only a small percentage of the packets on

average. Hence, the underlying MAC protocol must retransmit the packet several
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times to achieve success. For these reasons, the minimum-hop-path is seldom the

most efficient in terms of energy consumption and bandwidth utilization.

It is clear that in many circumstances it might be beneficial to use a different metric

than MHC. Alternative routing metrics have therefore been proposed. One of these

is the Expected Transmission Count (ETX) metric [27]. ETX finds paths with the

fewest expected number of transmissions (including retransmissions) required to

deliver a packet all the way to its destination. By measuring the bidirectional

packet loss ratios on each link, the metric predicts the number of retransmissions

required. Since the ETX information lets the routing protocol minimize the total

number of transmissions, the energy consumption is also minimized.

Some radio transceivers, such as the Chipcon CC2420 commonly used in WSNs,

produce a Link Quality Indicator (LQI) value upon packet reception [28]. The

LQI value can be used by the routing protocol via cross-layer interfaces. One

example of a routing protocol using such information from the physical layer is

MultihopLQI [29]. MultihopLQI uses LQI to build its routing tree. LQI can also

be used in combination with MHC as in LOAD [17].

An issue with the different metrics presented above is that none of them consider

balancing the energy usage amongst the different nodes. Since MHC, ETX and

LQI all prefer certain paths in the network, the nodes that constitute these paths

can run out of energy much faster than the other nodes. To achieve better balance

in the energy consumption, some routing protocols use the residual energy on the

nodes as part of the cost metric. As an example, Chang et al. [30] proposed a

routing protocol that selects the path with the largest residual energy nodes. With

this approach, the nodes in this path will not deplete their energy completely, since

a better path (more residual energy) will be chosen at an earlier stage.

2.2.2 Point-to-point routing

A Point-to-point (P2P) protocol can enable data transmission between any two

nodes in the network. The P2P traffic pattern is essential in MANETs, and several

P2P routing protocols are developed for such networks. P2P protocols can also

be beneficial for WSNs, since they provide more flexibility in the data exchange

compared to a mere MP2P protocol. Moreover, P2P protocols are well-understood

and implemented in several simulators and operating systems. Since the IETF IPv6

over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) working group

[31] has made great efforts to bring the Internet Protocol (IP) to WSNs and other

low power wireless networks, the process of translating MANET protocols to such

networks has become simpler.
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In the following, we will explain two different point-to-point routing protocols:

AODV (and its derivatives) and OLSR. Both protocols have been studied and ap-

plied for WSNs during the work of this thesis.

AODV

One of the most successful MANET protocols is Ad hoc On-Demand Distance

Vector Routing (AODV) [32]. AODV is a reactive routing protocol that aims to

obtain routes on-demand, i.e., when an upper layer communication packet is des-

tined to a node not known in the routing table. The reactive nature of AODV is

also attractive for WSNs, especially for WSNs with few concurrent traffic flows

and little overall traffic. Dynamic MANET On-Demand Protocol (DYMO) [33]

is proposed as the successor of AODV, but has not achieved this status yet. Since

AODV and DYMO share the salient features, we describe only AODV in the fol-

lowing.

AODV is based on flooding control traffic before data transmission. Routes are

discovered by a node by broadcasting Route Requests (RREQs) which are flooded

throughout the network in search for the destination. The destination may receive

multiple RREQs originated from the original request. From this pool, it responds

to the request that has traversed over the assumed shortest path from the source to

the destination. The respond message is called a Route Reply (RREP) and follows

a reverse path towards the source.

To improve the basic request-reply phase, some additional techniques are included

in AODV: First, any node that has a fresh route to the destination may respond to

the RREQ with a Gratuitous RREP. Second, to limit the overhead caused by the

number of rebroadcasted RREQs, AODV can utilize an expanding ring technique

by gradually increasing the Time To Live (TTL) for each route request. Third,

each node maintains the routes via Hello-messages and stores the neighbors that

use the node as a router in its precursor list. Fourth, upon data transmission, an

intermediate node may detect a link break. This node will then generate a Route

Error (RERR) message that is sent to the nodes in the precursor list. When the

originator node receives the RERR, it initiates a new route discovery for the given

destination. The node that detects the link break may optionally employ local

repair in an attempt to re-discover the broken route.

Several efforts have been made to optimize AODV to make it more suitable for

low-power and bandwidth-constrained networks. NST-AODV [34] reduces some

of the overhead of AODV by tailoring the protocol headers for IEEE 802.15.4 de-

vices. The complexity is reduced by removing the expanding ring search technique
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and relying on Link-layer notifications to detect lost packets instead of using hello-

messages. LOAD [17] shares the same features but also removes the Gratuitous

RREP technique. DYMO-low [15], MSRP [35] and DYMO on TinyOS (TYMO)

[36] take a step further and also remove the local repair technique. The most sim-

plified versions of AODV are AODVjr [37] and TinyHop [38]. In these, even the

RERR messages are omitted.

LOAD and DYMO-low was initially proposed by the IETF but was suspended by

the 6LowPAN working group pending the results from RPL [25, 39]. The vast

interest in WSNs however, has triggered a renewed interest of AODV derivatives

within the IETF. The ideas of LOAD and DYMO-low are now being standardized

in LOADng1 [39]. LOADng shares the salient features of LOAD, but also intro-

duces optimized flooding, reducing the overhead incurred by RREQ generation

and flooding.

Three of the AODV-derivatives mentioned above have been used in the thesis.

DYMO-low was used in Paper A and Paper B. To reduce the number of RREQs,

the protocol was modified to establish a routing tree rooted in the sink (i.e., a MP2P

pattern) rather than letting all nodes establish independent point-to-point routes

towards the sink. For the work in Paper C, LOAD was used instead of DYMO-

low, since it provides LQI based routing in addition to MHC. In this paper, LQI

was used as an input to the sink positioning algorithm. In the experiments in Paper

E, TYMO [36] served as an example of a P2P protocol in the experiments. TYMO

was chosen among the different AODV-derivatives since this protocol is readily

available in TinyOS 2.x.

OLSR

Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [40] is a proactive link state MANET

routing protocol. It sets up and maintains routes regardless of the application

layer communication demands. The nodes discover their neighbors by exchanging

HELLO messages. The novelty of OLSR is to employ MultiPoint Relays (MPRs)

to minimize the number of control messages flooded in the network. Each node

chooses a subset of its neighbors as MPRs so that these MPRs cover all two-hop

neighbors. Routes are discovered and maintained based on the regular transmis-

sion of control traffic between nodes and the designated MPRs. Control messages

are only flooded through these MPRs, and not to all nodes.

Despite various optimizations in OLSR, the proactive nature of the protocol leads

1The Lightweight On-demand Ad hoc Distance-vector Routing Protocol - Next Generation

(LOADng)
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to a high number of control packet transmissions. Thus, the protocol is less suitable

for energy-constrained WSNs. On the other hand, OLSR offers several advantages

that are not as easily available with reactive protocols such as AODV. For exam-

ple, it can provide quick rerouting in case of topology changes and spanning trees

for information distribution. It can also contribute to node cooperation and node

localization.

Although OLSR is seldom considered viable for the smallest flavor of WSN nodes,

it is an excellent candidate for routing between more advanced sensor nodes.

OLSR is for example used in the 100-node CitySense sensor network [41]. By

taking the residual energy into account in MPR and route selection, the protocol

can also be applied to a broader spectrum of WSNs [42]. OLSR is especially at-

tractive when interoperation between the WSN and mobile nodes is required [43].

OLSR provides the attractive feature that each node keeps an updated view of the

network topology. In Paper B of this thesis, topology information from OLSR

was used as input for our clustering protocol. Here, updated information about the

network topology is used to create network clusters for data-aggregation. In Paper

H and Paper J, we present methods that adapt OLSR to work better in a wireless

sensor network environment. This is done by sending control messages with a

low frequency when the network is stable and more often when topology changes

occur.

2.2.3 Multipoint-to-Point routing

As opposed to most other distributed systems, WSNs deals with distributed data

collection characterized by the Multipoint-to-Point (MP2P) communication pat-

tern. The routing control traffic can therefore be severely reduced by letting the

routing protocol accommodate this traffic pattern. The main limitation of Point-to-

point (P2P) protocols, such as those described above, is that they do not exploit the

fact that most traffic in a WSN is destined to one node (i.e., the sink). MP2P (or

convergecast) routing protocols on the other hand, assume that all data produced

by the sensors are destined to a sink node. This protocol category is therefore more

efficient in data collection applications.

For the works in Paper A and B of this thesis, we identified a performance limi-

tation of the P2P protocol DYMO-low, and extended the protocol to allow MP2P

communication. For the work in Paper C, we modified LOAD similarly. It is worth

noting that the same ideas have recently been explored further for LOADng by Yi

et al. [44].
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In the following, we describe three other MP2P protocols that have gained signif-

icant attention in the research community and have been used during the work of

this thesis.

MultihopLQI

MultihopLQI [29] takes advantage of the LQI from the physical layer to additively

build a routing tree rooted at the sink. The LQI is related to the strength of the

received signal and is measured when receiving beacons. The beacons, which are

transmitted with a fixed interval, is also used to detect changes in the network

topology. The protocol avoids using routing tables by only keeping the state of

the current best parent. This approach reduces the memory usage and the control

overhead considerably compared to e.g., LOAD. In MultihopLQI the chosen par-

ent is the parent that advertises the best route (regarding accumulated link cost)

towards the sink. A node selects a new parent if another node advertises a lower

cost to the sink than the parent currently used. Since the LQI is a radio-specific

feature, MultihopLQI cannot be used on all hardware platforms. In fact, the Chip-

con CC2420 was the target radio platform for the protocol, and it might perform

differently when ported to other radio circuits.

In Paper E of this thesis, the TinyOS 2.x implementation of MultihopLQI was used

as a part of the comparison.

CTP

The Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [45] is the de-facto collection protocol in

TinyOS-based WSNs and is used in numerous test-beds and real-world implemen-

tations. CTP builds on MultihopLQI but is significantly different in two central

features. First, it uses the ETX as its routing metric as opposed to LQI. Starting

with an ETX of 0 at the sink, each node calculates its own ETX as the ETX re-

ported by the parent plus the ETX of its own link to the parent. The ETX of the

link to the parent is calculated based on the number of successful transmissions to

this node and the number of beacon messages received. Since the protocol uses

ETX rather than LQI, it is independent on the underlying radio system. Second,

CTP uses adaptive beaconing (as opposed to fixed beaconing in MultihopLQI) by

extending the Trickle algorithm [46]. Adaptive beaconing reduces the route repair

latency and contributes to sending fewer beacons when the network is stable. To

adapt quickly to topology changes, the trickle timer interval is reset to a low value

whenever a routing loop is detected or the routing cost decreases significantly.
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The TinyOS 2.x implementation of CTP was used in Paper D, Paper E and Paper

F of this thesis. In Paper D, the protocol was modified to provide tree-based data

aggregation. In Paper E, the protocol served as a basis for a novel hybrid protocol

proposal, Opportunistic Collection Tree Protocol (O-CTP).

RPL

The goal of the IETF Routing over Low-power and Lossy Networks (RoLL) group2

is to standardize a routing protocol for Low power and Lossy Networks (LLNs).

The term LLN includes all networks composed of embedded devices with limited

power, memory, and processing resources interconnected by a variety of links.

In 2010, the group introduced the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low power and

Lossy Networks (RPL) [25]. RPL is based on the efforts behind MultihopLQI

and CTP. The main difference between RPL and CTP is that RPL provides the

support for three traffic patterns, whereas CTP only supports one traffic pattern

(MP2P). RPL supports Multipoint-to-Point (convergecast), Point-to-Point and

Point-to-Multipoint traffic. In other words, RPL brings together the benefits from a

traditional MP2P collection protocol (e.g., CTP), with the ability to route between

arbitrary nodes in the network (as in e.g., LOAD), with the ability to disseminate

information from the sink to the entire network as in a dedicated dissemination

protocol such as Drip [47].

The routing tree in RPL is called a Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph

(DODAG). The pre-assigned root (i.e., the sink) starts the construction of the

DODAG by sending DODAG Information Object (DIO) packets (analogue to the

beacon packets in CTP). Once a node connects to the DODAG, it propagates its

own DIO further down the network. To reduce the cost of propagating the routing

state, RPL uses the Trickle timer in the same way as in CTP. In addition to includ-

ing information about the current rank in the routing tree, the DIO message also

contains the Objective Functions (OFs), which define the details on the computa-

tion of the routing metric. Two of the current OFs are OF0 [48], which gives Min-

imum Hop Count (MHC) routing, and Minimum Rank Objective Function with

Hysteresis (MRHOF) [49], which gives ETX routing. RPL provides huge flexi-

bility, since the OF can be chosen depending on the metric the network designer

decides to use.

Besides RPL’s ability to provide bidirectional routes, CTP and RPL share most

salient features. It is shown that the performance of CTP and RPL with MRHOF

is comparable [50]. RPL has only been used for test purposes during the work of

2https://tools.ietf.org/wg/roll/
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this thesis. However, due to the similar approach taken by the two protocols, the

research that is done on CTP in the papers D, E and F of this thesis can also be

applied to RPL.

2.2.4 Opportunistic routing

The purpose of both P2P and MP2P routing protocols is to find the optimal paths

throughout a network by daisy-chaining the links with the presumed best qualities.

This approach is identical to the method used in fixed infrastructure and is ideal

when the network dynamics are minimal. However, the metric calculations can

have difficulties in coping with the rapid fluctuations that can occur in the wireless

domain. Consequently, the routing decisions may be based on historic and out-

dated metrics. Opportunistic routing takes a different approach. It exploits, rather

than attempts to hide, the broadcast nature of the wireless medium. With oppor-

tunistic routing, a node does not preselect a preferred forwarder according to a set

of (possibly outdated) metrics. Instead, opportunistic routing takes advantage of

the fact that there might be many potential forwarders in a node‘s vicinity that are

able to receive and forward the broadcast packet.

Various opportunistic routing protocols differ mainly in the way the protocol de-

cides on which of the available forwarding nodes that should retransmit the packet.

In the seminal opportunistic routing protocol Extremely Opportunistic Routing

(ExOR) [51], the sender chooses a candidate subset of all its neighboring nodes

that could bring the packet closer to its destination. This subset is prioritized ac-

cording to ETX and is listed in the packet header. Each packet recipient then delays

a certain time depending on its priority in the list before forwarding the packet.

In Geographic Random Forwarding (GeRaF) [52, 53] each packet carries infor-

mation about the location of the sender and the destination. Prioritization of the

forwarding nodes is based on location information. In other words, the forwarding

node that brings the packet geographically closest to the destination is preferred.

GeRaF has the possibility to use RTS/CTS3 handshakes for collision avoidance.

Furthermore, the protocol supports duty-cycled wireless sensor networks by using

a busy tone protocol to wake up a sleeping node. An element of complexity of

GeRaF is the need for exact position information. The geographic routing can also

fail when no node is able to provide positive advancement (i.e., a dead-end).

ORW [54] is tailored for duty-cycled WSNs. In ORW, packets are addressed to

sets of potential receivers and are forwarded by the neighbor that wakes up first and

3Request To Send (RTS) and Clear To Send (CTS)
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successfully receives the packet. In contrast to the forwarder selection in ExOR,

ORW focuses on energy efficiency and delay instead of network throughput. ORW

also exploits spatial and temporal link-diversity by ensuring that many potential

forwarders can overhear a packet in a single wake-up period.

Both ExOR and GeRaF supports the P2P pattern, since packets can be transmitted

between any two nodes in the network. ORW, on the other hand, is an anycast

MP2P protocol and is tailored for data collection in WSNs. Given that broadcast

is the fundamental building block in opportunistic routing protocols, most of these

routing protocols can be extended to support the P2MP pattern.

A disadvantage with opportunistic routing is that the use of multiple forwarders

often leads to duplicate packets. This leads to unnecessary energy and bandwidth

usage. In Paper E of this thesis, we therefore propose to use opportunistic routing

only when traditional routing fails, e.g., when the network is subjected to inter-

ference and opportunistic forwarding is superior. In Paper E, we implemented

an opportunistic routing protocol (GEOPP) inspired by GeRaF. As in GeRaF, our

protocol uses geographical information about the nodes for the forwarding selec-

tion. GEOPP is, however, simplified and does not use RTS/CTS handshakes before

transmitting. This protocol is combined with CTP to create a hybrid protocol, Op-

portunistic Collection Tree Protocol (O-CTP).

2.3 Cross-layering

2.3.1 Introduction

The 7-layered Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model and the current TCP/IP

Internet architecture are examples of common layered models for networking. The

layered thinking has provided several advantages for network designers. First, by

working in layers, the implementation and design effort can be parallelized. Thus,

designers can independently focus on particular layers with the assurance that the

final system will interoperate. This makes it possible to upgrade individual mod-

ules (e.g., the routing protocol) without necessitating a redesign of the complete

system. Second, by defining one layer in the model as the “narrow waist”, inter-

connection between different networks is possible. In the TCP/IP model for ex-

ample, the network layer (IP) constitutes this narrow waist. Third, layered models

provide natural abstractions to deal with. This increases the synergy between re-

search efforts and facilitates the progress towards working systems.

Although strict boundaries between the layers have several advantages, there is al-
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ways a temptation to take architectural shortcuts to increase the performance. One

of the first attempts to combine functions from several layers is Integrated Layer

Processing (ILP) [55]. The purpose of ILP was to combine the data manipula-

tion functions from several protocol layers in a single processing loop. Now, the

use of architectural shortcuts, actively exploiting the dependence between protocol

layers for performance gains, is commonly referred to as cross-layer interactions.

According to Srivastava and Motani [56], different cross-layer proposals can be

categorized in the following four categories:

1. Creation of new interfaces.

2. Merging of adjacent layers.

3. Design coupling without new interfaces.

4. Vertical calibration across layers.

The first category is the most common in WSNs. New interfaces can be created

both downward from a higher layer to a lower layer and upward from a lower layer

to a higher layer. One example of downward communication is a routing protocol

that dictates the radio transmit power, as in the work [57]. An example of upward

communication could be an application layer protocol taking advantage of the

Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) from the physical layer as in Paper A

of this thesis.

The second type of cross-layer designs is to merge adjacent layers. For WSNs,

there are several proposed schemes that involves a complete integration of the

MAC protocol and the routing protocol. One example of such integration is the

work in [58].

The third category involves coupling of two or more layers without any extra inter-

faces for information sharing. Here, mechanisms in one layer implies that another

layer is capable of performing certain operations. Hence, it may not be possible

to replace one of these layers without changing the other layer. Cross-layering

methods of this category is used in some of the solutions in this thesis.

The final category involves setting parameters across several layers. For example

a QoS-aware application layer can dictate certain operations at the routing layer,

which in turn dictates the preferred modulation at the physical layer.

The use of cross-layer interactions for WSNs can have a wide range of motivating

factors. In the introduction of the thesis, we identified that the main characteristics

of WSNs are that they are highly application-specific and that they are very limited

in energy and bandwidth. For the sake of brevity, we use these two groups to
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characterize the different cross-layer approaches for WSNs. In other words, cross-

layer interactions can be used to:

1. facilitate application layer protocols (e.g., a node localization scheme),

2. improve the energy and bandwidth consumption.

In the following subsections we describe cross-layer interactions belonging to

these categories and relate them to the work of this thesis.

2.3.2 Cross-layering for application support

Several application-layer schemes can benefit from exploiting lower-layer func-

tionality. In many circumstances there is a need to coordinate some data amongst

several WSN nodes. It is difficult to perform such coordination in an efficient way

using only the mechanisms available on the application layer. A more efficient

approach is to create an interface between the application layer and the network

layer. Via such an interface one can exploit that the routing protocol has the capa-

bility to perform efficient distribution. For example, in Paper B of this thesis, we

propose to coordinate node-to-clusterhead memberships using the existing MPR

flooding mechanism in OLSR.

A more extensive use of cross-layering for application support is the work in Paper

A of this thesis. In this work, the localization method at the application layer uses

signal strength information from the physical layer and link information from the

network layer. This information is fed to an application layer protocol, which

combines the information and feeds it back to the routing protocol. The routing

protocol then forwards the information to the sink for further processing. In other

words, the scheme in Paper A use back-and forth cross-layer interaction involving

three protocol layers.

2.3.3 Cross-layering to improve energy and bandwidth utilization

Most prevalent WSN routing protocols employ cross-layer mechanisms to a greater

or lesser degree to increase the efficiency and to improve the energy and bandwidth

utilization. Routing protocols typically use downward or upward interfaces to ad-

jacent layers for information sharing. For example, a routing protocol can perform

topology control by transmitting notifications to the physical layer about a pre-

ferred radio transmit power as in the work by Chipara et al [57]. A routing proto-

col can also rely on hints from lower layers, such as information about the residual

energy on the node or information about signal strength or link quality from the
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physical layer. Several routing protocols in the latter category are relevant for the

work of this thesis.

The central metric in the previously mentioned MultihopLQI protocol [29], relies

on the Link Quality Indicator (LQI) from the physical layer. LQI gives information

about the quality of the decoding of an incoming packet and is provided by the

Chipcon CC2420 radio chip. A limitation with MultihopLQI is that the metric

calculation is tied to this radio chip only. Since it is readily available in TinyOS

2.x, MultihopLQI was used for the experiments in Paper E of this thesis.

LOAD [17] is another protocol that uses link information from the physical layer

in addition to the hop distance in the routing decision. The quality of a link is mea-

sured upon RREQ reception and could for example be based on LQI. However,

while MultihopLQI is tailored for one particular radio chip, LOAD can be used on

top of all radio chips that can provide some kind of simple link quality measure-

ments. The cross-layer interaction here is therefore simpler and more flexible. The

basic mechanism is as follows: If the quality value measured in LOAD is below a

certain threshold value, the link is considered weak. The route cost then becomes

a combination of the number of hops and the number of weak links. If the radio

chip does not support link measurements or a cross-layer interface is unavailable,

the protocol operation is identical to Minimum Hop Count (MHC). In Paper C of

this thesis, LOAD was extended to provide anycast MP2P routing in a multisink

setting.

The idea behind LOAD is to exploit cross-layer interactions between the routing

layer and the physical layer without being bound to one particular radio circuit.

The four-bit wireless link estimation module [59], which is used by CTP, follows

the idea of such a general link estimation method a step further. It combines in-

formation from the network, link, and physical layers when estimating the link

quality. The scheme provides simple interfaces between these layers. Despite the

fact that the method definitively is cross-layer, the interfaces the method provides

enables a generalized link estimation method that can be applied for a variety of

routing protocols and physical layers. This link estimation module was used with

CTP for the papers D, E and F of this thesis. In Paper E, it was revealed that the

link estimation has difficulty coping with radio interference. This motivated for

using a hybrid opportunistic protocol, which proved to perform better than CTP in

interfered environments.

As we have now seen, one method to improve the energy and bandwidth utiliza-

tion of the WSN is to use cross-layering to increase the routing efficiency. Two

other approaches to improve the utilization of these scarce resources is to employ

in-network data-aggregation and to dutycycle the radio circuit. An example of a
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scheme that use both approaches is the distributed cross-layer scheduling protocol

for data aggregation proposed by Wu et al. in [60]. In this scheme, each node em-

ploys its MAC, routing, and query layers in a cross-layer fashion to negotiate with

its parent the timing of transmission. The nodes distributively construct sched-

ules that dictate the query processing, computation, communication, and sleep. In

addition, data aggregation is performed using cross-layer interfaces with the appli-

cation layer.

Paper D of this thesis presents a scheme that, similarly to the work by Wu et al.,

is motivated by the need for query processing and in-network data aggregation.

The aggregation is here performed along the routing tree by extending the CTP

routing protocol [45]. Paper B of this thesis is also concerned with in-network

data-aggregation. Here, data aggregation is performed at the cluster-heads. The

clusters are created based on link information from the routing protocol. This

requires an upward interface from the network layer to the application layer. An

alternative method to create clusters, not involving cross-layering, is to base the

cluster structure on the geographical location of the nodes as in [61]. Paper B

reveals that this approach is not as effective as clustering based on the network

topology via cross-layering.

Paper C use a similar interfacing method as in Paper B. Here, the application goal

is to determine the best locations to put multiple sinks. These locations are deter-

mined based on the LQI from the physical layer as well as link information from

the networking layer. Information from these layers are collected by the applica-

tion via cross-layer interfaces.

2.3.4 Implementing cross-layer interfaces

Any cross-layer method can have undesirable consequences on system perfor-

mance if done without care [62]. A variety of architectural frameworks are there-

fore proposed to address some of the common challenges in introducing cross-

layer optimizations [63–68]. These frameworks enable the use of cross-layer op-

timizations without violating the architecture or creating dependencies that hin-

ders future system extensions. However, these frameworks are not free of costs.

First, the desire for generic architectures and frameworks has the drawback of

added complexity. Second, the memory footprint and the extra processing required

for these frameworks can sacrifice performance for the energy and memory con-

strained WSN platforms. One of the lessons learned in Paper F of this thesis was

that the program memory on typical WSN nodes quickly fills up. It is therefore

paramount both to avoid duplicated functionality across the protocol layers (i.e.,
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use cross-layering when feasible), and to avoid implementing unnecessary code.

One of the common arguments against using cross-layering, particularly for MA-

NETs, is that it can lead to spaghetti-like code that is hard to maintain [62]. Passing

information between protocol layers on a MANET-PC can indeed be tedious, and

intrinsically difficult without a proper Application Programming Interface (API).

WSNs are somewhat different, since the entire operating system (e.g., TinyOS [23]

or Contiki [69]) and all protocol layers are implemented using the same program-

ming language and often the same code base. Thus, passing information between

the protocol layers is reduced to simple function calls. This makes it easier to im-

plement and test cross-layer interactions without the danger of destroying the code

structure or introducing bugs in the system.

2.4 Selected related work

The two previous sections have discussed previous work related to routing and

cross-layering respectively. This thesis relies, however, on a wide range of early

work. Some of the previous works, as the ones presented above, are used directly

in the research. There are also other works from adjacent disciplines that have

inspired the research in this thesis. Some works have described a highly relevant

research method and some of the related works have been important to see the

research field in a larger, historical context. These works also deserve recognition,

and a selection of these is presented in this section.

Let us first take a step back in the history of wireless sensing. It is impossible to

date the specific point in time when Wireless Sensor Networks was established as a

research field. The US Army established the pioneering age of ambient battlefield

intelligence by their work in the late 1960s as reported in [70]. This excellent and

previously classified work reminds us that although wireless sensing is considered

a new concept, the ideas stems from decades-old visions. A work from more recent

times, but equally important, is the report from the Smart Dust project, which

started in 1997 [71]. This project was a breakthrough in miniaturizing the wireless

sensor concept, and paved the way for a new paradigm with respect to wireless

sensors. Their work still serves as an inspiration for beginning researchers in the

field.

The research method in the field of wireless sensing has gradually evolved from

conceptual architectural thinking, through simple network simulations, to in-depth

and thorough system testing and evaluation. Protocol testing and evaluation for

Wireless Sensor Networks is a tedious task that requires many man-hours. The
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works by Gnawali et al. [45] and Mottola et al. [72] are excellent textbook exam-

ples of how to perform such testing carefully. The approaches and the thorough-

ness presented in these papers are truly inspiring.

The transition from ideas and simulations to full field implementations is far from

trivial. Barrenetxea et al. [3] has provided a “Hitchhikers guide” for WSN develop-

ers planning to perform experiments in the field. This article is a must-read for all

WSN researchers with the ambition to conduct real-life system testing. This work

was one of the inspirations for conducting the field experiments presented in Paper

F. Another article aimed to guide fellow researchers is the thought-provoking arti-

cle by Raman and Chebrolu [73]. Their work encourages to employ a bottom-up

approach in protocol development and advocates for simple solutions in WSNs.

Finally, the TinyOS developers have made great efforts in creating the de-facto

operating system for WSN researchers. TinyOS has undoubtedly contributed to

increase the understanding and prevalence of WSNs. Furthermore, the ability of

the TinyOS team to see their 10-years endeavor in retrospect and share their lessons

learned in the paper [74] is an example to follow. However, other OS alternatives

are emerging. ConTiki [69] and Arduino [75] are both considered easier to learn

and are excellent candidates for building sensing applications.
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Contributions

3.1 A summary of the contribution as a whole

The work in this thesis address a broad range of issues regarding Wireless Sensor

Networks (WSNs). To give an overview of the contributions, we will first present

the works thematically to illustrate how the contributions are related to certain

challenges within WSNs. After that, the work will be presented chronologically.

This will give the logical relationship between the papers and reveal how the re-

search methodology has evolved through the work of the thesis.

3.1.1 A thematic overview

As described in the introduction of this thesis, there are two general characteristics

of WSNs that define the spectrum of challenges. To begin with, WSNs are highly

application-specific. This means that all mechanisms in the WSN are tailored to-

wards a specific application and that different target applications (e.g., surveillance

vs. agricultural monitoring) may require different protocols.

• Localization is one of the application-related challenges addressed in this

thesis. In many applications for distributed sensing, it is important to know

the location of the sensing nodes. Two different methods are studied in Paper

A and Paper F respectively.

• Interoperability between the WSN and an external system is another application-

related challenge. This challenge is addressed in Paper D.

31
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The second subject that characterizes all WSNs is that they are very limited in

energy and bandwidth.

• Data-aggregation is one method to conserve both energy and bandwidth.

In Paper B, data-aggregation is implemented on top of a clustered network.

In contrast, Paper D describes data-aggregation implemented on top of the

collection tree. Again, the target application defines which of these two

alternatives that is most efficient.

• A second method to conserve energy and bandwidth is to improve the Rout-
ing Efficiency. The scheme presented in Paper C, falls into this category

since the use of multiple sinks improves both the redundancy and gives en-

ergy fairness. Multiple sinks also contributes to shorten the paths in the

network. The work in Paper E more directly address routing efficiency

by introducing a routing scheme that switches between traditional routing

and opportunistic routing based on the underlying network characteristics.

One additional method to improve the routing efficiency in a data-collection

WSN is to incorporate support for a MP2P traffic pattern. This was per-

formed in Paper A and B.

As shown in Figure 1.1, the common denominator and underlying theme of all the

works is routing. The second common theme is cross-layering, which is used as

a method in many of the papers to achieve increased application support and to

improve the routing efficiency.

3.1.2 A chronological overview

The thesis consists of six research papers, A–F in chronological order.

The main motivation behind Paper A was to create an effective and precise local-

ization system for WSNs. In order to take and collect the necessary ranging mea-

surements for the localization mechanism, it was necessary to apply some changes

to the routing protocol. To support collection in an efficient way, the MP2P traffic

pattern was included to the routing protocol.

The routing protocol created in Paper A has the ability to collect all the topology

information in the network. Paper B was motivated by using this information to

create network clusters. Such clusters can contribute to separate the network into

smaller and more manageable units. However, while a localization algorithm may

well be centralized (as in Paper A), a clustering mechanism should be distributed.

Hence, Paper B presents both centralized and distributed clustering. It is also

demonstrated how the clusters can be used as a basis for data-aggregation.
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Paper A Paper B Paper C Paper D Paper E Paper F

Simulation Test bed Field test

Figure 3.1: The evaluation methods used in the papers

The sink represents a single-point of failure and, since only one sink is used, this

can give a skewed distribution of the energy consumption in the network. A natural

extension of the work in Paper B is to expand the network to include more sinks.

The specific challenge that was addressed in Paper C was to find the locations for

a given number of sink that contributes to maximize the system lifetime.

The first three papers all dealt with the gathering of information from the sensors

to one or more sinks. A natural next step in the research was thus to address

how this information could be forwarded from the WSN to an external network.

The motivation behind Paper D was to create this interoperability using a tight

integration between the routing protocol in the WSN and standardized protocols

in the external network.

Paper D involved many experiments with the CTP routing protocol. One of the

lessons was that CTP is inefficient in certain conditions, particularly with interfer-

ence in the network. Consequently, the motivation for Paper E was to create a new

protocol that had better performance in such conditions.

One application that has been important throughout this thesis is surveillance. In

Paper B and Paper D, we investigated surveillance WSNs using simulation and

test-beds respectively. The motivation behind Paper F was to extend this research

to a real life scenario, and establish a large surveillance WSN in a realistic setting.

Just as the ideas have evolved during the work of the thesis, the evaluation method

has also evolved (cf. Figure 3.1). In the first work, presented in Paper A, the

method included algorithmically implementation and evaluation using a network

simulator. For Paper B and Paper C, the nature and complexity of the schemes

required more complex simulations. During the work, we wanted to gain expe-

rience with real sensor nodes and provide more realistic results than simulations

can offer. Hence, for the Papers D and E, the method shifted towards test-bed im-

plementation and evaluation with real sensing nodes. Finally, in Paper F, results

and fruitful experience was obtained using real implementations of large military

surveillance WSNs.
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3.2 Contribution of paper A:
Localization in Wireless Sensor Networks based on
Ad hoc Routing and Evolutionary Computation

In many applications there is a need for sensor node localization. For example in

a surveillance application, the precise position of an intruder can only be derived

by sensors with known positions. Another example is a sensor network for envi-

ronmental monitoring. Here, the sensed data is of little value without knowing the

position from where the data is obtained.

Location information is also crucial for other purposes such as geographic routing,

data fusion, and data filtering [24, 76–78]. Although satellite navigation systems

(e.g., Global Positioning System (GPS) or Galileo) may be valid methods for self-

localization in some outdoor WSNs, they also increase the cost, consumes energy,

and can be imprecise in woodland and indoor scenarios. The work in paper A

investigates how to perform localization in WSNs without the need for any extra

hardware. Instead, the scheme exploits the information inherent in the routing

mechanism and the layers below using cross-layer interactions.

3.2.1 Related Work

A simple solution to provide self-localization in WSNs is proposed in [79], al-

lowing self-localization using mere connectivity information. In other words, the

scheme determines node positions without using any information about the dis-

tance between the nodes. Since the scheme does not require any special hardware,

it can be implemented on low cost wireless sensing devices. However, the lack

of precise ranging causes the position estimates to be imprecise, particularly for

sparse networks.

Niculescu and Nath [80] propose an architecture deriving positioning information

using Angle Of Arrival (AOA) antennas. The proposal therefore has a potential

for precise localization also in sparse networks. Another example using special-

ized ranging hardware is the work [81], using ultrasound ranging sensors. For

both these schemes, the precision comes at a cost, since such additional hardware

increases both the price-tag and the complexity of the sensor network.

The works [82, 83] propose to use mobile nodes to aid localization of the sensor

nodes. In such cases a vehicle, robot, or soldier enters the sensor field to assist

the localization scheme. These schemes can provide both an efficient and low-

cost solution to the localization problem. In many manually deployed networks,
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this is a sufficient solution. For example in Paper F of this thesis, this approach

is taken. However, the precision obtained by this method, highly depends on the

movement of the mobile node. In some deployment cases, like with sensor drop

from airplanes, a different approach is needed, since there might be impractical to

deploy a mobile node in the area.

Tam et al. [84] attempt to estimate node positions in randomly deployed sensor

networks using a two-phase process. First, the positions are estimated using trian-

gulation based on distance measurements. Then, a genetic algorithm is applied to

refine the result from the first phase.

3.2.2 Contributions

Our contribution is inspired by the work in [84]. Both their and our proposal use

central evolutionary computation to derive the node positions. Our work has two

central contributions:

• We provide a holistic view of the complete localization and routing system

including the ranging measurements, the measurement data gathering and

the localization algorithm itself;

• the localization scheme uses evolutionary computation directly on the mea-

sured ranging information rather than using a two-step process as in [84].

In the following we describe the measurement gathering protocol first, and the

localization algorithm is described in the subsequent paragraphs.

Implementing a localization algorithm in a WSN requires extracting information

from the network, which consumes energy. However, in neither of the related

works there are explanations of how to collect the necessary measurements to per-

form localization. Such functionality is often assumed to be accomplished by a

separate protocol. We argue that it is inefficient to add separate measurement and

collection mechanisms to the application layer as this will increase the energy and

bandwidth consumption. Instead, the network designer should exploit that the

routing protocol is already performing similar services (i.e., a cross-layer method

is necessary).

The approach in Paper A performs ranging measurements and transports the mea-

surements concurrently with routing. This is performed by exploiting the route

request and route reply process in the reactive distance vector routing protocol

DYMO-low [15]. DYMO-low is intended for use on IEEE 802.15.4 devices and is
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LRREQ (RSSI is measured) 

LRREP with neighbor info

Figure 3.2: Initialization of a sensor network.

based on the principle of flooding Route Requests (RREQs) and unicasting Route

Replies (RREPs) as known from AODV [32] and DYMO [33].

Our extension introduces two new messages to the protocol, Localization Route

Request (LRREQ) and Localization Route Reply (LRREP) that collects ranging

information and establishes a MP2P routing tree at the same time. Fig. 3.2 illus-

trates the protocol operation consisting of a request phase and a reply phase. The

sink initiates the request phase by sending a LRREQ. All nodes collect signal

strength (RSSI) measurements from their neighbors while the LRREQ dissemi-

nates. They report their measurements as attachments to their individual route

reply back to the sink. This routing scheme builds up a collection tree towards the

sink. While our routing process shares resemblance with the principle of CTP [45],

our protocol has two added benefits: The first one is described already, i.e., the col-

lection of the measurements concurrently with the route establishment. Secondly,

whereas CTP only allows routes to the sink (Multipoint-to-Point (MP2P) rout-

ing), our protocol also allows routing between two arbitrary nodes in the network

(Point-to-point (P2P) routing).

The localization algorithm is employed centrally at the sink. Here a genetic algo-

rithm seeks to estimate the node positions based on the distance estimates from the

RSSI measurements. The algorithm is based on an evolutionary approach working

directly on the measured data. The algorithm initially proposes a population P of

random node positions. A minimum of three anchor nodes with known positions

(the red nodes in Figure 3.2) are necessary to create physical coordinates of the

unknown nodes. The evolution is performed by comparing the distances between
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the proposed node positions si,j with the known (observed) distances oi,j , and

building new generations on the best individuals from the populations. A fitness

measure defines the rank of the individuals in the population and is used as a basis

to build new generations.

The results in the paper show that the scheme was able to perform accurate lo-

calization even with measurement errors of 10-50%. However, the performance

of the evolutionary algorithm is sensitive to reduction of the transmission range

or the network degree and the spatial distribution of the anchor nodes. An addi-

tional result is that our proposed changes to DYMO-low can reduce the number of

routing messages with a factor of n compared to standard DYMO-low (where n
represents the number of nodes in the network). The idea to provide MP2P routing

for an AODV-derivative protocol is recently explored further for LOADng by Yi

et al. [44].

The proposed extension to the DYMO-low protocol can potentially be used to

facilitate other centralized localization algorithms than the evolutionary computa-

tion algorithm proposed in the paper. Likewise, the evolutionary algorithm can

take advantage of information gathered using a link state routing protocol, such as

OLSR [40]. Moreover, the evolutionary algorithm can benefit from more precise

ranging methods such as acoustic ranging. Hence, rather than being a complete

alternative to previous works, our techniques complement them.

3.3 Contribution of paper B:
Increasing the Lifetime of Roadside Sensor Networks
using Edge-Betweenness Clustering

In a surveillance WSN, the sensor nodes collaborate in detecting movement or

certain behavior of objects in the sensed area. Multiple nodes are here likely to

sense the same event simultaneously. Conventional routing treats these sensor

readings individually and ignores the redundant and highly correlated nature of the

data. This leads to ineffective use of the scarce energy and limited bandwidth. By

employing data aggregation, designated aggregation nodes can wait for multiple

reports, either from the same node (temporal redundancy), or from neighboring

nodes (spatial redundancy), before reporting about the event to the sink.

Furthermore, most sensor devices (e.g., Passive Infrared (PIR) or radar) are likely

to be inaccurate and have a small probability of falsely reporting events that are

not actually present. Hence, using an alarm aggregation and combination strategy
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Figure 3.3: Roadside surveillance with a sensor network. The sensors are clustered

using topology information from the routing protocol.

is not merely a method to conserve energy and bandwidth. It also reduces the

probability of false alarms.

The work in paper B focuses on the problem of data aggregation in surveillance

WSNs, and investigates how the routing protocol can contribute in cluster gen-

eration. The scenario we use is roadside surveillance as shown in Figure 3.3.

Specifically we answer the following questions:

• Can Edge-Betweenness Clustering combined with data aggregation improve

network lifetime?

• Is centralized clustering feasible?

• Is it possible to create clusters in a distributed fashion using a link state

routing protocol?

3.3.1 Related Work

Different data-aggregation alternatives can be categorized based on the network

architecture involved in the aggregation. The architecture can be structured either

as a chain, a tree, or by clusters.

In a chain-based aggregation scheme such as PEGASIS [85], a linear chain is cre-

ated for the data-aggregation. Each node in the chain only transmits to its closest

neighbor, which fuses the data with its own measurements, and retransmits along

the chain. Directed diffusion [86] instead organizes the nodes in an aggregation

tree rooted at the sink. Since the aggregation tree is better than the chain for mere

packet routing (shorter paths are created), tree based techniques often provide bet-

ter performance than the chain-based counterparts—especially when only a subset

of the nodes in the network are sensing nodes. The drawback with both schemes

is that the aggregation delay perceived by a node is based on its position in the

aggregation tree (or chain). As a consequence, the overall aggregation delay in-
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creases drastically with the number of nodes in the network [87]. The challenge

is to balance the trade-off between energy efficiency and the delay posed by the

aggregation. Both the tree-based and the chain-based aggregation techniques are

best suited for scenarios where all nodes in the network produce relevant informa-

tion periodically. In surveillance-based scenarios, these proposals are inadequate,

since the long aggregation delay makes it difficult to uniquely distinguish separate

events.

The seminal work LEACH [88], presented a cluster-based routing scheme. Clus-

ter-based schemes organize the sensor nodes into virtual groups and perform ag-

gregation only at designated cluster-heads (CHs). This approach drastically re-

duces the aggregation delay compared to the chain and tree architectures, at the

cost of possibly longer routing paths. LEACH suffer from only supporting single-

hop transmission between each cluster-head and the sink, but has later been ex-

tended to multihop by Lai et al. [89]. Gong et al. [61] takes a different approach

and propose to use modified K-means clustering, and derive the clusters centrally

assuming that the geographical positions of the nodes are known.

3.3.2 Contributions

The main contributions in paper B are:

• Our scheme has the ability to passively exploit the underlying routing proto-

col in a cross-layer fashion to gain topology knowledge. This is in contrast

to the works [61, 88, 89], which use explicit control messages to initiate the

clusters.

• Our approach allows some traffic classes to take an optional (shortest-path)

route towards the sink, while the related works require that all traffic must

pass through the cluster-head. The latter alternative prolongs the routing

paths and increases the delay compared to our approach.

Our work is inspired by the work by Gong et al. [61]. The K-means clustering

approach in their proposal does, however, suffer from two deficiencies that limit

the practical use of the scheme. First, it requires that a localization scheme is

present in the network. Second, K-means assumes that geographically adjacent

nodes also are 1-hop neighbors. This is not always the case, since terrain or obsta-

cles can prohibit communication even between nodes that are very close to each

other. This assumption can therefore lead to suboptimal clusters and excessive

paths between cluster members and the cluster-head. Our paper solves these two

issues by proposing a radically different clustering algorithm.
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Edge-betweenness community detection is a method proposed by Newman and

Girvan [90]. Community detection algorithms are known from physics literature,

(i.e., a community is a region of the network with dense connections) and have

been successfully used to capture interactions in ad hoc networks [91]. Between-

ness is a centrality measure of a link between two nodes in the network. This

measure can be seen as an importance value that increases with the number of

shortest routing paths that goes through the link. The outcome of the algorithm

(i.e., the proposed network clusters) is a network where these important links are

removed. In other words, the individual clusters include the nodes that have the

most similar interconnections and neighbors. As opposed to most existing clus-

tering methods, Edge-betweenness clustering does not put any a priori constraints

on the cluster structures (e.g., cluster diameter, number of nodes in a cluster or

number of clusters).

The prerequisite for the clustering algorithm is to have an updated view of the

network topology. We propose three different methods to accomplish this. All

methods exploit topology knowledge gathered from the underlying routing proto-

col via cross-layer interfaces:

1. Distributed clustering using OLSR.

2. Centralized clustering using OLSR.

3. Centralized clustering using DYMO-low.

Distributed clustering gives the unique advantage that all nodes can determine their

cluster memberships without communicating any explicit messages to other nodes.

The method can also be described as passive clustering. Since OLSR provides the

attractive feature that each node keeps an updated view of the network topology,

this information can be used directly in the Edge–Betweenness algorithm to de-

termine the clusters. To ensure full consistency (i.e., that all the nodes determine

exactly the same clusters), each node needs to obtain accurate topology informa-

tion. However, if default OLSR settings are used, only partial link-state can be

obtained. Inspired by previous works on extending the network topology know-

ledge in OLSR [92] and [93], we present a scheme that can establish consistent

and distributed cluster generation in the WSN.

Although distributed architectures are desirable in most wireless networks, many

WSNs already have a central entity, namely the sink. This means that a central pro-

tocol design is feasible and can in fact simplify the network design. In the paper we

therefore study cluster generation centrally using the routing protocol to provide

topology information. We observed that it is feasible to run the cluster protocol

centrally even with the partial link state that standard OLSR provides. We also
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present a scheme using DYMO-low instead of OLSR. Based on the protocol ex-

tension presented in Paper A, we are able to lower the overhead considerably, while

increasing the quality of the clusters generated, compared to the OLSR scheme.

For the evaluation part of the paper, we simulate data aggregation in a roadside sen-

sor network (cf. Figure 3.3). Our Edge-betweenness scheme is compared with the

K-means approach from [61]. The results show that our scheme (which does not

requires geographical information for all sensor nodes) always provide identical or

better performance than K-means (which requires such information).

3.4 Contribution of paper C:
Constrained-based Multiple Sink Placement for Wire-
less Sensor Networks

Routing in Wireless Sensor Networks is commonly performed by a collection pro-

tocol building a routing tree routed at one sink. However, in large networks, the

network lifetime and the scalability can be improved by deploying multiple sinks.

The use of multiple sinks improves the energy fairness by load balancing and gives

redundancy if one of the sink-nodes should fail due to energy shortage, or if it is

vandalized or stolen. This approach also reduces the average path length between

the sensing nodes and the corresponding data sink.

The work in Paper C focuses on the problem of determining the optimal placement
of the sink nodes. The algorithms described in the paper find the optimal sink

locations for a given network topology and coverage.

3.4.1 Related Work

Oyman et al. [94] propose to find the optimal placement of multiple sinks using

the well-known K-means clustering. In their method, the cluster centroids for the

k clusters are chosen as the optimal placement for the sinks. As already discussed,

the limitation by the K-means approach is that the algorithm requires global lo-

cation information to find the optimal sink placements. Vincze et al. [95] aim to

relax this requirement by approximating the location of nodes with unknown po-

sitions. The system is, however, based on a geographical routing protocol, which

requires a functional location system in the WSN. The main limitation with both

approaches is that they study unconstrained sink placement. This means that they

are based on the assumption that there are no physical boundaries constraining the
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proposed placement of the sinks. The presumed optimal sink locations found by

the algorithms are therefore not necessarily viable in practice due to physical con-

straints in the scene. A proposed sink location may even be outside radio-range of

the surrounding sensor nodes and turn out to be useless.

The work by Dai et al. [96] aims to solve this problem by only proposing sink

positions at locations that are known to be in communication range with at least

a subset of the network. To accomplish this, they restrict sink placement only to

locations already occupied by sensing nodes. However, since their network model

is restricted to Manhattan grid layouts and assumes uniform link lengths and link

weights, the approach is not useful for other deployments. The works [97] and [98]

are therefore considered more flexible. Deployment constraints are here used to

limit relay node placements at some pre-specified candidate locations only, mean-

ing that the proposed locations are not restricted to known sensor node locations

as in [96]. Although their methods are more flexible and practical in a real set-

ting, they require that the deployment algorithm a priori knows the deployment

constraints. This requirement cannot always be fulfilled.

In Paper C, we study constrained sink node placement, meaning that the sinks can

only be placed in a subset of the WSN scene. Another benefit with our approach

is that the deployment strategies presented are not bound to particular network

layouts. Furthermore, sink deployment constraints are not input parameters to the

algorithms but are instead learned by inspecting the link information by interacting

with the routing protocol in a cross-layer fashion.

3.4.2 Contributions

To effectively determine the optimal placement for multiple sinks, network in-

formation must be gathered globally or estimated. The different sink placement

schemes from the related works can be placed in two categories based on the net-

work information they require: (i) those that require knowledge about the geo-

graphical positions of all sensor nodes (geo-aware); and (ii), those that rely on

the network topology (topology-aware). Paper C presents four different sink de-

ployment strategies, two in each category. The first method we consider is based

on K-means, and is similar to the work [94]. Thus it serves as a baseline for the

comparison.

The second geo-aware method presented is based on the well-known K-medoid

clustering [99]. K-medoid builds on the concept of medoids instead of using clus-

ter centroids as in K-means. A medoid is defined as the most central object in

a cluster. We propose to use this method for sink placement. The output of the
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algorithm (i.e., the medoids), will thus represent the k nodes that are most central.

These locations are then proposed as the placement for the sinks. By constraining

the algorithm to known locations, rather than proposing new locations, the net-

work designer can be certain that sinks placed in these locations are in an area of

sufficient network coverage.

All geo-aware methods suffer from known shortcomings:

1. The geographical positions of the sensor nodes must be known. To obtain

the individual node positions, a localization and collection scheme must be

present in the network.

2. Since the methods are based on Euclidean distance, the algorithms inher-

ently assume that all sensor nodes share the same transmission range and

that geographically adjacent nodes also are 1-hop neighbors. This is not

always true in obstructed environments.

To overcome both these limitations, Paper C proposes two new sink placement

schemes that rely on the network topology instead requiring geographical posi-

tions. The first of these methods simply computes an adjacency matrix using the

link information from the routing protocol, and makes an all pairs shortest path

matrix from the adjacency matrix using Dijkstras algorithm [100]. The distance

measure computed can effectively replace the Euclidean distance measure used in

the K-Medoid algorithm. The algorithm thus finds k nodes (sinks) in the network

that minimizes the average number of hops in respect to the remaining nodes in

the network. The final method proposed in the paper is based on the Shortest Path

scheme, but also takes routing metrics (LQI) into account.

The four sink deployment methods are tested extensively using simulations. To

ensure that the results are not biased by the selection of a particular network lay-

out, we consider four different network scenarios as shown in Figure 3.4. The first

scenario represents an open area with no obstructions. The second scenario rep-

resents the same area but with a large obstruction (building). More buildings are

added in the third scenario. The fourth scenario is an indoor office area.

From the results we observe that the chosen scenario significantly affects the rel-

ative difference in performance between the schemes. Even the simplest deploy-

ment mechanisms perform well under open-field and ideal conditions such as S1,

while they perform poorly in obstructed environments. In fact, for simple unob-

structed scenarios, all schemes have comparable results. However, in complex

environments with obstructions, the topology-aware method proposed in the paper

gives the longest lifetime, the highest number of packets received, and the lowest

number of isolated nodes. This result leads to the conclusion that previous sink
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(a) S1 (b) S2 (c) S3 (d) S4

Figure 3.4: The four scenarios used in the simulations

deployment mechanisms only validated in simple simulation scenarios may be of

little use in real world implementations.

Paper C show that there are two circumstances in which the choice of deployment

strategy is irrelevant. The first is in a very simple scenario (as in S1), which is

very unlikely to occur in a real deployment. The second is when a large number

of sinks are available. Obviously, when a high percentage of the deployed nodes

are sinks, the choice of deployment strategy eventually becomes irrelevant, regard-

less of the scenario. Since these extremes are very unlikely, a more sophisticated

method must be considered. Our results show that a constraint-based deployment

algorithm that takes the topology into account is paramount.

3.5 Contribution of paper D:
Integrating Wireless Sensor Networks in the NATO
Network Enabled Capability using Web Services

The work in paper D is concerned about the integration of a surveillance sensor

network with an external communication infrastructure. The infrastructure can

consist of a variety of end-users with different requirements regarding the data

produced by the WSN. For this reason it is important that the WSN provides a clean

and flexible interface for communicating queries to the WSN and for returning

reports from the WSN. But on the other hand, as the WSN must at all time aim

to fulfill its energy efficiency goals, the algorithms and protocols within the WSN

must be adaptable based on the queries.
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Figure 3.5: Sensor network enabled as a service providing capabilities to different

consumers. The gateway may invoke additional services to provide a composite

service.

3.5.1 Related Work

Directed diffusion [86] was one of the first initiatives to create a combined routing

and querying system for WSNs. In Directed Diffusion, the queries are formatted

as interest messages which are disseminated to all sensing nodes. Gradients from

each sensing node back to the base station are set up during the interest dissem-

ination. Directed diffusion supports in-network data processing and aggregation.

However, the protocol is based on a query-driven on demand data model, and is

not efficient for event-initiated alarm scenarios, such as e.g., tactical surveillance.

The proprietary interest format used in Directed Diffusion is not convenient when

used in a multi-consumer WSN such as the one in Figure 3.5. Query processing

systems such as TinyDB [101], on the other hand, allows queries to be formulated

by multiple consumers simultaneously.

Web services provides a simple method to provide interoperability between com-

puter systems. A special motivation for using Web services in a military setting

is that the method is considered the key enabling technology for NATO Network

Enabled Capability (NNEC). A Web service based WSN can be realized either by
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service-enabling each and every sensing node or by providing a Web service gate-

way that hides the inner WSN protocols. The work by Delicato et al. [102] was an

early architecture work belonging to the first category proposing to integrate full

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) support in the WSN sensing nodes. The

full SOAP is, however, not feasible in a WSN due to the memory, processing and

bandwidth limitations.

Although compression can reduce the overhead of XML significantly, and binary

coding such as Efficient XML can enable XML to be used even at the tactical

edge [103], previous research [104] has shown that the overhead associated with

compression libraries make them unsuitable for use on severely limited devices.

Thus, in contrast to other WSN implementations, such as [105], we do not attempt

to employ XML compression in our WSN in Paper D.

An alternative method to reduce the overhead is to convert the XML messages to

a more optimized format at a gateway before relaying them to the WSN devices.

The authors of [106] for example, propose WSN-SOA to reduce XML formats

to a size applicable for 802.15.4 devices, while Bressan et al. [107] rely on the

Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE) based on REST1.

3.5.2 Contributions

In paper D, we explore enabling WSNs as a capability using Web services. There

are several ways of realizing a capability as a service. For example, a service may

be created from scratch, it may function as a front-end to a legacy system, or it

may be a combination of existing services. Due to the scarce resources in WSNs

it does not make sense to attempt to service-enable each and every sensing node.

Instead, we use the wrapping approach, thus allowing existing mechanisms to be

used within the WSN, while nodes external to the WSN may configure and receive

information from the network using Web services.

The first contribution of the proposed architecture is to provide a Web services

wrapper that enables external consumers to interoperate with the sensor network

using XML and Web services. The interaction operates in both directions. The

wrapper provides an interface (a front-end) to the WSN using established Web

services standards (cf. Listing 3.1). The wrapper interfaces with a back-end where

the standardized requests are transformed to a much more resource efficient and

compact representation of the sensor queries.

The second contribution of the architecture is query dissemination and collection

1Representational State Transfer (REST)
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formation that is adaptive and based on the requests posed by the Web service

consumers. The scheme uses a flexible data aggregation scheme running on the

WSN nodes. The aggregation scheme is build on extending the forwarding engine

in CTP to intercept and process the packets relayed. The processing changes based

on the requirements posed by the Web services consumers.

Listing 3.1: XML Query requesting alarm reports when at least four IR detectors

are trigged. Only intruders that enters the area during night-time (<1lux) should

be reported

< G e t I n t r u d e r >

< MinPIRDe tec t i ons >4< / MinPIRDe tec t i ons >

< Ligh tMaxThresho ld >1 l u x < / L igh tMaxThresho ld >

< D u r a t i o n >30d< / D u r a t i o n >

< I n c i d e n t R e p o r t > h t t p : / / 1 0 . 0 . 0 . 2 / < / I n c i d e n t R e p o r t >

< / G e t I n t r u d e r >

The results from running the scheme in a real-world testbed show that the Web

services based architecture is feasible and that the WSN can take advantage of the

attribute information in Web services queries. It is also possible reduce the energy

and bandwidth utilization by employing in-network data-aggregation.

The results from the experiments also show that that there is no point in extending

Web services to every sensing node. In contrast, the WSN should (from the Web

services perspective) be seen as one single sensing unit, providing filtered and

aggregated sensed data to one or more consumers. Therefore, a gateway should

be responsible for interacting with the WSN nodes on the back-end side, and the

consumers on the front-end side. This approach lets the WSN designers focus on

energy-efficient protocols inside the WSN, thus limiting the need for implementing

computationally intensive standards to the gateway.

3.6 Contribution of paper E:
O-CTP: Hybrid Opportunistic Collection Tree Proto-
col for Wireless Sensor Networks

Paper E investigates routing mechanisms that are able to operate in high-interference

scenarios. Radio interference or deliberate jamming attacks can cause highly un-

predictable communication in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Results from

test campaigns show that typical Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) in deployed net-

works are between 70 and 99% [45, 108, 109], but could even go as low as 20-

40% [110–112]. In paper E we investigate how different routing protocols behave
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when the sensor network is affected by temporal interference. Furthermore, we

propose mechanisms to maximize the delivery rate under these conditions.

Figure 3.6: The testbed consists of 20 TelosB sensing nodes and a 2.4GHz software

controlled interference source.

3.6.1 Related Work

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, traditional routing protocols for WSNs attempts

to deal with the dynamics in the underlying network structure by using various

metrics. These metrics can for example be the number of hops (MHC) as in

TYMO [36], the radio link quality as in MultihopLQI [29] or the Expected Trans-

mission Count (ETX) as in CTP [45]. The metric calculations used in these proto-

cols have, however, difficulties in coping with the rapid changes in the unreliable

wireless medium. Consequently, the routing decisions may be based on historic

and outdated metrics.

This observation has led to the development of opportunistic routing, which was

discussed in detail in Section 2.2.4. The seminal opportunistic routing protocol

ExOR [51] serves as a typical example of how an opportunistic routing protocols

works. Here, the sender chooses a candidate subset of all its neighboring nodes that
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could bring the packet closer to its destination. This list is prioritized according to

distance and put in the packet header. Each recipient delays a certain time depend-

ing on its position in the list before forwarding the packet. These mechanisms are

proven to be very effective in error-prone wireless networks. On the other hand,

since there are multiple packet forwarders, duplicate packets are bound to occur.

3.6.2 Contributions

Of the related work, none has analyzed or proposed a method to perform auto-

matic switching between traditional routing and opportunistic routing based on

the underlying network characteristics. Since both routing alternatives has clear

advantages and disadvantages, our contribution aims to investigate the advantages

of such switching between the two different routing paradigms.

The main contributions in paper E are:

• Showing that there is a trade-off between traditional routing and opportunis-

tic routing regarding overhead and packet delivery ratio. This trade-off de-

pends on the interference in the network.

• A presentation of a new protocol: O-CTP, which uses traditional routing

based on CTP [45] when the network is stable and has reasonably little

packet loss. However, if the network is subjected to interference or jam-

ming the protocol switches to opportunistic forwarding. The opportunistic

part of the protocol is a simplified version of GeRaF [52, 53].

• An empirical comparison of six routing protocols in an environment with

interference. The comparison is conducted using a testbed of 20 TelosB

sensing nodes (cf. Figure 3.6) is used. We employ four different interference

patterns.

• We show that O-CTP gives the overall best balance between packet delivery

ratio and overhead among the protocols studied.

Paper E also study different triggers. The triggers are responsible for switching the

protocol operation between traditional routing and opportunistic routing. To avoid

breaking the hardware independence of CTP, the triggers are built on monitoring

the network status within the forwarding engine of CTP. However, we believe that

the protocol can perform better by taking advantage of measurements directly from

the physical layer in a cross-layer fashion.
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3.7 Contribution of paper F:
Experiences from deploying a Wireless Sensor Net-
work for Military Base Protection

Paper F reports on the implementation and experimentation with a WSN for surveil-

lance. Although a military scenario is targeted in the paper, the research methods

and the WSN that was produced can be applied for civilian surveillance purposes

as well.

3.7.1 Related Work

As reported in [70], different sensors, and even wireless so, has been of use in the

tactical arena for about half a century. One of the earliest examples of a modern

deployed wireless sensor network for tactical purposes is, however, the work by

Arora et al. [113]. They present an experimental system for intrusion detection

and target classification using 90 wireless sensing nodes equipped with radar and

magnetic sensors.

VigilNet [114] is another WSN surveillance system comprising 70 sensing nodes

with magnetic sensors. By employing alarm aggregation among sensing nodes,

their system has very low probability of reporting false alarms.

More recently, Rothenpleier et al. have presented FlegSens [115], an experimental

surveillance WSN based on PIR for detecting trespassers. Their prototype imple-

mentation consists of 16 nodes.

Our system is inspired by the related works, but distinguishes from them in the

combination of sensors used and the specific scenario we attack.

3.7.2 Contributions

From the related works, few have evaluated the operative effect of using a military

WSN for surveillance. To achieve a positive operative effect, a multitude of com-

ponents must work as expected: The system must be easy to deploy and use; the

sensors must be effective in detecting the target, but at the same time they should

not produce false alarms; and the routing protocol must transmit alarm messages

towards the sink in a reliable and efficient way.

The contributions in Paper F are threefold. The paper provides:
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• A description of a complete implementation of a military Wireless Sensor

Network.

• A test methodology and results for two different tactical purposes. The first

scenario is a deployment for area surveillance. The setup is similar to the

one presented in paper D, albeit in a tactical area. The second scenario is

for roadside surveillance and is similar to the scenario used in Paper B (cf.

Figure 3.3).

• A detailed list of the lessons learned from the test campaigns. These results

yield insights which are relevant also for non-military WSN applications.

The experiments in the paper use a network of 50 TelosB-based sensor nodes. Each

node is equipped with three sensors for target detection: A Passive Infrared (PIR)

detector, a microphone and a pulsed Doppler radar. Each of the detectors use an

algorithm with configurable threshold values for data filtering and target detection.

Alarms are transmitted to the sink using CTP.

To obtain qualitative results on the operative effect, the experiments were con-

ducted at the Norwegian Army Combat Maneuver Training Centre (NACMTC).

This facility enabled realistic testing of the system in an operative environment.

For example, insurgents, which were tasked to pass through the monitored area,

were equipped with combat training equipment allowing their movements to be

evaluated after the exercise by incorporating GPS position tracking. Hence, the

investigation of positive detections, missing detections and false alarms was pos-

sible.

The sensor system produced in Paper E is compared with a base line, i.e., using

sentry soldiers as sensors, and with using a state-of-the art Unattended Ground

System (UGS). The results reveal that our WSN has the best performance of the

three alternatives regarding both the detection time and the detection precision.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

4.1 Summary

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are highly application-specific. This means

that a generic routing protocol is not necessarily efficient for all WSN applications.

For example; a 200-node air-dropped surveillance WSN can require a different

routing protocol than a 20-node WSN for monitoring temperature and pressure in

the processing industry.

Even though WSNs are more application-specific than other networks, there are

two characteristics that apply to virtually all WSNs, regardless of the target ap-

plication. These two characteristics are the energy and bandwidth limitations of

the WSN nodes. These limitations must be taken into account when designing

protocols for WSNs. To achieve the best performance, the protocols must also be

designed with the specific target application in mind.

All the topics studied in this thesis are related to routing protocol issues. The top-

ics are divided in two groups, based on whether they address application-related

issues or whether they address more generic issues (i.e., energy-and bandwidth

limitations). Among the application-specific topics, the research in the thesis has

addressed: Localization of sensor nodes and Interoperability between the sensor

network and external networks. Among the topics related to energy and band-

width, the thesis has addressed: Aggregation of the sensor data and Routing Effi-
ciency.

The key findings from the study of these topics can be summarized as follows:

• Localization of the sensor nodes can be performed centrally by letting the

53
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routing protocol collect ranging estimates. This can be done with cross-layer

interactions between a MP2P routing protocol and the adjacent protocol lay-

ers.

• Interoperability between the WSN and an external network is best performed

via a gateway node. This node communicates with the external network via

standardized queries and reports. The interface to the WSN must be created

by taking into account the limitations of the WSN. The routing protocol

can also aggregate data according to the requirements derived from external

queries.

• Aggregation of data can conserve both energy and bandwidth. Tree-based

aggregation can be implemented with minor modifications to a MP2P rout-

ing protocol. Aggregation can also be performed within network clusters.

Another conclusion is that clustering methods that passively exploit the net-

work topology have less overhead than alternative clustering methods that

are based on location information.

• The routing efficiency depends on the underlying radio characteristics. For

example, when the channel is subjected to interference, the routing proto-

col has difficulty balancing the PDR and the energy consumption. A hybrid

protocol, that switches between traditional routing and opportunistic rout-

ing based on the underlying network characteristics, improves this balance

and is attractive in a wider range of network conditions. In a data collection

WSN, the routing efficiency can be improved by adding support for MP2P.

The use of multiple sinks can prolong the lifetime of the WSN further. How-

ever, the placement of these sinks is important. The best performance is

achieved when the sinks are placed based on link quality measurements.

The research method used to address the research topics has been combination of

algorithmically evaluation, simulations, and performance evaluations in test-bed

and real-life implementations. The research methods have been used to gradually

gain understanding of WSNs and aimed towards real implementations. For ex-

ample, Paper B simulates a WSN for surveillance. Paper D extends the setup of

the surveillance WSN to a test-bed with real sensing nodes. Finally, in Paper F,

a real-world surveillance WSN with 50 nodes was constructed and tested in the

field.
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4.2 Future work

Some of the contributions in the published articles have a potential for further

exploration and optimization. In addition, some of the solutions that are presented

in the individual papers can be successfully combined.

Paper A investigates how the routing protocol can contribute in localizing the sen-

sor nodes. To achieve high precision, the localization method relies on adequate

correlation between the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and distance.

In most radio circuits, this correlation is only superficial and a better distance mea-

surement method could be required. However, the routing scheme and localization

algorithm is flexible and can be adapted to any such method.

Paper B studies different methods to let link-information from the routing protocol

contribute to improve cluster generation. Although the paper presents a flexible

and well-performing scheme, there are some issues that are left unresolved: For

example, the protocol does not implement the distribution of node-to-clusterhead

memberships. In a future version, this can be done using a simple cross-layer

plugin. Another issues to pursue is reliability and energy distribution.

Paper C presents methods to determine the optimal placement of one or more sinks

based on topology information from the routing protocol. One limitation with the

scheme is that it does not consider the residual energy in the sensor nodes when

proposing better locations for the sinks. Thus, the methods can only be used for

deployment of a fresh sensor network and not for relocating sinks in an established

and long-running network. Another issue to pursue is to let the algorithm consider

only stable and long-lasting links in the calculations rather than using a snap-shot

of the current situation.

Paper D proposes a method to use an energy-efficient routing protocol inside the

WSN, but at the same time provides a standardized interface to the outside world.

An important part of the solution in the paper is an adaptive tree-based aggrega-

tion method. The method proved to work well in practice. However, since the

method bases its aggregation decisions on the current network structure, packets

can be delayed, or even lost, if the underlying network is unstable, since such in-

stability leads to frequent parent switching in CTP. This is an issue that should be

investigated. Moreover, in most WSNs, such as the target application studied in the

paper, there is a need for both dissemination (P2MP) and collection (MP2P). Since

RPL can potentially cover both patterns, providing a similar aggregation service

for RPL, could be another issue to pursue.

Paper E investigates a challenge that is of particular interest for military WSNs, but
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also for other lossy networks: How can the routing protocol be resource-efficient

when the network is stable, yet provide sufficient delivery rate when the network

is subject to interference or jamming? In the paper we propose a novel routing

protocol (O-CTP) that performs automatic switching between traditional routing

(CTP) and opportunistic routing based on the current conditions of the underlying

network. O-CTP shows promising results in the experiments conducted. There is,

however, still a potential for improvement of O-CTP. First, the triggers that decide

when to switch from traditional routing to opportunistic routing could be based on

cross-layer mechanisms, exploiting channel information from the physical-layer.

Second, the code size of the routing protocol should be optimized to make the so-

lution more applicable to memory restricted WSN nodes. Finally, the performance

of CTP itself, which O-CTP is based on, suffers heavily from routing loops when

the network is subject to interference. This issue deserves further exploration.

Paper F describes the results from implementing and experimenting with a 50-

node military WSN for surveillance and reconnaissance. The system was very

successful in achieving its design targets. An important lesson learned from the

implementation and test campaign was that memory size quickly becomes a lim-

iting factor. For the system described in the paper, this means that several nice-

to-have components, such as an advanced low-power listening MAC, in-network

programming protocol, and the O-CTP, had to be left out of the implementation.

This observation motivates for more optimization in a future version, for exam-

ple using cross-layering. There is simply not enough space on the nodes to allow

duplicated functionality and code on adjacent protocol layers. Microcontrollers

with substantially higher memory capacity and the same energy consumption is

probably not available in the near future [74].

Finally, many of the mechanisms presented in the papers can be combined. For ex-

ample, for the test-campaigns in Paper F, the intention was originally to integrate

the aggregation method from Paper D and the O-CTP routing protocol from Paper

E. However, as mentioned above, the very limited memory space on the TelosB

sensing nodes made this impossible without leaving out essential code such as the

sensor drivers. A combination that is, however, highly relevant, is to use multiple

sinks together with O-CTP. CTP is already an anycast protocol and the use of mul-

tiple sinks in O-CTP could be achievable with minor modifications. This would

improve both the scalability and the lifetime of an O-CTP-based WSN. Another

possibility that was considered during the work of the thesis was to extend CTP

to include the localization methods from Paper A. This would provide a simple

localization service for any CTP-network.
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Abstract—We propose evolutionary computation to estimate
positions of nodes within a sensor network. The approach uses
signal strength measurements between nodes and given positions
for a subset of these nodes (anchor nodes). The signal strength
measurements and routing requests take place simultaneously. A
data collecting unit (sink node) receives distance estimates which
are input to the evolutionary algorithm projecting node positions.
This evolutionary approach can sort out data outliers and hence
produce robust estimates of node positions. The present work
contributes to decrease the cost and complexity of applying
sensor networks. The approach also provides redundancy for
the node positioning where alternative methods fail. The present
simulations show examples of network generation and routing
combined with estimation of node positions.

Index Terms—Sensor Networks, Localization, Evolutionary
Algorithm, DYMO-low

I. INTRODUCTION

This work argues for evolutionary computation for localiza-

tion within wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The approach

provides low cost and robust localization utilizing signal

strength measurements attached to routing control packets.

A genetic algorithm [1] here searches for possible sets of

node positions explaining these measurements. This search

resembles the process of natural evolution.
Wireless sensor networks can consist of hundreds or even

thousands of small sensing devices. Location awareness is cru-

cial for many WSN applications such as environment monitor-

ing and military surveillance. Sensor networks can also utilize

location information for routing, cooperative computation, data

fusion and location dependent sensor data requests [2], [3],

[4], [5]. GPS positioning for every sensor node is not a general

solution to localize nodes in sensor networks. It may be costly

and impractical and sometimes irrelevant. Development of

a precise, low-cost, reliable and fast converging localization

scheme is therefore essential for the function of many sensor

networks.

A. Related work
Localization schemes for sensor networks can be catego-

rized depending on ranging, hardware, mobility, centralization

and deployment restrictions. These will be briefly discussed

here. Range-independent localization schemes [6], [7] deter-

mine node positions without using any special measurements.

Localization is in this case a result of connectivity information.

Even if low cost hardware can provide this capability, the po-

sition estimates are imprecise, especially for sparse networks.

Additional information can improve the position estimates.

Such additional information can be from measurements of

distance or direction to known reference positions. These

estimates are typically from measurements of time of arrival

(TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), angle of arrival

(AOA) or received signal strength indicator (RSSI). Examples

of hardware for this type of measurements are ultrasound

devices [8], angle-of-arrival antenna arrays [9] or laser [10].

However, introducing such additional hardware increases cost

and complexity of sensor network systems.

The deployment method of sensor networks often deter-

mines the choice of its localization scheme. Mobile nodes can

sometimes aid localization of individual sensor nodes [11],

[12]. In such cases a vehicle, robot, or soldier enters the

sensor field to assist the localization scheme. Sensor drop from

airplanes, on the contrary, requires autonomous localization.

Centralized methods may then be the only viable approach.

Previous assumptions indicate that centralized methods are

impractical due to high communication costs. Our proposal

argues against this conclusion.

There are many previous attempts to estimate node posi-

tions in sensor networks using centralized search techniques.

Kannan et al. [13], for example, creates an initial estimate

of positions by applying simulated annealing and attempts to

correct possible misplaced nodes thereafter. Tam et al. [14]

apply evolutionary optimization to improve position estimates

after initial triangulation, while Zhang et al. [15] more directly

apply evolutionary computing for localization.

B. Our contribution

Most existing sensor network platforms can use signal

strength measurements without additional hardware by em-

ploying RSSI from the IEEE 802.15.4 chipset. Our proposal

takes advantage of such low-cost measurements to estimate

node positions. However, other and more precise measure-

ments (such as acoustic ranging) can be utilized if this is

supported by the hardware. The proposal includes a preva-

lent WSN ad hoc routing protocol, DYMO-low [16] that is

exploited to fetch and distribute RSSI values. By combining

route establishment and localization our approach contributes

in reducing the effort and complexity of sensor network

deployments. The sink employs an evolutionary approach to

provide estimation of node positions using the information

gathered. This gives a reasonable robust solution even for
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poor signal strength measurements. Our implementation of

an evolutionary algorithm is simple and intuitive and relaxes

the search space as compared to similar work [14], [15].

Section III below clarifies this relaxation via variation of

fitness measures and allowing for data outliers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II describes collection and distribution of RSSI measurements

using DYMO-low. Section III elaborates the evolutionary

localization algorithm. Section IV presents simulations results

and analysis. Section V gives concluding remarks.

II. SIMULTANEOUS ROUTING AND RSSI MEASUREMENT

The support of RSSI measurements is common in prevalent

IEEE 802.15.4 implementations. But signal strength measure-

ments, especially indoors, may provide imprecise distance

estimates due to multipath propagation, reflection and channel

fading. RSSI measurements are therefore mainly ignored for

node positioning within sensor networks. However, recent

research by Holland et al. [17] shows that RSSI measurements

on sensor nodes strongly correlate with distance. RSSI mea-

surements on a link are also symmetric [18] and localization

schemes for small-scale networks can utilize this property [19].

Our scheme extends this work by using RSSI to aid lo-

calization in medium to large-scale multihop networks. We

have chosen a centralized approach to localization, mean-

ing that only the sink is involved in computation of the

node positions. It is worth noting that distributed protocol

designs are traditionally preferred before centralized designs

in networking systems due to the fault tolerance and lack

of scalability of the latter approach. However, we argue that

in most WSNs, the sink node is already a single point of

failure, and the fault tolerance is not increased by centralizing

the localization algorithm. In fact, it simplifies the protocol

design and its implementation. Further, the scalability of the

centralized algorithm is not a big concern compared to a

distributed design, as the sink node can be equipped with

several orders of magnitude more memory and CPU than the

sensor nodes.

The approach in this paper exploits route establishment

to perform measurements and transport RSSI values to the

sink by extending the reactive distance vector routing protocol

DYMO-low [16]. DYMO-low is intended for use on IEEE

802.15.4 devices and is based on the principle of flooding

route requests (RREQ) and unicasting route replies (RREP) as

known from AODV [20] and DYMO [21]. Our extension intro-

duces two new messages to the protocol, Localization Route

Request (LRREQ) and Localization Route Reply (LRREP).

Fig. 1 illustrates the protocol operation consisting of a request

phase and a reply phase.

A. Request phase

The sink initiates the network by announcing its address

via a Localization Route Request (LRREQ). This message

can be seen as a proactive route request destined to all nodes

in the network. The LRREQ is flooded similarly as a regular

DYMO-low routing request (RREQ). The nodes which receive

LRREQ (RSSI is measured) 

LRREP with neighbor info

Fig. 1. Initialization of sensor network with anchor nodes (red). The sink S
(blue) starts route discovery. All nodes collect RSSI measurements from their
neighbors while the LRREQ disseminates. They report their measurements as
attachments to their individual route reply back to the sink. Anchor nodes
also report their positions. The sink then estimates node positions using
evolutionary computation.

the LRREQ, retransmit the packet only once. This means that

all nodes will receive a copy of the LRREQ from each of

its neighbors (cf Fig. 1). When a node receives a LRREQ

packet, it performs a RSSI measurement and subsequently

stores its value and the address of the sender. As the LRREQ

disseminates from the sink to the entire network, all nodes will

eventually obtain a distance estimate to each of its one-hop

neighbors with no more cost than a regular Route Request.

B. Reply phase

A node will, after receiving a packet, respond back to the

sink using a LRREP (Localization Route Reply). This trans-

mission takes place after a random time delay to avoid network

congestion and collisions. Fig. 1 illustrates this process. The

response message extends the regular Route Reply defined in

DYMO-low, with a list of the one-hop neighbors and their

correspondent RSSI measurement values. Anchor nodes will

also add their own present position that can be from a GPS

receiver. The sink will eventually receive LRREPs from all the

sensor nodes in the network. It will then use this information

to estimate the individual locations.

Note that the sink receives two RSSI measurement values

for each link in the network (one from each link end). The

distance estimation applies the mean of the values from each

link. The duplicated information also enables reconstruction of

missing LRREP information. If the LRREP from for example

node a in Fig. 1 is lost on its way to the sink due to congestion

or collision, the sink can use the LRREPs from the surrounding

neighbors of a to estimate its location. This gives a minimum

level of redundancy.

C. Features and considerations

The above approach provides two important additional

features.
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i) After a complete request/reply phase, all nodes in the

network has a valid route to the sink, making them ready to

perform their sensing task immediately. Notice that if standard

DYMO-low is used, route requests must be initiated from

each node in the network to accomplish this. This could

cause tremendous overhead due to the flooded route requests.

Our approach, on the contrary, limits this to just one sink-

initiated route request and considerably reduces the number

of messages flooded in the network.

ii) By using the information provided in the LRREPs, the

network operator at the sink will know which of the nodes in

the network are fully functional, within range and operating.

It could later be useful to add other sensor information to

the LRREP message in order to inform the sink that the

individual sensors on each node are operating satisfactorily

after deployment.

The size of the LRREP may end up being too large for a

IEEE 802.15.4 frame if i) a node has a very large number

of one-hop neighbors, or ii) the LRREP includes much status

information from the sensors on the node, or iii) a combination

of the two. The LRREP will still be transmitted, as the

6LoWPAN sublayer [22] elegantly fragments and reassembles

datagrams being larger than a MAC-frame. However, in sparse

and medium density networks fragmentation of the LRREP are

not likely to occur.

III. LOCALIZATION THROUGH EVOLUTIONARY

COMPUTATION

This section describes our centralized evolutionary compu-

tation method to estimate node positions within the sensor

network. Evolutionary approaches generally provide capacities

for searching through large sets of possible explanations of

given data. For our purpose, such techniques are therefore

particularly interesting for estimation of node positions from

error-prone data, such as signal strength measurements.

Parameter estimation is often equivalent to model identi-

fication from data. A set of parameter values then typically

defines a model within for example a physical setting. The

actual set of parameters is in our case the (unknown) set of

sensor node positions, and the data is the distance estimates

from the RSSI measurements.

Given a set I = {N1,N2, . . . ,NK} of K nodes and

estimates (measurements) of the distance between them. If

the distance between two nodes is within a common detection

range r, the estimate is assumed to be a result from measure-

ments (explicit detection). Otherwise, the estimate only tells

that the distance between them is larger than r (i.e. missing

data defaults to an implicit imprecise distance estimate larger

than r). Our algorithm utilizes information inherent in missing

or negative observations.

For i = 1, . . . ,K, let the real position vector ri denote an

initially proposed location for the node Ni. These positions

can be restricted to for example a rectangular (test) area

covering the whole sensor network. The present simulations

are for a rectangular test area of size (100 × 50m2). Some

nodes acting as anchor points have known location, while the

position vectors for the other nodes are random.

Anchor nodes with known positions give the possibility to

estimate all node positions from internode distance data. The

positions ri, i = 1, . . . ,K, constitute a proposal explaining the

inter-node signal strength data. They also constitute ”genes”

in the present setting. The algorithm generates a population

P of L = 1000 such proposals for node positions. A fitness

measure mf quantifies how well each proposal (individual) in

P fits to the measurement data. The fitness measure provides

a linear ordering in the population defining for each individual

its probability for producing offspring.

The algorithm generates an offspring by randomly selecting

two individuals (parents) in the population P . The position

ri of node Ni for the offspring is then a copy of the

corresponding position for one of the parents with equal (50-

50) probability. A random mutation with probability 0.02

takes place as a random displacement Δr relative to this

position. A mutation may be small or large. In our example

simulations we apply three types of mutations in alternating

sequence during the generations of the evolutionary process.

One type of mutations are large mutations Δr with a uni-

form distribution over set [−100, 100] × [−50, 50]m2 (i.e.

Δr ∈ [−100, 100] × [−50, 50]). The two other types of

mutations are similarly for Δr ∈ [−10, 10] × [−5, 5]) and

Δr ∈ [−1, 1]× [−0.5, 0.5]). Mutations only take place if they

result in a new position inside the rectangular test area in

which the sensor network is known to be.

The evolutionary process takes place in cycles where a

number of S = 100 of the best fit individuals survive

through elitism and the remaining L − S = 900 exits the

population. For each cycle, 900 new individuals are created.

The new population of L = 1000 proposals constitute the new

generation.

Let oi,j denote the estimate of the distance between the

nodes Ni and Nj (i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,K). The statement oi,j > r
is equivalent to no available data despite of good attempts to

detect. Assume

si,j
def
= |ri − rj | (1)

is the distance derived from the model sensor network I ∈ P .

A possible fitness measure mp
f (I) for an individual I ∈ P

can here be a power sum of the differences between observed

distances and the distances according to I:

mp
f

def
=

K∑
i,j=1

dpi,j (2)

where

dpi,j =

⎧⎨
⎩

|si,j − oi,j |p if si,j ≤ r and oi,j ≤ r ;
0 if si,j > r and oi,j > r ;

|2r|p otherwise

(3)

The algorithm applies the fitness measure mp
f for p = 1, 2.

Variation of the fitness measure mf during the evolutionary

process extends the search space making the evolution less

likely to stagnate at local optima.
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Note that the evolutionary method above extends the search

space proposed by Zhang et al. [15] which restricts possible

node positions to conform to observed neighborhoods.

Evolutionary computation may function in a setting with

frequent occurrence of data outliers. The above approach is

directly extendable so it can perform combined analysis of

spatially related sensor data and sensor positioning. This can

extend the application space to for example data transmission

ranges shorter than otherwise applicable for sensor node

positioning. Note that an evolutionary approach also has pos-

sible parallel implementations. This gives the opportunity to

distribute computational load available in the sensor network.

IV. TEST AND EVALUATION

The most challenging scenario for a localization scheme

is when the nodes are randomly deployed, such as during

an airdrop. The example scenarios below are therefore for

such situations. In randomly deployed networks, the network

degree defines whether the nodes are uniquely localizable

or not. The routing scheme is also sensitive to the degree

of network connectivity. These aspects are studied in the

following simulations.

Two randomly deployed scenarios illustrate the evolutionary

localization algorithm. The first scenario is for ideal RSSI

measurement conditions (zero measurement error). The second

scenario is for more realistic RSSI measurement errors and

inaccuracies found using present implementations of IEEE

802.15.4.

A. Network impact

As no simulator implementation of DYMO-low was public

available, we implemented the Internet Draft in the NS-2.34

network simulator [23]. Then the proposed extensions to the

protocol were added to enable measurement and distribution

of signal strength.

In the simulations, the packet overhead involved in per-

forming a complete routing and localization process was

studied. The routing scheme was evaluated under the effect

of network density and node population. The setup used the

IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer and 20 different random simulation

topologies were run for each setup.

1) Localizable nodes: The fraction of localizable nodes was

examined for different network densities. Given the area A, the

number of nodes K and the radio range r, then the average

number of possible neighbors d is defined by the average

number of nodes within the area ((πr2K)/A). This measure

does not account for area edge effects. A node at a corner of a

rectangular area will only have an average of d/4 neighbors. A

density d of 5 here represents a sparse network and a density

of 20 a dense network. For each density simulated, the number

of nodes K was varied between 50 and 200. The results are

shown in Fig. 2.

In a sparse network (d = 5) only 70% of the nodes could be

localized by the sink, meaning that 30% of the network was

partitioned. When d = 7, more than 90% of the nodes could

be localized. This increased to about 100% when d = 20.

Fig. 2. Fraction of nodes localizable for different network densities. Red bars
show theoretical fraction of nodes in the network reachable by the sink node.
Green bars show fraction of nodes reachable using incoming LRREPs. Blue
bars show fraction of nodes reachable by reconstructing missing LRREPs.

Fig. 3. Number of transmitted packets as a function of network size (number
of nodes) for complete route discovery including RSSI-measurement. The
average number of neighbors varies between 5–20. The 95% confidence
interval included.

A small number of route replies (LRREPs) was lost due to

collisions or congestion in the network. This caused the actual

number of localizable nodes to be lower than the theoretic,

as shown in the green bars. The protocol was however, able

to reconstruct 60–70% of this lost information thanks to the

redundant information in other LRREPs.

2) Network overhead: Fig. 3 shows the total number of

packets transmitted to obtain RSSI measurements and route

discovery in randomly deployed networks. The number of

packets increased with increasing number of nodes. It also

increased with lower density due to more hops between an

arbitrary node and the sink.

Fig. 4 represents the same network topologies as for Fig.

3 while quantifying data transport in terms of number of

bytes instead of number of packets. The total number of bytes
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Fig. 4. Number of transmitted bytes as a function of network size (number
of nodes) for complete route discovery including RSSI-measurement. The
average number of neighbors varies between 5–20. The 95% confidence
interval included.

transmitted was approximately constant for a given number of

nodes regardless of the density. There is in this way a balance

between a tendency for increased traffic due to decreased

number of hops and an increase due to larger data packets

caused by more one-hop neighbors.

The scheme seems to scale well and we state that the data

requirement to run the scheme is within the limits of IEEE

802.15.4.

B. Localization performance and accuracy

Real position
Estimate

Anchor

Fig. 5. Result from numerical experiment with 50 nodes including 5 anchor
nodes and no measurement errors.

A separate and simple Ada program implemented the pro-

posed evolutionary algorithm. The algorithm was evaluated

under the effect of RSSI measurement quality.

As identified in Fig. 2, randomly deployed nodes require a

high node density to avoid network partitioning. Therefore we

have considered an initial setup consisting of 50 nodes within

a 100 × 50m2 rectangular area and with transmission range

r = 30m. Fig. 5 is for a simulation with ideal measurements

(no measurement errors). The average position error is in

this case within 0.5 m. However, this error is an artificial

effect by the model since candidate solutions (individuals) in

the evolutionary process can be subject to fine tuning with

arbitrary small mutations. Note that the scenario cannot be

considered realistic unless the conditions are ideal or a more

exact measure than RSSI is employed. Fig. 6 illustrates a

typical generational development of the fitness mp
f (I) for the

most fit individual I in the population in this scenario. The

fitness measure mp
f did here drive the evolutionary process

where the value of p changed between 1 and 2 for each 5

generation.

Fig. 7 shows results from a simulation with significant

measurement errors possessing a uniform distribution around

the real distance ±10 percent. Solid black lines here illustrate

data outliers which are 50 percent less than the real distance.

Such measurement errors are here similar to real sensor nodes

[17]. The final position estimates show small errors (average

less than 1 m).

The performance of the evolutionary algorithm is sensitive

to reduction of the transmission range r or the network degree

(or node density) and the spatial distribution of the anchor

nodes.

Fig. 6. A typical generational development of fitness by the evolutionary
algorithm.

C. Summary

We have contributed to the discussion of applying evolution-

ary computation to estimate positions of nodes. Evolutionary

computation seems to provide simple solutions to complex

data fusion tasks. Our example simulations indicate that cur-

rent hardware and standards may provide possible pioneering

attempts in this direction. The provided simulation results

also show that the data requirement to run the localization

scheme is well within the limits of IEEE 802.15.4, meaning

that centralized localization is feasible.
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RSSI data outlier
Real position

Estimate
Anchor

Fig. 7. Result from numerical experiment with 50 nodes including 5 anchor
nodes. The error has in this case an uniform distribution around the distance
±10 percent. Solid black lines illustrate data outliers which are 50 percent
less than the real distance.

V. CONCLUSION

We argue that both the ranging measurements, the measure-

ment data gathering and the localization algorithm are essential

in providing a complete localization system solution. In this

paper a scheme including all those components is presented.

The proposed localization scheme is based on centralized

evolutionary computing and employs the route establishment

phase of DYMO-low to fetch and distribute signal strength

values.
We conclude by emphasizing the flexibility in the scheme

presented in this paper. The proposed extension to the DYMO-

low protocol can potentially be used to facilitate other central-

ized localization algorithms than the evolutionary computation

algorithm proposed here. Likewise, the evolutionary algorithm

can take advantage of information gathered using a link state

routing protocol, such as OLSR [24]. Further, the evolutionary

algorithm can benefit from more precise ranging methods such

as acoustic ranging. This makes our contributions versatile and

attractive to a wide range of WSN applications.
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks are proven highly success-
ful in many areas, including military and security monitoring.
In this paper, we propose a method to use the edge–betweenness
community detection algorithm to determine clusters and to
facilitate in-network data aggregation for these applications. To
minimize the cost of determining the clusters, the approach
is based on exploiting the topology information from the ad
hoc routing protocol. Three different schemes are proposed.
(1) A distributed clustering scheme using the OLSR routing
protocol. (2) A centralized scheme using OLSR. (3) A centralized
scheme using an extension to the DYMO-low routing protocol.
All schemes support sensor heterogeneity allowing that different
data content can use different routing paths. The paper presents
simulation results and an analysis of the cluster generation for
each of the schemes. The results show that our method is a
simple and effective method to improve scalability and lifetime
of roadside sensor networks.

Index Terms—Clustering, Data Aggregation, Wireless Sensor
Networks

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are proven effective in

the fields of perimeter security and military surveillance [1].

In these areas, great benefit can be achieved by using covert

miniaturized sensors, as they are difficult to avoid by a possible

intruder and less subject to vandalism or theft compared to

traditional sensor systems. Further, the redundancy given by

ad hoc network protocols improves reliability compared to

previous systems. However, WSNs face two basic challenges;

energy efficiency, due to the battery powered sensors, and

scalability, due to a potential high number of devices needing

to interoperate. The goal of this paper is to provide a method

to solve these two issues by the means of in-network data

aggregation.

Data aggregation is particularly interesting for roadside

surveillance systems. In such systems, the sensor nodes col-

laborate in detecting events such as movement and particular

behavior of objects along the road. Multiple nodes are here

likely to sense the same event simultaneously. Conventional

routing treats these sensor readings individually and ignores

the redundant and highly correlated nature of the data. This

leads to ineffective use of the scarce energy and limited

channel resources. By employing data aggregation, designated

aggregation nodes can wait for multiple reports, either from the

same node (temporal redundancy), or from neighboring nodes

(spatial redundancy), before reporting about the event to the

sink. This strategy not only reduces the traffic considerably, but

also reduces the probability of false alarms, as most sensors

are likely to be inaccurate and have a small probability of

falsely reporting events that are not actually present.

The contributions of this paper include: (1) A data aggrega-

tion scheme based on edge–betweenness community detection,

(2) three different routing protocol schemes supporting both

centralized and distributed clustering, (3) modification and

improvement of the DYMO-low routing protocol, and (4), a

quantification of the trade-off between cluster-aggregation and

traditional routing, and a comparison of our schemes with the

well-known K-means clustering. Although we mainly focus

on roadside surveillance networks, our protocols, recommen-

dations and results are also viable to other classes of sensor

networks that are topologically similar to our scenario.

Before presenting our own scheme and results, it is worth

reviewing some of the preceding work regarding data aggre-

gation in WSN.

II. RELATED WORK

Different data-aggregation alternatives can be categorized

based on the network architecture involved in the aggregation,

which can be structured either as a chain, a tree, or by clusters.

Chain-based aggregation schemes create linear chains for

data-aggregation. Each node in the chain only transmits to

its closest neighbor, which fuses the data with its own mea-

surements, and retransmits along the chain. In PEGASIS [2],

the chains can be made either centrally or distributed. Tree-
based data aggregation on the other hand, organizes the nodes

in an aggregation tree rooted at the sink. Directed Diffusion

[3] is one such example. If only a subset of the nodes in

the network are sensing nodes, tree based techniques provide

better performance than chain-based since the aggregation

tree is better than the chain for mere packet routing. For

both strategies, the aggregation delay perceived by a node is

based on its position in the aggregation tree (or chain). The

overall aggregation delay therefore increases drastically with

the number of nodes in the network [4]. The challenge is to

balance the trade-off between energy efficiency and the delay

posed by the aggregation. Both tree-based and chain-based

aggregations are best suited for scenarios where all nodes in

the network produce relevant information periodically. For

our event-initiated scenario, these proposals are inadequate

since the long aggregation delay makes it difficult to uniquely

distinguish separate events.

Cluster-based schemes organize the sensor nodes into vir-

tual groups and perform aggregation only at designated cluster-
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Fig. 1. Edge–betweenness clustering (left) takes the topology into account
while K-means (right) use mere geographical positions for clustering.

heads (CHs). This approach drastically reduces the aggregation

delay compared to the chain and tree architectures, at the cost

of possibly longer routing paths. Notice that cluster schemes

are not limited to aggregation only. LEACH [5] for example,

uses clustering both as a tool to aid data aggregation and to

coordinate access of the wireless channel within the cluster.

LEACH only supports single-hop transmission between each

cluster-head and the sink, making the approach invalid for our

purpose. Lai et al. have recently extended LEACH by allowing

multihop transmissions and by better balancing the energy

consumption [6]. Gong et al. [7] takes a different approach and

propose to use modified K-means clustering, and determines

the clusters centrally assuming that the geographical positions

of the nodes are known. We describe this method and compare

it to ours in the subsequent sections.

While [5]–[7] use explicit control messages to initiate the

clusters, our scheme has the ability to passively exploit the

underlying routing protocol to gain topology knowledge. An-

other key difference is that the above methods require that all

traffic must pass through the cluster-head, while our approach

allows some traffic classes to take an optional (shortest-path)

route towards the sink.

III. CLUSTERING

A. K-means

K-means is a classical and simple method for clustering that

has been applied to several problem domains, including sensor

networks, as demonstrated by Gong et al. [7].

When applied to sensor node clustering, the procedure is as

follows: (1) the number of clusters k must be predetermined.

(2) k points are placed in the geographical space represented

by the nodes being clustered. These points represent the cluster

centroids. (3) Each node is assigned to the cluster with the

closest centroid (in terms of Euclidian distance). (4) The

positions of the k centroids are recalculated as the mass center

of each cluster. Then, (3-4) are repeated until the centroids no

longer move. In [7], the nodes with the minimum distance to

the cluster centroid and highest residual energy are elected as

cluster-heads.

While this algorithm outperforms LEACH, its disadvantage

is that the number of clusters must be predetermined (or

estimated), and that the exact geographical position of the

nodes must be known.

B. Edge–betweenness community detection

Edge-betweenness community detection is a method pro-

posed by Newman and Girvan [8]. Community detection algo-

rithms are known from physics literature, (i.e., a community is

a region of the network with dense connections) and have been

successfully used to capture interactions in ad hoc networks

[9]. The algorithm tries to find the communities of the network

with the maximum modularity value. The modularity measure

is based on the formula Q =
m∑
i=0

(
eii − a2i

)
where m is the

number of detected communities, eii represents the fraction of

links in the network that connect the nodes in community i,
and ai represents the fraction of links that connect two nodes

in community i. The algorithms proposed by Newman and

Girvan [8] all find good approximations for the maximum

modularity. The algorithm (EB) searches for the division of

the network with the greatest modularity value by removing

links with high importance in the network (see Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 Edge-betweenness

EB (G)
1) G′ = G
2) for i = 1 . . . |L|

a) G′ = {G′ \ {ebi} | bi = max (betweenness (G′))}
Pi = {connected (G′)}

b) Qi = Q (Pi)

3) return {Pl | l = max (Qi)}

The algorithm recursively computes the betweenness score

of each link in L defined by the number of shortest paths

going through a link. The link with the highest betweenness

score is removed from the graph, and the modularity value is

recomputed. The algorithm is applied until there are no more

links left. The communities are determined by the partitioned

network obtained in the step with the maximum modularity

value.

As opposed to most existing clustering methods, EB-

clustering does not put any a priori constraints on the cluster

structures (e.g., cluster diameter, number of nodes in a cluster

or number of clusters). While K-means requires that a local-

ization scheme is present in the network, EB-clustering only

relies on the network topology. Notice that K-means assumes

that geographically adjacent nodes also are 1-hop neighbors.

This is not always the case for sensor networks. As shown

in Fig. 1, this assumption can lead to suboptimal clusters and

excessive paths between cluster members and the cluster-head.

C. Fetching topology information

The prerequisite for EB-clustering is to have an updated

view of the network topology. Such information can either

be obtained actively by exchanging explicit control messages

between the nodes, or passively by taking advantage of

information available by consulting the underlying routing

protocol. Our approach belongs to the latter category, and

performs the topology fetching without the need for extra
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messages. Consequently, the overhead of enabling clustering

in the network can be drastically reduced.

In our approach, the cluster construction is separated from

the routing layer, and standard routing is therefore maintained.

The approach taken by [5]–[7] on the other hand, forces all

traffic to be routed via the cluster-heads, which is not always

in the shortest path between an arbitrary node and the sink.

This is a suboptimal solution for heterogeneous networks

containing several sensor types. In surveillance systems for

example, all sensor nodes can contain passive IR, sound and

vibration sensors to detect and track a target, while a few

nodes are equipped with a digital camera or active IR for

target verification. Our approach supports such applications

using policy-based routing. Alarms and measurements are

considered easy to aggregate (homogeneous data) and can

be routed directly to the designated cluster-head, which is

responsible for data aggregation (to reduce data transmissions)

or filtering (to reduce the false alarm rate). Meanwhile, data

from special purpose sensors, such as imaging sensors, can not

be aggregated and should therefore follow the shortest path to

the sink.

In this paper, we study both centralized and distributed

clustering methods and examine the use of two different

routing protocols to obtain the topology information. The

proposed schemes are:

1) OLSR distributed scheme.

2) OLSR centralized scheme.

3) DYMO-low centralized scheme.

In the next two sections we describe how to combine EB-

clustering with these routing alternatives.

IV. OLSR SCHEMES

A. Introduction

Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [10] is proposed

by the IETF aiming at Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET).

Although OLSR is seldom considered viable for sensor net-

works due to its proactive behavior and the possibly large

routing table, we argue that some classes of WSNs may

benefit from the use of OLSR. OLSR has gained considerable

popularity because of its versatility and extensibility, and

simple extensions can provide several attractive features, such

as e.g., multicast, multiple interfaces and service discovery.

If such features are needed in the WSN, using OLSR may

simplify the design compared to adding these features on top

of a less advanced protocol.

For our purpose, OLSR provides the attractive feature that

each node keeps an updated view of the network topology.

This feature can be used to determine clusters in the network

in a distributed fashion, as described in the next section.

B. OLSR distributed scheme

The OLSR distributed scheme employs the OLSR routing

protocol repositories on each of the nodes to gain information

about the network topology. This information is then used to

determine the network clusters locally using EB-clustering.

The challenge with this approach is that it relies on consistent

cluster calculation in the network. To ensure that all the

nodes determine exactly the same clusters, each node needs

to obtain accurate topology information. However, if default

OLSR settings are used, only partial link-state can be obtained.

The partial link-state in OLSR is caused by the intention to

limit the communication overhead by reducing the number of

links advertised and the number of nodes that advertises them.

Using default OLSR settings, only nodes chosen as MultiPoint

Relays (MPRs) create topology control (TC) messages. A

TC message only contains the advertised link set of a node

limited to its MPR selector set. Hence, all neighbors will not

be reported in the TC message, and for our purpose, this

means that the entire topology (including all links) cannot be

detected. Consequently, exact and consistent cluster determi-

nation cannot be ensured.

Mechanisms to extend the network topology knowledge

in OLSR are previously studied in [11] and [12]. In [11],

the authors investigate different options by tuning the MPR-

Coverage settings and by increasing the amount of information

in each TC message. One way to let an MPR report all

links is to alter the TC_REDUNDANCY parameter from TC 0

to TC 2. By doing this, the advertised link set of the node

include the full neighbor link set. However, as pointed out in

[12], the nodes generating TC messages are not constrained

to MPRs only when using this setting. The authors therefore

suggest applying TC generation with full link set only to

those nodes that are selected as an MPR by another node.

This new proposed setting is named TC 4 (this term is

also applied in our research). Notice that if a link exists

between two non-MPR nodes, its existence is not reported

in any TC messages. This can be resolved by changing the

MPR-coverage setting, as proposed in [11]. By altering this

parameter a node can increase the preferred number of MPRs

in its MPR set increasing the probability that all links are

reported.

To verify the performance of the distributed clustering

scheme, we examine the consistency of the identified clusters

while altering the TC_REDUNDANCY parameter.

C. OLSR centralized clustering scheme

The centralized clustering scheme solves the beforemen-

tioned cluster consistency issue. In this case, the clusters are

determined by employing EB-clustering at the sink node only.

The partial link-state of OLSR is not critical since each node

will unambiguously belong to one single cluster. The drawback

of this approach is that a separate protocol is needed to elect

and inform cluster-heads and to tell each node which cluster it

belongs to. However, this can be solved either by creating an

OLSR extension, or using a simple application layer protocol.

It is worth noting that distributed protocol designs are

traditionally preferred before centralized designs in networking

systems due to the fault tolerance and lack of scalability of

the latter approach. We argue that in most WSNs, the sink

node is already a single point of failure. The fault tolerance is

therefore not increased by centralizing the clustering algorithm

[13]; in fact, this approach simplifies the protocol design and
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the implementation. Further, the scalability of the centralized

algorithm is not a big concern compared to a distributed

design, as the sink node can be equipped with several orders

of magnitude more memory and CPU than the sensor nodes.

V. DYMO-LOW SCHEME

In the DYMO-low centralized scheme, we propose a few

modifications to the DYMO-low routing protocol [14] to fetch

topology information and to facilitate centralized clustering.

DYMO-low is intended for use on IEEE 802.15.4 devices and

is based on the principle of flooding route requests (RREQ)

and unicasting route replies (RREP) as known from AODV

and DYMO. However, DYMO-low is considerably simplified

to better match the limitations of 802.15.4.

Our extension introduces two new messages to the protocol,

Topology Route Request (TRREQ) and Topology Route Reply

(TRREP). As with the centralized OLSR scheme, the sink

node performs the EB-clustering calculation, and a separate

protocol is employed to elect and inform the cluster-heads. The

difference between this approach and the OLSR centralized

approach is that DYMO-low is a reactive protocol and does

not disseminate routing information regularly as is the case

with OLSR. This can save considerable bandwidth if the

proactive behavior of OLSR is not needed. Another benefit

with this approach compared to OLSR is that our DYMO-

low implementation can provide full topology information,

whereas OLSR does not provide this without implementing

the beforementioned extensions, with the penalty of increased

OLSR overhead. The protocol operation consists of a request

phase and a reply phase.

The sink first initiates the network by announcing its address

via a TRREQ. This message can be seen as a proactive route

request destined to all nodes in the network. The TRREQ

is flooded similarly as a regular DYMO-low routing request

(RREQ), and the nodes which receive the TRREQ, retransmits

the packet only once. This means that all nodes will receive

a copy of the TRREQ from each of its neighbors. When a

node receives a TRREQ packet, it stores the address of its

neighbor. As the TRREQ disseminates from the sink to the

entire network, all nodes will eventually obtain a list including

each of its one-hop neighbors with no more cost than a regular

Route Request process.

Upon receiving a TRREQ packet, a node responds back

to the sink using a TRREP. This transmission takes place

after a random time delay to avoid network congestion and

collisions. The response message extends the regular Route

Reply defined in DYMO-low, with a list of the one-hop

neighbors. The sink will eventually receive TRREPs from all

the sensor nodes in the network. EB-clustering will then use

this information to determine the clusters. Note that each link

in the network is reported twice (once from each link end). The

duplicated information can enable reconstruction of missing

TRREP information.

It can be argued that this approach cannot be classified

as passive clustering since we alter the routing protocol to

fetch the topology. However, our extension in fact reduces the
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Fig. 2. The main scenario used in the simulation and analysis.

number of control messages compared to standard DYMO-

low. After a complete request/reply phase, all nodes in the

network have a valid route to the sink, making them ready to

perform their sensing task immediately. If standard DYMO-

low is used, route requests must be initiated from each node

in the network to accomplish this. This leads to a tremendous

overhead due to the flooded route requests. Our approach, on

the contrary, limits this to just one sink-initiated route request

and considerably reduces the number of messages flooded in

the network. The request/reply and EB-clustering process can

be initiated either automatically or by a network operator.

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The motivation behind the simulations in this section is

threefold. First, we analyze the accuracy of the topology

knowledge in OLSR and how inaccuracies affect the cluster

consistency for distributed clustering. Second, we compare the

overhead posed by the different schemes. Finally, we study

the energy savings by employing the clustering scheme con-

sidering different cluster-head election strategies, and different

distances between a target (sensed by the WSN) and the sink.

We compare EB-clustering with K-means clustering.

We implemented the DYMO-low Internet Draft in the NS-

2.34 network simulator and added the proposed extensions

to the protocol to enable neighbor detection and reporting.

For the OLSR experiments, we used UM-OLSR [15], which

we modified to provide extended topology knowledge. The

clustering methods were implemented using iGraph. Unless

otherwise mentioned, default OLSR settings were used. IEEE

802.11 DCF was used as the MAC protocol.

Two scenarios were created for the testing and analysis.

The initial setup (scenario 1) consists of 200 nodes aligned

along a virtual road, see Fig. 2. The inter-node distance is

40m horizontally and 20m vertically, covering a total area of

20x3960m. The transmission range is set to 100m. Scenario 2

is a small modification of Scenario 1 made by removing the

nodes 4, 8, 12 . . . 96. Scenario 2 in this way provides a layout

with defined groups of nodes.

A. Topology knowledge and cluster consistency

First we consider only Scenario 1 and employ OLSR

routing. Fig. 3 shows the average accuracy of the topology

knowledge at each of the nodes. When using default OLSR,

topology knowledge accuracy was only 35%. Using TC 2, the

accuracy increased to 90%, while with TC 4, the accuracy was

75%. These results correspond to those presented in [12]. The

reduced topology knowledge observed at the network ends
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Fig. 3. Accuracy of topology knowledge in the network

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF THE SCHEMES. DIFFERENT OLSR DISTRIBUTED

CLUSTERING COMPARED WITH DYMO-LOW CENTRALIZED CLUSTERING.

Protocol Top-know Overhead Clust-cons1 Clust-cons2
OLSR TC 0 35% 39.5 KB/s 88.9% 91.1%
OLSR TC 2 90% 76.7 KB/s 96.3% 96.0%
OLSR TC 4 75% 58.1 KB/s 90.6% 93.4%

DYMO low 100% 483KB/round (100%) (100%)

(i.e., the nodes 0,99,100,199) is caused by collisions (and loss

of topology information) in the center of the network. As a

comparison, when running the centralized DYMO-low scheme

100% accuracy is achieved in the same scenario.

We now examine how the topology inaccuracies affect the

consistency of the clusters when EB-clustering is employed

on each node. To compare the communities detected at the

different nodes, we represent the node-to-cluster memberships

in matrixes, and compare the matrixes created at each of

the nodes. Due to different topology knowledge, a small

percentage of the detected cluster memberships differ among

the nodes. The values in table I show the percentage of the

detected cluster membership information that is equal among

all nodes. There is a tendency that local information is correct,

and the membership inconsistencies are on distant clusters

only. EB-clustering here works remarkably well even with

limited OLSR topology knowledge, but increasing the topol-

ogy knowledge further improves the clustering consistency.

An input scenario with more clearly defined groups (Scenario

2) also leads to more consistent clusters. This is caused

by the fact that EB-clustering creates communities based on

counting the number of shortest paths going through each link

(betweenness-score), and this scenario has more links with

salient betweenness-score.

When clustering is employed centrally, the reduced topol-

ogy accuracy is not crucial. Even with standard OLSR, our

experiments show that the clusters fit the physical layout of

the nodes well, although not as accurate as with increased

OLSR topology knowledge or by using DYMO-low.

B. Overhead

Table I also show the overhead for the different routing

alternatives. As the OLSR protocol exchanges control mes-

Fig. 4. Number of hops as a function of distance between a detected event
and the sink.

sages periodically, overhead is almost constant regardless of

the lifetime of the clusters and the rotation of the cluster-heads.

For DYMO-low, messages are only sent when the clusters

are regenerated (referred to as one round1). For DYMO-

low, all TRREQ and TRREP transmissions for one round

are included in the measures. We also let CHs flood their

existence to the network using TRREQs. The results show that

the centralized DYMO-low protocol leads to the best clusters

(full topology is obtained) and also the smallest overhead in

scenarios with slow CH rotation (> 12s). We assume that

the distributed clustering scheme may be efficient in mobile

networks, which require frequent regeneration of the clusters

and where network partitions prohibit centralized control.

C. Data aggregation

Next, we evaluate the clustering scheme considering dif-

ferent cluster-head election strategies, and different distances

between a target (sensed by the WSN) and the sink. We extend

Scenario 1 to include a vehicle that moves along the WSN,

and apply DYMO-low centrally. Sensor nodes detecting the

vehicle transmit this information to the cluster-head in its

cluster. Most clustering schemes in the literature employ a

round-robin scheme to alternate the role of the CH to balance

the energy consumption. We find it interesting to examine the

performance of EB-clustering with extreme CH placements.

The optimal CH placement is found when the elected CH-

node is the node in the cluster that minimizes the average

number of hops between a node in the cluster and the sink,

while the worst is found when this number is maximized.

Fig. 4 shows the number of hops necessary to transmit one
sensor reading using standard routing, compared with EB-

clustering with worst and best CH. This is compared with

K-means using centroid CHs (k is predefined to match the

cluster number proposed by EB-clustering). We observe that

electing the optimal CH nodes hardly increases the path-length

compared to standard routing, while the worst placements

increases the path length considerably. Uniform rotation of

1If the topology has changed between two rounds, a new set of clusters is
generated. The optimal round frequency depends on the expected data traffic
and link stability and is not studied in this paper.
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Fig. 5. Energy consumption as a function of distance between a detected
event and the sink. Bars indicate worst and best cluster-head placements.

cluster-heads results in an average of 32% increase in the

path length. K-means gives similar average path lengths as

EB-clustering. In a real implementation we anticipate that

K-means gives longer paths than EB-clustering, since the

network topology not always reflect the geographical positions

of the sensor nodes (cf. Fig. 1).

Now we focus on the same setup, but apply in-network data-

aggregation at the CHs. We apply the term Degree of Aggre-

gation (DoA) from [1], representing the number of messages

that the CH receives and aggregates before transmitting data

to the sink. DoA depends on the sensing range, the network

density, and the signature of the tracked object. The effect

of manipulating DoA is shown in Fig. 5. As seen in the

figure, the benefit of employing clustering is limited when

the detected object is close to the sink and the DoA is low.

However, assuming that an event can occur (i.e., a vehicle or

intruder is detected) at any position along the network, a DoA

of 4 and uniform CH placement, 49% energy reduction can

be expected. K-means produce comparable results.

Since an EB-clustering node (be it central or distributed)

has full knowledge of all clusters in the network, the above

result can be optimized. Instead of letting the aggregation role

rotate among the cluster members only, we instead exploit

nodes from the upstream neighbor cluster. This eliminates the

problem of routing packets in the wrong direction. In Fig. 6

we apply rotation only among border-nodes. Here, a DoA of

4 gives an average reduction of 58%. Even a modest DoA

of 2, gives an average energy reduction of 36% compared to

standard routing.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a method to use the edge-betweenness

community detection algorithm to determine the clusters and

to facilitate in-network data aggregation in roadside sensor

networks. The method omits the need for exact geographical

positions as in K-means. We have presented both centralized

and distributed designs, and results show that clusters can

be generated in a consistent way, even with reduced OLSR

topology knowledge. The best results are obtained using

centralized clustering and our DYMO-low routing protocol

Fig. 6. Energy consumption as a function of distance between a detected
event and the sink. Bars indicate min/max.

scheme. The average energy reduction is 20–62% compared

to standard routing, and outperforms K-means. Future works

include synchronizing idle-listening within the clusters and

implementing the protocols in a test bed.
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Abstract—A wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists
of many low-cost and energy-constrained sensing nodes.
One method that offers a great potential for improving
both the lifetime and the durability of WSNs is to deploy
multiple data sinks instead of the standard approach
relying on just one sink. In this paper we focus on multiple
sink deployment problems and discuss different methods
to estimate the optimal placement of a given number
of sinks. Most previous works study unconstrained sink
node placement, assuming that the sinks can be placed
anywhere. In practice, there may be areas which are
occupied by obstacles, or are beyond wireless range, and
therefore not viable for sink placement. Our method
inherently considers deployment constraints by inspecting
the routing topology and therefore avoids connection black
holes when proposing optimal sink locations. We have used
an anycasting tree-routing scheme, and have performed
extensive simulations in a wide range of realistic scenarios.
The results show that a constraint-based deployment
algorithm is paramount to get the full potential of multiple
sink WSNs.

I. INTRODUCTION

A wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of many

small and low-cost sensing nodes. The two basic

challenges in WSNs are energy efficiency, due to the

battery-powered sensors, and scalability, due to a po-

tential high number of devices needing to interoperate.

In this paper we aim to prolong the network lifetime

and improve the scalability by deploying multiple sinks.

In addition to reducing the average path length between

a sensing node and the corresponding data sink, the use

of multiple sinks also provides energy fairness by load

balancing. The method also gives redundancy if one of

the sink-nodes should fail due to energy shortage, or if

it is vandalized or stolen.

While finding the optimal number of sinks is by

nature an off-line problem mainly constrained by de-

ployment cost, determining the optimal placement of

the sink nodes is a more difficult challenge. The initial

deployment of the WSN can be done either in a

structured or planned manner by a network designer, or

in a semi-random way (e.g., an air-drop). In any case,

the optimal placement of the sinks cannot be known

a priori, and there is a need for heuristics to facilitate

relocation of existing sinks or to position new sinks in

the network. Our algorithms aim to find the optimal sink

locations for a given network topology and coverage.

The algorithms are employed at a separate computer

and sink relocation is then performed either manually

or by mobile sinks or robots.

Most works study unconstrained sink node place-

ment, assuming that the sinks can be placed anywhere.

In practice, there may be areas which are occupied by

obstacles, or are out of wireless range, and therefore

not viable for sink placement. Hence, in this paper,

we study constrained sink node placement, meaning

that the sinks can only be placed in a subset of the

WSN scene. Via extensive simulations we show that the

constrained approach leads to improved goodput and

lifetime compared to the unconstrained approach.

Before presenting our own schemes, it is worth re-

viewing some of the preceding work regarding multiple

sink deployment in WSNs.

II. RELATED WORK

Oyman et al. [1] propose to find the optimal place-

ment of multiple sinks using the well-known K-means

clustering. The cluster centroids for the k clusters are

chosen as the optimal placement for the sinks. The

approach is used to minimize the number of sinks

for a predefined minimum operation period, and to

find the minimum number of sinks while maximizing

the network lifetime. The K-means method is further

described and used as a baseline later in the paper.

The approach presented in [1] requires global location

information to find the optimal sink placements. Vincze

et al. [2] aim to relax this requirement by approximating

the location of nodes with unknown positions. The

system is, however, based on a geographical routing

protocol, which requires a functional location system

in the WSN.

The approaches taken in [1], [2] study unconstrained
sink placement. This limits their practical use. As

discussed in the introduction, such schemes are based

on the assumption that there are no physical boundaries

limiting the proposed placement of the sinks. The pre-

sumed optimal sink locations found by the algorithms

are therefore not necessarily viable in practice due to

physical constraints in the scene. A proposed location

may actually end up being outside radio-range of the

surrounding sensor nodes. The work by Dai et al. [3]

aims to solve this problem by only proposing sink

positions at locations that are known to be in commu-

nication range with at least a subset of the network.
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To accomplish this, they restrict sink placement only to

locations already occupied by sensing nodes. However,

since their network model is restricted to Manhattan

grid layouts and assumes uniform link lengths and link

weights, the approach is not useful for semi-structured

deployments. In this sense, the works [4] and [5]

are therefore considered more flexible. Although both

works study relay node placement, they can be adapted

to the sink node placement problem. Deployment con-

straints are used to limit relay node placements at some

pre-specified candidate locations only, meaning that the

proposed locations are not restricted to known sensor

node locations as in [3]. Their methods are more flex-

ible and practical in a real setting, but require that the

deployment algorithm a priori knows the deployment

constraints. This requirement cannot always be fulfilled.

The deployment strategies we present in this pa-

per (SPP and RMP) distinguishes from the before-

mentioned proposals since we allow any network topol-

ogy. Also, sink deployment constraints are not an input

parameter to the algorithms but are instead learned by

inspecting the link information.

III. SINK PLACEMENT ALGORITHMS

To effectively determine the optimal placement for

multiple sinks, network information must be gathered

globally or estimated. We distinguish the different

schemes in two categories: (i) those that require knowl-

edge about the geographical positions of all sensor

nodes (geo-aware); and (ii), those that rely on the

network topology (topology-aware). In the following,

we present four different sink deployment strategies,

two in each category. The first method is similar to

the one previously proposed by Oyman et al. [1]. It

also shares resemblance with the method proposed by

Vincze et al. [2]. The tree final methods are considered

novel to our paper.

A. K-means placement (KSP)

K-means is a classic and simple method for clus-

tering that has been applied to several problem do-

mains. When applied to sensor sink node placement,

the cluster memberships proposed by the algorithm is

ignored. K-means is simply used to find the cluster

centroids given a set N of n sensor nodes and their

geographical positions P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}. In this

way, K-means can find the optimal set of sink locations

S∗ = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} given a predefined number of

sinks k. The method works as follows:

1) The preferred number of sinks k is predeter-

mined.

2) k points s1, . . . , sk are placed in the geographical

space bounded by the nodes being clustered,

P . These points represent the cluster centroids,

which will eventually constitute the sink loca-

tions.

3) Each sensor node is assigned to the cluster with

the closest (Euclidean) centroid s.

4) The k centroids are repositioned to the mass

center of each cluster.

5) Repeat steps 3-4 until the centroids no longer

move.

By iteratively minimizing the within-cluster sum of

squares, the final cluster centroids are found and chosen

as the optimal placement for the sinks:

S∗ = arg minS

∑k
i=1

∑
Nj∈Si

||pj − si||2
The prerequisite to run K-means sink placement

algorithm (KSP) is exact knowledge of each sensor

node location. The location information can be obtained

either by GPS positioning or by special localization

schemes [6], [7]. In any case, the location information

must be gathered from the sensor nodes to a central

entity running KSP. This can be done using a mobile

robot node or by temporarily installing one or more

static sinks at random locations in the network.

B. K-medoid placement (KDP)

K-medoid clustering is closely related to K-means

and is an excellent candidate algorithm for sink node lo-

calization. Instead of using cluster centroids, K-medoid

builds on the concept of medoids. A medoid is defined

as the most central object in a cluster. For our purpose,

this is an attractive feature, since the algorithm can find

the position of any k nodes in N that are most central

instead of proposing new sink locations. The method

therefore provide constrained placement, and our hy-

pothesis is therefore that K-medoid is a better candidate

for sink placement than K-means. Our K-medoid sink

placement is based on Partitioning Around Medoids

clustering (PAM), originally proposed by Kaufman and

Rousseeuw [8]. The method works as follows:

1) Randomly select k of the n nodes to represent the

initial medoids. The medoid positions will later

represent the sink locations.

2) Each node is associated with the closest (Eu-

clidean) medoid.

3) For each medoid m and non-medoid n, the pair

(m,n) is swapped and the configuration cost is

computed.

4) The configuration with the lowest cost is selected

and stored in M .

5) Repeat steps 2-4 until there is no change in the

medoid set.

The optimal sink locations are given by the positions

of the medoid nodes in M∗, found by:

M∗ = arg minM

∑n
i=1 mink

j=1||pi −mj ||
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The above algorithm shares the same prerequisites

as mentioned above for KSP, since all individual node

locations must be known a priori.

C. Shortest path placement (SPP)

All multiple sink deployment strategies that require

location information suffer from the following short-

comings:

1) The geographical positions of the sensor nodes

must be known. To obtain the individual node

positions, a localization and collection scheme

must be present in the network.

2) Since the methods are based on Euclidean dis-

tance, the algorithms inherently assume that all

sensor nodes share the same transmission range

and that geographically adjacent nodes also are

1-hop neighbors. This is not always true in ob-

structed environments.

To overcome both these limitations, our Shortest Path

Placement algorithm (SPP) can instead of requiring the

geographical positions, take advantage of the network

topology information to determine the optimal sink

locations. By letting the sink placement algorithm take

advantage of the topology information directly, instead

of using the estimated node positions (which are impre-

cise and often derived from the topology anyway [6],

[7]), the overall system design is radically simplified.

Our SPP algorithm builds on KDP and differs mainly

in the distance measure employed. We model the net-

work as an undirected graph G represented as a tuple

G(V,E) where V is the set of vertices representing

the sensor nodes and E is the set of edges. Each

edge represent a bidirectional communication channel

between a pair of nodes i and j. We then construct an

adjacency matrix A, where aij = 1 if there is an edge

from vertex i to vertex j. If i = j, aij = 0. If there is no

edge between i and j, aij = ∞. The all pairs shortest

path matrix D is then computed from A using Dijkstras

algorithm [9]. The shortest path distance between i and

j is defined as dij . This measure now constitute the

distance measure which replaces the Euclidian distance

measure used in the KDP algorithm introduced above

such that:

M∗ = arg minM

∑n
i=1 mink

j=1dij
The algorithm finds k nodes (sinks) in the network

that minimizes the average number of hops in respect

to the remaining nodes in the network. The prerequisite

to run SPP is that all links in the network are known

a priori. As for the before-mentioned algorithms, such

information can be gathered using a mobile node or

by temporarily installing one or more sinks in the

network. Notice that the collection of link information

is inherently performed in many routing protocols,

and this requirement is therefore easier to fulfill than

obtaining the exact node positions.

D. Routing Metric placement (RMP)

Wireless sensor networks are error prone in nature

and it is evident that poor link quality causes problems

for packet delivery and routing. Hence, there are nu-

merous works focusing on increasing the reliability by

using better routing metrics, e.g., ETX, ETT or LQI. We

provide an extension of the SPP algorithm that uses a

metric for each edge before performing the shortest path

calculation. The employed metric should preferably be

the same metric as the one used by the routing protocol.

The sink placement will then be optimized according

to the chosen routing metric instead of being optimized

to a separate (and often irrelevant) measure such as the

Euclidean distance between the nodes.

As a proof-of-concept we use the link quality esti-

mate (LQI) from 802.15.4 MAC layer to provide simple

constraint based routing. The idea is implemented such

that if the initial link quality estimate is below a certain

threshold value (i.e., due to environmental constraints or

path loss), we consider the link as weak. If the estimate

is above this value, the link is considered good. By

using this kind of routing constraint, the sink placement

algorithm can be used to select the k sink node locations

that maximize the overall link quality.

We extend the adjacency matrix A explained for

SPP such that link constraints can be included in

the calculations. This is implemented in the following

manner:

aij =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 if link i, j exists;
1 + c if link i, j is weak;
0 if i = j;
∞ otherwise

(1)

The constant c is used to take account for links which

are considered weak. In our experiments, c = 0.5. The

all pairs shortest path matrix D is computed from A,

and inherently includes the link quality constraints. The

shortest path distance between i and j is defined as dij
and is used to find the sink locations as shown for SMP.

RMP in this way finds the k nodes in the network that

maximizes the average link quality. Placing the k sink

nodes at these locations will presumably lead to fewer

MAC retransmissions, fewer collisions and extended

network lifetime.

IV. ANYCAST ROUTING IN MULTIPLE SINK

NETWORKS

In multiple sink WSNs, the sensor nodes usually

transmits data to one arbitrary sink and do not partic-

ularly care which sink is used. In such an anycasting

paradigm, the routing protocol is responsible for trans-

mitting datagrams to at least one of the sinks that accept

datagrams with a certain anycast address.
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For the purpose of the studies in this paper, we have

developed a tree based routing protocol. The protocol

establishes an anycast collection tree routed at the sinks.

All nodes transmit beacons indicating their distance to

the sink, whereas sink nodes report a distance of 0. The

protocol uses the link quality indicator (LQI) from the

physical layer in addition to the hop distance in the

routing decision. The LQI value of a link is measured

upon beacon reception. If the LQI value is below a

certain threshold value, the link is considered weak. The

route cost then becomes a combination of the number

of hops NH and the number of weak links NW . A

route a is said to be better than route b if NW (a) <
NW (b) or NW (a) = NW (b) and NH(a) ≤ NH(b).
Thus, a data packet will follow the path that minimizes

both the number of hops and the number of weak links

between a node and a sink.

V. ONE-SINK PLACEMENT

(a) S1 (b) S2 (c) S3 (d) S4

Figure 1. The four scenarios used in the simulations

To obtain valuable understanding of the differences

between our proposed deployment algorithms, we first

study networks containing just one sink (k = 1). As

a point of comparison for sink placement we use a

simple center placement strategy. The strategy merely

places the sink at the center of the area. Should the

center position be blocked by an obstruction (i.e., wall

or building), the sink is located at the nearest non-

obstructed position. In this way, the model is supposed

to mimic deployment as if performed by a physical

network operator or a robot.

To ensure that our results are not biased by our

selection of a particular network layout, we consider

four different network scenarios as shown in Fig. 1.

The first scenario represents an open area with no ob-

structions. The second scenario represents the same area

but with a large obstruction (building). More buildings

are added in the third scenario. The fourth scenario

is an indoor office area. In all scenarios, we define

that signals communicated through walls and buildings

observe a different radio propagation condition than

signal communication line-of-sight through open air.

We use the ShadowingVis propagation model in ns-2.34

to model this behavior in the simulated areas.

For all scenarios, each sensor node transmits a 50-

byte sensor reading packet each 100s addressed to

the sink anycast address. The readings are transmitted

during the entire lifetime of the network. We define

the network lifetime as the point in time when the

first sensor node runs out of energy. The simulation

parameters, including the transmission and reception

energy usage, are given in Table I. For simplicity we

assume that the energy consumption during idle periods

is negligible. All parameters are kept equal for the

different deployment strategies, meaning that the only

variable affecting the simulation results is the actual

choice of sink deployment strategy. Initially, we place

two sinks at two random locations. These sinks are used

to collect neighbor information and link quality esti-

mates, which are subsequently used in the calculations.

For KSP and KDP, we assume that the geographical

positions of the nodes are exact and known a priori.

Table I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Simulator NS-2.34
Propagation model ShadowingVis
pathlossExp 1.5/4.0 (Open/Obstructed)
std db 2.0/1.9
dist0 1.0/1.0
Number of nodes 100
Number of random topologies 10
Area 125m x 125m (S1-S3)

32m x 32m (S4)
MAC protocol IEEE 802.15.4
Frequency 2.4 GHz
CSTresh 1.20174e-07
RXThresh 1.20174e-07
RXpower 35.28mW
TXpower 31.32mW
Initial Energy 1.0 Joule
Traffic parameters CBR 50 bytes
Data rate 1pkt/100s/node

A. Results and analysis

Figure 2 show the lifetime for all scenarios and

for all sink deployment algorithms. We observe that

for scenario 1, the difference in lifetime is minimal

between the five methods. This is expected considered

that S1 represent a non-obstructed area, and with a

reasonably high network density. For the scenarios

2 − 4, we observe that the topology aware algorithms

give remarkable lifetime improvements compared to

both the geo-aware algorithms and the naı̈ve center

placement strategy. By concurrently studying Figure 2

and Figure 3, we observe that system lifetime relates

to the average number of transmissions required to

successfully transmit a packet from a source to the sink.

This gives an insight of the quality of the links selected.

Retransmissions due to packet loss cause more energy

to be used on transmitting and receiving messages,

which in turn reduces the system lifetime.
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Figure 3. Average cost per sensor message

Figure 4 show the total number of sensor messages

received at the sink (goodput) during the lifetime of

the network. The figure in this way show the effective

work performed by the sensor network during its system

lifetime. KSP shows reduced performance for some

topologies. This phenomenon is caused by the fact that

the KSP strategy can propose sink locations in connec-

tion holes (no neighbors), or on top of obstructions. We

did not reposition the sink to a better location in these

cases. Center placement is therefore somewhat better,

since obstructions are avoided in this model. However,

there is still no guarantee that connection holes are

avoided, and Center therefore has a lower average

performance than the best deployment strategies.
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Figure 4. Total number of sensor messages received at the sink

Figure 5 show the percentage of nodes communi-

cating with the sink during the system lifetime. This

result gives a picture of how well the sink placement

matches the network topology. Since all sensor nodes

are randomly deployed within the open area, a small

percentage of isolated nodes are expected regardless

of the sink deployment procedure. However, the figure

shows that an intelligent sink deployment procedure

can minimize the number of isolated nodes. Again,

we observe that the topology-aware strategies performs

better that the other strategies.
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Figure 5. Percentage of nodes able to communicate with the sink

B. Summary

The following conclusions can be drawn from the

above results:

• The network environment plays a huge part of

the picture when comparing the performance of

the schemes. When using a simple scenario (S1),

all schemes give comparable results. However,

in more complex environments which includes

obstructions, SPP and RMP gives the longest life-

time, the highest number of packets received, and

the lowest number of isolated nodes.

• RMP is the best choice when the network is sparse

and there is a high number of low quality links in

the network (i.e., many obstructions, as in S3).

In a dense network (S4) and in a network with

fewer obstructions (S2), SPP is the best choice.

We anticipate that RMP may perform better under

all network conditions if a more advanced network

metric is used.

• We observe that even the simplest mechanism

performs well under unconstrained and ideal con-

ditions such as S1, while it performs poorly in ob-

structed environments. This result leads to the con-

clusion that previous sink deployment mechanisms

only validated in simple simulation scenarios may

be of little use in real world implementations.

VI. MULTIPLE SINK PLACEMENT

We now study the multi-sink problem and analyze

the influence of increasing the number of sinks on

the lifetime and total number of packets received.

For the multi-sink case, we assume that the system

does not particularly care which sink each sensor node

uses as long as the lifetime is elongated and that the

network load is balanced. We also assume that the sinks
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are either connected through a fixed network, or are

manually collected by a network operator or robot after

a certain period of time.

As the Center algorithm performed poorly for k = 1
and is difficult to apply for k > 1, we only consider

the strategies KSP, KDP, SPP, and RMP. Also, we focus

on scenario 3 only, since this scenario gave the results

with the widest diversity for the different strategies

in the one-sink case. We now investigate whether the

difference between the strategies is consistent also when

k increases. We apply the same simulation methods as

described in Section V.
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Figure 6. Lifetime of the sensor network

Figure 6 show the network lifetime related to the

number of sinks for the different deployment strategies.

We observe that the network lifetime first increases

almost proportionally to the number of sinks, which

is expected since the average path length decreases. It

is also interestingly to see that the lifetime difference

between the strategies observed for the one-sink case

is sustained also when the number of sinks increases.

This proves that it is extremely important to find the

optimal sink placement even in the multi-sink case. It

is, however, obvious that when a very high number

of sinks is available (in this case k � 5), the choice

of deployment strategy eventually becomes irrelevant.

As in the one-sink case, we observe that the topology

aware algorithms give remarkable lifetime improve-

ments compared with the geo-aware algorithms. RMP

increases the lifetime with 60% for k = 2, and 25% for

k = 3 compared to KSP. In fact, two sinks deployed

with SPP or RMP gives significantly longer lifetime

than tree sinks deployed with KSP.

To get the full picture of how important it is to place

the sinks wisely, Figure 6 must be seen in relation with

Figure 7. Figure 7 shows the number of successfully

received sensor readings at the sinks (goodput) during

the system lifetime. We observe that with the topology-

aware methods, SPP and RMP, the number of messages

received during the system lifetime is significantly

increased compared to the geo-aware methods, KSP and

KDP.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown that deploying multi-

ple sinks in WSNs offers a tremendous potential for

improving both the lifetime and goodput. Most related

work in the literature only considers unconstrained sink

deployment mechanisms. Extensive simulation results

show that such methods are insufficient since even

the simplest deployment mechanisms performs well

under unconstrained and ideal conditions, while they

perform poorly in constrained environments. The results

show that a constraint-based deployment algorithm is

paramount to get the full potential of multiple sink

WSNs.
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are expected to
provide greatly enhanced situational awareness for warfighters in
the battlefield. Sensors widespread in the battlefield are however,
of very limited value unless the sensors are reliable during the
entire operation and the information produced is accessed in
a timely manner. In this paper we focus on these issues by
enabling WSNs as a capability in the NATO Network Enabled
Capability (NNEC) using Web services. We demonstrate that
Web services is an enabling technology for information-sharing,
facilitating presentation of sensed data and alarms to a battlefield
management system. In addition, we show the feasibility of
using a Web services approach as a query processing tool
enabling multi-sensor fusion and data aggregation in the WSN
domain. The networking protocols can in this way inherently
adjust data-aggregation and -processing criteria according to the
requirements posed by external subscriber systems. In this way,
energy efficiency, which is paramount in WSNs, is optimized
without sacrificing the flexibility of Web services. Our proposed
methods are tested using practical experiments with TelosB
sensing nodes.

Index Terms—Wireless Sensor Networks, Web services, Col-
lection Tree Protocol

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in integrated circuit design, micro elec-

tromechanical sensors and wireless network technology have

enabled the development of low cost wireless sensors that

can be deployed in large quantities. Wireless Sensor Networks

(WSNs) can sense and gather information about the environ-

ment automatically and unattended. In the tactical domain,

great benefit can be achieved by using covert miniaturized

sensors, as they are difficult to avoid by a possible intruder

and less subject to vandalism or theft compared to traditional

sensor systems. Further, the network protocol redundancy and

the vast number of sensing nodes improve reliability and

minimize the false alarm probability compared to previous

sensor systems.

Sensors widespread in the battlefield are, however, of very

limited value unless the information is accessed and shared

in a timely manner [1]. One of the main goals of the

NATO Network Enabled Capability (NNEC) is to address

this issue by facilitating seamless linking of sensors, decision

makers and weapon systems. The NNEC feasibility study has

identified Web services as the key enabling technology for

NNEC [2]. Web services technology is based on a number of

standards, which help ensure that different implementations

from different vendors are interoperable. In this paper we

explore enabling wireless sensor networks as a capability in

Fig. 1. Sensor network enabled as a service providing capabilities to
different consumers. The gateway may invoke additional services to provide
a composite service.

NNEC using Web services. Since WSNs have scarce resources

in terms of available bandwidth, battery, and computational

power, it does not make sense to attempt to service-enable each

and every sensing node. Instead, we use a wrapping approach,

thus allowing existing mechanisms to be used within the WSN,

while nodes external to the WSN may configure and receive

information from the network using Web services. External

consumer systems are for example Battlefield Management

Systems (BMS) or Weather Monitoring Stations, see Fig. 1.

We do not, however, consider Web services only as an

information-sharing and interoperability entity. In our archi-

tecture, we also suggest the use of a Web services gateway

as a query processing system publishing relevant sensing and

alarm-criteria to the WSN domain. The networking protocols

can in this way inherently adjust data aggregation and pro-

cessing criteria according to the requirements posed by the

external subscriber systems. In this way, energy efficiency,

which is paramount in WSNs, is optimized without sacrificing

the flexibility of Web services.

The paper presents our Web services based WSN architec-

ture and a real case-study to demonstrate our ideas applied

to a tactical scenario. Before presenting our own setup and

results in detail, it is worth reviewing some of the previous

and related research.
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II. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND

Directed diffusion [3] was one of the first initiatives to

create a combined routing and query system for WSNs. In

DD, the queries are formatted as interest messages which

are disseminated to all sensing nodes. Gradients from each

sensing node back to the base station are set up during the

interest dissemination. Since the interest messages are not

reliably transmitted throughout the network, the base station

must periodically retransmit the interest message. Directed

diffusion supports in-network data processing and aggrega-

tion, and the interest message formation allows publish-and-

subscribe to occur at a very fine-grained level. However, the

protocol is based on a query-driven on demand data model,

and is not efficient for event-initiated alarm scenarios, such

as e.g., tactical surveillance. The interest message formation

in Directed Diffusion is using a proprietary format and is

therefore not appropriate when used in a multi-consumer WSN

such as the one in Fig. 1. Query processing systems such as

TinyDB [4] aim to provide a flexible and simple query API by

enabling queries written in a SQL-like language inspired from

Data base systems. Hence, queries can be formulated remotely

by multiple consumers using different physical entities. As

opposed to DB systems, the queries here operate on real-

time streams of data passing through memory rather than

performing queries to a disk. TinyDB queries are input to

the base station node, which sends an optimized version of

the query to the sensor network. In the network, the sensing

nodes that have data satisfying the query predicates, formulate

an answer. These answers are returned to the base station (or

sink). Data can be transformed, combined, and summarized

according to the query.

If WSN-interaction is necessary in a multi-consumer setting,

Web services provide higher flexibility and increased interop-

erability compared to extending querying protocols to each

consumer. Notice that there are many definitions of ”Web ser-

vices”. The core idea is the same (i.e., using XML-formatted

data for information exchange), but some of the finer details

may vary. For example, the REST approach ignores most of

the Web services standards and specifications, meaning that

REST is too restrictive if one wants to implement a pervasive

SOA for military networks. We need the flexibility of a broader

spectrum of the Web services specifications for NNEC. Thus,

when we discuss Web services in this paper we use the

definition by the W3C [5]: ”A Web service is a software

system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine

interaction over a network. It has an interface described in

a machine-processable format (specifically WSDL). Other

systems interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed

by its description using SOAP-messages, typically conveyed

using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction with

other Web-related standards.”

A Web service based WSN can be realized either by service-

enabling each and every sensing node or by providing a

Web service gateway that hides the inner WSN protocols.

The work by Delicato et al. [6] was an early architecture

Fig. 2. Creating services (adapted from [12])

work belonging to the first category proposing to integrate

full SOAP support in the WSN sensing nodes. The full SOAP

will however, often lead to tremendous overhead due to the

verbose XML format. Although compression can reduce the

overhead of XML significantly, and binary coding such as

Efficient XML can enable XML to be used at the tactical edge

[7], our previous research [8] has shown that the overhead

associated with compression libraries make them unsuitable

for use on severely limited devices. Thus, in contrast to other

WSN implementations, such as [9], we do not attempt to

employ XML compression in our WSN in this paper.

An alternative method to reduce the overhead is to convert

the XML messages to a more optimized format at a gateway

before relaying them to the WSN devices. The authors of

[10] for example, propose WSN-SOA to reduce XML formats

to a size applicable for 802.15.4 devices, while Bressan

et al. [11] rely on the Constrained RESTful Environments

(CoRE) based on REST. We argue that there is no point in

extending Web services to every sensing node. In contrast,

the WSN should (from the Web services perspective) be seen

as one single sensing unit, providing filtered and aggregated

sensed data to one or more consumers. Therefore, a gateway

should be responsible for interacting with the WSN nodes

on the back-end side, and the consumers on the front-end

side. This approach lets the WSN designers focus on energy-

efficient protocols inside the WSN, thus limiting the need

for implementing computationally intensive standards to the

gateway which provides an interface to the outside world.

III. SOA FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

Web services technology is based on a number of stan-

dards, which help ensure that different implementations from

different vendors are interoperable. In this paper we explore

enabling WSNs as a capability in NNEC using Web services.

There are several ways of realizing a capability as a service.

For example, a service may be created from scratch, it may

function as a front-end to a legacy system, or it may be a

combination of existing services, as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Since WSNs have scarce resources in terms of available

bandwidth, battery and computational power, it does not make

sense to attempt to service-enable each and every sensing

node. Instead, we use the wrapping approach, thus allowing

existing mechanisms to be used within the WSN, while nodes

external to the WSN may configure and receive information

from the network using Web services. Even if the SOAP

messages themselves do not have to be transmitted to every

sensing node, it is crucial that available query information

inside the XML payload is utilized to optimize the overall

system performance.

The first contribution of our proposed architecture is there-

fore to provide a Web services wrapper that enables external

consumers to interoperate with the sensor network using XML

and Web services. The interaction operates in both directions.

The second contribution of the architecture is query dissemina-

tion and collection formation that is adaptive and based on the

requests posed by the Web service consumers. The architecture

is shown in Fig. 3 and is described subsequently.

A. Our gateway: A Web service wrapper

The gateway contains the Web services wrapper and pro-

vides an interface (a front-end) to the WSN using established

Web services standards. A WSDL file defines the interface,

data types and message flow, whereas SOAP is employed for

message transmission. This part of the wrapper is accessible

to other systems using COTS Web services technology. The

Web service interface allows external clients to configure

queries for the WSN, and register a service endpoint (EP) for

pushed information. In other words, our wrapper supports the

publish/subscribe pattern, in that clients register a query (step

1, subscription providing recipient EP) and results of this query

(be it periodic reports or spontaneous alarms) are sent (i.e.,

published directly to the consumers in steps 6 and 7) to the

registered service endpoint. A client connecting to the gateway

is typically a BMS, requesting alarm reports when a subset of

the sensing nodes detects an intruder which is trespassing the

area monitored. Such an example query is shown in Listing 1.

Listing 1. XML Query requesting alarm reports when at least four IR
detectors are trigged
<G e t I n t r u d e r>

<MinPIRDe tec t i ons>4< / MinPIRDe tec t i ons>
<Ligh tMaxThresho ld>1 l u x< / L igh tMaxThresho ld>
<D u r a t i o n>30d< / D u r a t i o n>
<I n c i d e n t R e p o r t>h t t p : / / 1 0 . 0 . 0 . 2 /< / I n c i d e n t R e p o r t>

< / G e t I n t r u d e r>

When the WSN reports to the gateway (step 3) about a

detected target, the gateway sends a request to a separate Web

service enabled camera (step 4) to take a picture covering

the area monitored. The target information (from step 3) and

the picture provided (by step 5) are combined to a report

sent to the BMS endpoint (e.g., step 6 and/or 7). COTS Web

services technology is used to implement step 1 as well as

steps 4 through 7, limiting proprietary solutions only to the

functionality implemented in the back-end system, i.e., steps

2 and 3. Thus, our prototype follows the guidelines of the

Fig. 3. Architecture

NNEC FS, using Web services technology to loosely couple

services and clients.

Another Web services client could be a weather monitoring

station, requesting periodic temperature or humidity reports.

A typical temperature report query, requesting individual tem-

perature readings from each sensing node each 30 minute, is

formatted in XML as shown in Listing 2.

Listing 2. XML Query requesting temperature reports from all sensing nodes
<GetTempera tu re>

<C o l l e c t i o n S t y l e>I n d i v i d u a l< / C o l l e c t i o n S t y l e>
<D u r a t i o n>30d< / D u r a t i o n>
< I n t e r v a l>30m< / I n t e r v a l>
<I n c i d e n t R e p o r t>h t t p : / / 1 0 . 0 . 0 . 1 /< / I n c i d e n t R e p o r t>

< / Ge tTempera tu re>

In addition to supporting third party consumer applications,

the architecture can also provide special case Web services

for example to provide network developers with real-time

information about the network at any given time, either during

the initial deployment, create mid-life status reports, or to

assist redeployment of energy exhausted nodes. These reports

can be forwarded to a dedicated monitoring endpoint.

At the back-end, the gateway communicates with the WSN

using two different traffic patterns: Dissemination (step 2) and

Collection (step 3).

B. Dissemination of queries

The Web services wrapper shown in Fig. 3 interfaces with

a back end, where the incoming XML configuration requests

are transformed to a much more resource efficient, proprietary

format used in our WSN. The format uses a compact and

simple representation of sensor queries. Keys and attributes

are represented as small integer values instead of text strings.

Typical keys here are sensor type identificators and attributes

are threshold values and timer values. A typical XML format-

ted Web services query of 200-300 bytes is translated to a

small 10-15 byte message.

To disseminate the compact query through the WSN a

dissemination protocol is required. Since messages can be lost

due to e.g., collisions, channel noise or even buffer overflow,

the dissemination protocol needs to be reliable. In addition,

message synchronization could be necessary after a node

reboot, e.g., if an application failure causes the watchdog timer

to elapse. This means that simple flooding of the queries

is not sufficient. In our implementation we have used Drip
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dissemination [13] to account for the above circumstances.

The constrained power budgets in WSNs often lead to slow

converging dissemination protocols. Drip copes with this issue

by building a reliable transport layer on top of the Trickle

algorithm.

C. Collecting sensed data

In most sensor networks, the majority of the network traffic

is destined to the sink. For such networks, a collection tree

traffic pattern is preferred in rather than other ad hoc network

protocols. Instead of implementing our own collection tree, we

use the Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [14] which is the de-

facto collection protocol in TinyOS and is used successfully

in many real WSN deployments. CTP consists of two parts;

(i) data path validation, to quickly discover and fix routing

inconsistencies by taking advantage of the data traffic; and

(ii), adaptive beaconing using the Trickle algorithm, which

optimizes the standard trade-off between low routing bea-

coning traffic overhead and low route repair latency. The

anycast pattern employed by CTP also enables the possibility

to extend our setup to a multiple sink architecture for increased

reliability and reduced overall power consumption.

D. Aggregation

In our architecture, we focus on balancing the trade-off

between the limited resources of the WSN and the required

system performance necessary to fulfill the Web services query

predicates. A query may for example ask for detailed reports

requiring that every sensed value should be collected from the

WSN and presented in a combined form in a Web services

report. Alternatively, the query could indicate that a small re-

port of filtered or aggregated measurements is preferred. Data

aggregation in the Web services architecture can be employed

either at the Web services gateway, or inside the WSN. From

an energy-efficiency point of view, the latter alternative is

preferred. To accomplish this, we have implemented a flexible

data aggregation scheme running on the WSN nodes. Although

the standard CTP does not include aggregation, the forwarding

engine in CTP allows a routing extension to intercept the

packets relayed by an intermediate node. Different aggregate

functions can therefore alter the data upon interception as the

sensed data traverses the collection tree.

Most data queries requests for periodically transmitted re-

ports (e.g., each minute, each hour or each day). However,

as the period timers are not fully synchronized among the

nodes, there is an unknown time gap t between the first and

the last node producing data in each period. Each node in the

aggregation tree will therefore observe a gap g ≤ t between the

arrival times of the sensing messages it receives from its child

nodes. This time gap represents a challenge in WSN designs.

If data freshness is paramount, each node should send its

own measurements immediately when its period timer elapses,

and retransmit all upstream messages immediately upon re-

ception (i.e., no data aggregation). On the other hand, if the

optimization objective is energy efficiency, each node should

wait for a time ≥ t to account for all messages delivered

from its child nodes before aggregation and transmission. The

optimum balance between data freshness and energy efficiency

can be found by optimizing the aggregation timeout of each

node. One solution is to take advantage of the node position

in the routing tree, as shown by Solis and Obraczka [15].

Our data aggregation algorithm on the contrary, minimizes the

aggregation delay on each node without any routing protocol

information. Rather, the node can learn g (the expected time

difference between the messages received from its child nodes)

by observing the inter arrival time of the packets received.

The child node that triggers the end time of the period g is

used as a synchronizer node trigging sensing, aggregation and

transmission of the final data packet. Each node chooses the

child node that constitutes the start of the maximum inter-

arrival time in one periodic cycle as its synchronizer node

(see Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 Data aggregation

Intercept (Message m,Node n, f(m) = NO|MIN |MAX|AV G)

if (f(m) == NO) send (m) , exit
M = aggregate (M,m, f(m))
T (l) = tlast − tnow

s = argmax
i

T (i)

if (n == s)

M = aggregate (M,Mthis, f(m))
send (M)

l = n
tlast = tnow

On Synchronizer timeout (s)
M = aggregate (M,Mthis, f(m))
send (M)
T = 0
s = 0

If the synchronizer node times out (e.g., the CTP routing

tree has changed), the node immediately transmit the aggregate

of its temporarily stored data and sensed data and chooses a

new synchronizer node on the next period. If no synchronizer

is found, the node is a leaf node, and transmits sensed data

immediately after its period timer has elapsed. Our aggregation

scheme supports the following aggregation functions: Average,

Minimum, Maximum and No aggregation, and adapts accord-

ing to the queries transmitted from the gateway back end. No
aggregation means that all measurements are delivered to the

Web services gateway. Here, the measurements are combined

to a joined report before reporting to the EP. The join-process

could also include aggregation, but in-network aggregation is

preferred.

IV. EVALUATION

A. Experimental setup

The experiment was set up as shown in Fig. 3. The WSN

consisted of 20 wireless tmote sensing nodes [16] running

TinyOS 2.1.1. The nodes were equipped with the following

sensors: sound, light, temperature, humidity, ultrasound, and

passive IR (PIR) (see Fig. 4). The gateway with the Web
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Fig. 4. The test network contains 20 tmote sensing nodes with IR-detectors

services wrapper ran on a iEi industrial computer with Linux,

while the camera Web service was installed on a separate

standard computer with a camera attached. The Web services

consumers consisted of our trial client software on two stan-

dard computers.

We focused on two scenarios. First, a target detection

scenario. In this scenario, the PIR sensors were used to detect

possible targets trespassing the monitored area. The separate

imaging sensor was used to take a picture of the target

to provide target verification. The minimum number of PIR

detectors detecting the target before classifying the event as an

alarm, was configurable by Web services query created by the

consumer system. Such an example query is shown in Listing

1. In the second scenario, an external system requested weather

reports that should be presented periodically. An example of

this query is shown in Listing 2. Besides performing functional

testing of the architecture, we tested the effectiveness of the

data format and data aggregation to obtain deeper insight of

the system.

B. SOAP-based query vs. reduced query

We quantify the effectiveness of our reduced data for-

mat (RF) by comparing it with equivalent SOAP-based Web

services. To reduce the unnecessary overhead, we removed

the standard SOAP headers before dissemination with Drip.

The query used for the experiment is shown in Listing 2.

Our reduced information format message (12 bytes) was

disseminated using the same method. Because of the very

limited available memory on the tmote sensing node, we did

not implement an XML parser but focused merely on the

dissemination procedure in our experiment.

We performed 20 disseminations for each message format

for networks with sizes 5,10 and 20 nodes respectively. The

average node degrees in the networks were between 3 and 5.

The 95% confidence intervals are given in the figures. Fig.

5 shows the time elapsed until all nodes had successfully

received the query. Although Drip guarantees data delivery

in a connected network, the delivery time can be severe, and

increases with the size of the message disseminated. Overall,

the RF format reduces the dissemination time to about a fifth

of the time observed when disseminating XML.
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Fig. 5. The time required to fully synchronize the network

Fig. 6 shows the total energy spent on the dissemination

process. The energy spending is calculated by observing

the CC2420 radio load on each node, and accounting for

the current draw of the tmote in RX/TX/Idle states from

[16]. The XML encoded message results in more than eight

times the power consumption compared to using the reduced

format messages. These results illustrate that XML queries

can indeed be transmitted to every node. However, in order to

ensure reliable dissemination, the huge message size, which is

difficult to avoid with XML, increases the energy consumption

and prolongs the dissemination delay compared to using a

more optimized format. It is also worth noting that XML

gives no particular advantage compared to the reduced format

in our homogeneous sensor network. A highly heterogeneous

network may, on the other hand, benefit from of XML.
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C. In-network aggregation vs. gateway-aggregation

The Web services query predicates determine the proper

aggregate function of the network system. In-network data

aggregation is more complex to implement than relying on

data aggregation only at the gateway. With this in mind, it is

interesting to examine the performance of these two radically

different strategies. With the first strategy, individual sensor

readings were requested each 20s from all nodes. In this case,
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Fig. 7. The effect of data aggregation with 20 sensing nodes.
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Fig. 8. The message flow distribution in the network with and without data
aggregation

the aggregation took place at the gateway and there is no

aggregation in the WSN. With the next strategy, the sensor

nodes employed the aggregation strategy presented in section

III-D. We used a 20-node tmote test-bed and performed 10

one-hour runs for both strategies.

Fig. 7 illustrates the total network load (in messages

processed per second) both for the case with in-network

aggregation and for gateway aggregation. The 95% confidence

intervals are given in the figure. We observe that in-network

aggregation significantly reduces the message load in the

network. In Fig. 8, we examine the load on each sensing node

separately. The figure shows that when in-network aggregation

is enabled, message load is also better distributed.

From the literature, we know that the effect of in-network

data aggregation increases with the size of the network.

However, our results show that even a small network such

as our 20-node network, can benefit greatly by employing in-

network data aggregation. CTP focuses on establishing stable

(low-ETX) routes rather than short routes. Hence, the number

of hops involved in an arbitrary message transmission may be

high, and the effect of in-network data-aggregation incrreases

accordingly.

V. CONCLUSION

The results from our test-bed implementation shows that our

Web services based architecture is feasible in a real setting.

We were able to show that the WSN can take advantage of

the attribute information in Web services queries provided by

NNEC consumers, and that we could optimize the message

flow by employing appropriate in-network data aggregation.

It should be noted, however, that even if the Web services

middleware we used has been identified as a key enabler

for NNEC, there is a need for further standardization within

NATO. Here, we have shown that it is feasible to use the

technology in an NNEC setting, but for actual use in a

coalition the interface to the WSN gateway (i.e., the WSDL)

must be standardized as well. Finally, we were able to show

that the Web services gateway can effectively combine the

WSN service with an advanced Web service (camera) to

provide a composite service to e.g., a BMS.
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Abstract—Radio interference or deliberate jamming attacks
can cause highly unpredictable communication in Wireless Sen-
sor Networks (WSNs). Most prevalent WSN platforms consist
of low-cost hardware with no effective measures against these
threats. Most proposed countermeasures require a more ad-
vanced hardware design or radical changes to the 802.15.4
MAC protocol. These alternatives can be very difficult or even
impossible to apply to existing WSN designs. In this paper we
do not attempt to change the hardware or the MAC protocol.
Instead we investigate how WSN routing protocols behave when
the network is affected by interference. The paper proposes
enhancements of CTP, the de-facto tree-based routing protocol
for WSN, using opportunistic routing. We compare our approach
with a wide range of protocols: CTP, TYMO, MultihopLQI,
broadcast and geographic opportunistic routing in a real-life
TelosB testbed subjected to different interference levels. The
results show that our hybrid protocol, O-CTP, both improves
the data delivery rate and reduces the cost when compared to
standard routing protocols.

Index Terms—Interference, Jamming, Opportunistic routing,
Wireless Sensor Networks

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) often suffer from highly

unpredictable wireless communication conditions. The quality

of the communication depends on several factors such as the

deployed environment, the frequency spectrum and modulation

schemes utilized, and the communication devices themselves

[1]. The multi-hop nature of WSNs further increases the

problem. Results on deployed networks and testbeds show that

typical delivery ratios are between 70 and 99% [2]–[4], but

could even go as low as 20-40% [5]–[7]. One reason for the

unpredictable packet delivery rate is that the wireless channel

fluctuates significantly with time. People or vehicles entering

the sensed area, or even rain and wind, give unreliable RF

propagation. Interference in the chosen frequency band adds

further weight to the problem. For an IEEE 802.15.4 equipped

sensing node operating at 2.4GHz, possible sources of inter-

ference include other radio transmitters operating in the same

frequency band (e.g., 802.11, Bluetooth or video transmitters),

harmonic interference from other bands, microwave ovens

and military radars. An opponent may also use interference

intentionally to disrupt communications (i.e., radio jamming)

[8].

Much work has been dedicated to create effective measures

against interference and jamming in WSNs. The most effective

methods involve changes to the physical layer, e.g., moving

from the standard Direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)

in 802.15.4 to Frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) or

using directional antennas. Some methods focus on changing

the MAC protocol [6]. Few of these countermeasures can,

however, be effectively applied to the prevalent WSN plat-

forms today (i.e., TelosB, Mica and IRIS), without redesigning

the platform. The focus in this article is therefore to study how

the delivery rate can be maximized even in interfered environ-

ments, simply by choosing the routing protocol cleverly.

Traditional routing protocols for WSNs deal with dynamics

in the underlying network structure by using various metrics,

e.g., the number of hops [9], radio link quality [10] or Ex-

pected Transmission Count (ETX) [4]. Despite these attempts,

the metric calculations have difficulties in coping with the

rapid changes in the unreliable wireless medium, making it

difficult to choose the optimal next hop node. This observation

has led to the development of opportunistic routing [11]–[13].

Opportunistic routing is proven to be very effective in error-

prone wireless networks, since it allows any node that is closer

to the destination to participate in packet forwarding. The

overhead that comes with opportunistic routing is, however,

a difficult problem to tackle. Our experiments show that

opportunistic routing is most relevant when the network is

subjected to high and unpredictable interference and traditional

routing thus performs badly.

The main contributions in this paper are:

• A presentation of a new hybrid opportunistic protocol (O-

CTP), which uses traditional routing when the network is

stable and has reasonably little packet loss, but switches

to opportunistic forwarding when the network is subjected

to interference or jamming.

• An empirical comparison of six routing protocols in

an interfered environment using a testbed of 20 TelosB

sensing nodes. We employ four different interference

patterns and show that O-CTP gives the overall best

balance between packet delivery ratio and overhead.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II

reviews related work. Section III describes O-CTP in detail.

The test and experiment setup is described in section IV.

Section V and VI offer experimental results. Finally, in section

VII we conclude the article.

II. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND

In this section, we review the prior research addressing the

issues of routing in WSNs. We focus primarily on protocols

that are implemented and tested in real-world environments.
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First, we discuss traditional routing protocols and then we

explain different opportunistic alternatives. Finally, we explain

why there is room for improvement in WSN routing.

A. Traditional routing

TYMO [9] and NST-AODV [14] both originate from the

ideas behind DYMO and AODV, which are protocols tailored

to mobile ad-hoc networks. There are three basic problems

that arise with these protocols in WSNs. 1) The hop count

metric does not provide good performance since it treats all

hops as equal. 2) Routes are based on the end-to-end principle,

meaning that they are costly both to establish and to maintain

in a lossy environment. 3) The protocols do not exploit the

fact that most traffic is destined to one node (i.e., the sink).

Convergecast routing protocols are proposed to address the

above issues. In convergecast protocols, such as MultihopLQI

[10] and Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [4], all traffic is

assumed destined to a single sink node. The sink node

constitutes the root in the routing tree. Each node uses a

gradient minimization approach to determine the next hop

(i.e., its parent). MultihopLQI uses the Link Quality Indicator

(LQI) from the physical layer to additively obtain the gradient

towards the sink. LQI is proven to be more stable in selecting

the best paths than using hop-count [15]. Beaconing (with

fixed interval) is used by all nodes to measure LQI and to

support changes in the topology. CTP builds on MultihopLQI

but distinguishes from it on two central features: 1) It uses the

Expected number of transmissions (ETX) as its routing metric

as opposed to LQI: Starting with an ETX of 0 at the sink,

each node calculates its own ETX as the ETX reported by the

parent plus the ETX of its own link to the parent. 2) CTP uses

adaptive beaconing by extending the Trickle algorithm [16] to

reduce the route repair latency and send fewer beacons when

the network is stable. To adapt quickly to topology changes,

the trickle timer interval is reset whenever a routing loop is

detected or the routing cost decreases significantly.

It is worth noting that NST-AODV, TYMO, MultihopLQI

and CTP are implemented in TinyOS and tested in several real

WSNs [4], [9], [10], [14].

B. Opportunistic routing

Traditional routing protocols aim to find the optimal paths

through a network by daisy-chaining the links with the pre-

sumed best qualities. This approach stems from protocols

found in fixed infrastructure and is ideal when there are mini-

mal network dynamics. The metric calculations, however, have

difficulties coping with the rapid fluctuations in the wireless

domain. Consequently, the routing decisions may be based

on historic and outdated metrics. Opportunistic routing differs

from traditional routing since it exploits, rather than attempting

to hide, the broadcast nature of the wireless medium [11]–

[13], [17], [18]. In opportunistic routing, a node does not

preselect a preferred forwarder according to a set of (possibly

outdated) metrics. Instead, opportunistic routing exploits the

fact that there might be many potential forwarders in a node‘s

vicinity able to receive the broadcast packet. The designated

forwarding nodes may differ from one packet to the next.

Hence, channel fluctuations are implicitly taken into account

since the forwarding decision is carried out while the packet

moves through the network.

Various opportunistic routing protocols differ mainly in the

way the relay nodes decide on which node should retransmit

the packet. In the seminal opportunistic routing protocol

ExOR [11], the sender chooses a candidate subset of all its

neighboring nodes that could bring the packet closer to its

destination. This list is prioritized according to distance and

put in the packet header. Each recipient delays a certain time

depending on its position in the list before forwarding the

packet. LAOR [17] and GeRaF [19] take a similar approach.

Other protocols, such as TORP [13] use ETX to choose the

candidate subset. MORE [12] relaxes the need to coordinate

the forwarding, since the approach combines opportunistic

routing with network coding. ORW [20] is a promising

opportunistic routing scheme tailored directly to duty-cycled

networks and can supplement our work in a future version.

C. Towards a hybrid protocol

Although there are numerous papers that study opportunistic

routing analytically or via simulations [11], [12], [17], there

are few papers that investigate real-world implementations.

The works by Carnley et al. [13], Joe et al. [18] and Landsiedel

et al. [20] are rare exceptions. There are also few papers that

specifically analyze the trade-off between traditional routing

and opportunistic routing. Shah et al. [21] use simulations to

conclude that opportunistic routing is superior to geographical

routing when the channel quality is low. Carnley et al. [13]

show that TORP improves throughput and lowers the overhead

compared to CTP in some scenarios.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that

analyzes the trade-off between traditional routing and oppor-

tunistic routing in interfered environments. Further, we are the

first to provide a routing solution that is based on a hybrid

approach.

III. O-CTP: A HYBRID OPPORTUNISTIC COLLECTION

TREE PROTOCOL

The hybrid protocol presented in this paper is called Oppor-

tunistic Collection Tree Protocol (O-CTP). O-CTP consists of

three fundamental parts:

1) The traditional routing part, which is largely based on

CTP.

2) An opportunistic routing part, which is employed when

traditional routing is no longer effective.

3) A set of triggers, which enables switching between

traditional routing and opportunistic routing.

Before digging into the protocol specification, it is worth

discussing the intuition underlying our protocol design.

A. Why opportunistic routing is a trade-off

It is helpful to consider the simple network presented in

Fig. 1. In the network example there are three possible routes

from source s to the destination d. The three alternative routes
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Fig. 1. Opportunistic routing exploits the broadcast nature of wireless
networks. Node s does not preselect a preferred forwarder but exploits the
fact that there might be many potential forwarders in a node‘s vicinity able
to receive the broadcast packet

go via either of the nodes A,B or C to i. The three possible

links from s are all subjected to some degree of packet loss

varying from 10% to 30%. For the remaining path we assume

no packet loss. In the following discussion, we use CTP as an

example of a traditional routing protocol. CTP will choose A
as the preferred forwarder for s, since choosing A minimizes

the overall ETX from s to d. Hence, a packet loss of 10%

can be expected for the first hop. Opportunistic routing on

the other hand, takes a different approach, since it exploits

the fact that all transmissions are broadcast. Hence, it does

not preselect a single forwarder, but assumes that at least

one of the neighbors receives and forwards the packet. In the

case in Fig. 1, all the nodes A,B,C are able to receive a

broadcast packet from s. The combined packet loss probability

for the first hop is now reduced to 0.1 × 0.2 × 0.3 = 0.006,

which is a tremendous improvement over the CTP protocol.

The performance of CTP is, however, not as depressive as it

might first seem, since CTP employs retransmissions (up to

31 times as default). Consequently, the overall delivery rate

can therefore be expected to be very close to 100%. Taking in

account the retransmissions, the expected cost (transmissions

per packet) to reach i using CTP is about 2.11 ( 1
1−0.1 for the

first hop and 1.0 for the second).

The basic problem that arises with opportunistic routing

is that the forwarding nodes are not necessarily able to hear

each other. In our example, B will overhear all retransmissions

performed by A or C, and since it is wasteful for B to forward

those packets it effectively suppresses duplicate forwarding.

But since A can not hear C and vice versa, they will both

forward the same packet. Such duplicates are not only wasteful

in terms of energy. They also increase the collision probability.

Despite much research in reducing duplicates, there is no

effective mechanism to eliminate such duplicates entirely [22].

Assume now that each of the nodes A,B,C has a probability of

PFA = PFB = PFC = 1
3 to be the first forwarder and that the

opportunistic routing protocol performs retransmissions. The

expected cost can be calculated as the sum of the expected

number of transmissions for each hop. For the fist hop, the

expected number of transmissions is 1
1−0.006 , while the second

hop gives 2PFA+PFB+2PFC . This gives a total cost of 2.67,

which exceeds the CTP cost. Since duplicates will occur on

the second hop when OR is used, CTP is the most effective

Fig. 2. The basic operation of O-CTP

protocol in this example.

As previously discussed, the link loss is never stable as

in the above example, but fluctuates with time. Imagine now

that the packet loss probability on the link s → A suddenly

increases to 90% due to some interference. CTP will still

choose A as its preferred forwarder for some time. The

overall cost on the route s to i via A now increases to 11

( 1
1−0.9 + 1). The high number of retransmissions required

to achieve 100% delivery rate quickly translates to a huge

waste of energy. For opportunistic routing, the situation is

practically unchanged, since the packet loss on the first hop

is now 0.9 × 0.2 × 0.3 = 0.054 resulting in a total cost of

2.72. Hence, the cost does not increase significantly from the

previous situation. In this example, the opportunistic protocol

outperforms CTP.

We have now illustrated why traditional routing performs

best when the network conditions are fairly good and pre-

dictable, while opportunistic routing performs best when the

network conditions are poor and unpredictable. Our hypothesis

is that a hybrid protocol, which is able to change its operation

based on the current network dynamics, could benefit from

both of these worlds and give an overall improved perfor-

mance.

B. When to switch from traditional routing to opportunism?

We decided to build our hybrid protocol based on CTP,

since this is the de-facto collection protocol for real-world

deployed WSNs and has shown high delivery ratio in previous

studies. The basic idea of O-CTP is to switch from CTP

operation to opportunism whenever the network is subjected

to interference. A best-of-both-worlds protocol is very difficult

to construct, since there is no fail-free trigger that allows

the protocol to switch to opportunistic routing at the optimal
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moment. The central component of O-CTP is therefore the

triggering part.

The trigger could be built as dependent on cross-layer

communication. However, since CTP is built to be indepen-

dent of layer 1 and layer 2, we decided not to break this

hardware-independency by introducing cross-layering. There

are, however, some possibilities to monitor the underlying

network status directly from the forwarding engine in CTP.

We have used these to trigger opportunistic forwarding. This

is a distributed decision, and all nodes can decide the for-

warding method for its current packet transmission. A switch

to opportunistic sending is performed if one of the following

situations occur within the CTP routing protocol:

1) There is no route to the sink (i.e., no parent). Even if

CTP is in a no-route state, there might be many possible

routes available that could be used immediately by the

opportunistic protocol.

2) Sender is busy. Normally, in CTP, the forwarding engine

denies packet forwarding if the forwarding layer is busy.

However, in this state, packets can still be forwarded

opportunistically.

3) Routing loop detected. Even if standard CTP has mech-

anisms to deal with loops, we observed that loops occur

very frequently in interfered networks. Since the detection

of a loop means that there is a problem somewhere in

the routing tree, O-CTP is implemented such that when a

loop is detected, the packet is forwarded opportunistically.

4) The retransmit threshold has expired. In standard CTP,

the forwarding engine gives up packet forwarding when

the retransmit threshold expires. In O-CTP, the packet is

forwarded opportunistically instead.

Either of the above circumstances indicate that there is a

problem with the packet forwarding, which means that oppor-

tunism is beneficial. These trigger mechanisms are evaluated

empirically in section V. The decision on whether to forward

a packet opportunistically or not is memory-less (cf. Fig.

2) and it is not necessary to use a trigger to switch back

from opportunistic forwarding to traditional forwarding. In

other words, a packet following a previous packet that was

forwarded with opportunistic routing, may be forwarded with

opportunistic routing or traditional routing depending on the

current state of the forwarding engine.

C. The opportunistic part of O-CTP

There are several previous routing protocols that shares

salient opportunistic routing features, e.g., ExOR [11], LAOR

[17], BRL [23], GeRaF [19] and IGF [24]. Many of the

protocols in this category can serve the purpose as the

opportunistic routing part of O-CTP. Since none of these

opportunistic protocols are publicly available for TinyOS, we

implemented our own protocol to validate the hybrid routing

approach in O-CTP. Our protocol is a geographic-opportunistic

routing protocol (GEOPP) that covers the basic opportunistic

principles presented in previous research.

The key difference between various opportunistic protocols

is how the forwarding decision is performed. For example,

IGF, BRL, and GeRaF, employ RTS/CTS handshaking be-

tween the source and the possible forwarders before trans-

mitting the data packet. The motivation behind the RTS/CTS

approach is to pre-elect one single forwarder and in this

way limit the number of possible duplicates. However, the

drawback is that even after a successful RTS/CTS exchange,

the probability of successfully receiving a larger data message

might be very low [25]. Another method, used by LAOR [17]

and ExOR [11], is to specify a list of forwarding nodes in

the packet header. The list is sorted in decreasing order of

progress towards the sink, and hence, represents the priority

of the forwarders. The shortcoming of this approach is that all

potential forwarders can not possibly be added to the list since

the header size is limited. This limitation can leave some long-

progress paths underutilized. Considering the example in Fig.

1, there could be a small possibility that a transmission from

s might reach i directly. This opportunity will be left unused

if only A,B,C is stated in the forwarding list. Further, if any

of the links s → A,B,C are downstream unidirectional, they

will be left unused since s has no knowledge of them.

Due to our interest in making a working system, we

had to trade off some advanced protocol ideas presented in

previous research for simpler ones. In GEOPP, there is no

RTS/CTS scheme. Neither is there any forwarding list in the

packet header. Hence, there can be many possible forwarders

receiving the same packet. To make sure that a minimum

number of these neighbors forward the packet, each neighbor

computes a dynamic forwarding delay (DFD) as in ExOR,

depending on its position relative to the sink. The node with a

small progress towards the sink computes a higher delay than

a node with a large progress. Assuming that all nodes know

their own location and the sink location, the DFD is simple

to calculate. The node that computed the smallest DFD (i.e.,

the node which is closest to the sink) forwards first. The other

forwarders overhearing this retransmission, stops their DFD-

timer and deletes the packet from their forwarding queue. In

addition, the node transmitting the packet uses the overheard

retransmission as an implicit acknowledge indicating that the

packet is undergoing a positive progress towards the sink.

If no such implicit acknowledge is heard, the node may

choose to retransmit the packet (still opportunistically) up

to a predefined number of times. Notice that the problem

with most geographical routing protocols is that packets can

be routed to a dead-end, where there is no neighbor closer

to the destination. The aim of this paper has not been to

attempt to solve this problem, and GEOPP therefore lacks a

solution for the dead-end problem. Although this issue should

be investigated, we do not consider it as a big problem here

since GEOPP is a fallback solution used only when CTP fails.

Since the forwarding area in GEOPP covers all nodes with

a positive progress towards the sink, GEOPP can expect a

high delivery ratio but also a relatively high cost compared to

some of the other opportunistic routing protocols due to more

duplicated packets. Finally, even if GEOPP is presented here

as an integral part of O-CTP, it is, as shown in the empirical

analysis later in the paper, possible to run the protocol stand-
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Fig. 3. The testbed consists of 20 TelosB sensing nodes and a 2.4GHz
software controlled interference source. Node 18 is the sink collecting all
information.

alone as a pure opportunistic protocol.

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. testbed

To evaluate the performance of different routing protocols in

a realistic setting, we implemented a real testbed (cf. Fig. 3).

The testbed consisted of 20 TelosB sensing nodes [26] cover-

ing an area of 2.5×2.5m2. The TelosB has a 4 MHz MSP430

processor, 10 KB of RAM and 48KB program memory. TelosB

uses the Chipcon CC2420 radio in the 2.4GHz band, an

IEEE 802.15.4 compatible radio with O-QPSK modulation

with DSSS at 250kbps. The output power was set to -25dBm,

which gave a multihop network with an average node degree

of 6. The nodes were connected to a standard laptop using

a combination of USB cables and hubs. This USB backbone

was used for reprogramming and debugging. Node 18 was

the designated sink, forwarding packets to the computer over

USB.

TABLE I
THE FOUR DIFFERENT INTERFERENCE PATTERNS EMPLOYED IN THE

EXPERIMENTS AND THE RESULTING AVERAGE PACKET LOSS

Interference pattern
No Low Medium High

Dutycycle (Ton,Toff ) 0,∞ 10s,60s 10s,30s 20s,30s
Avg packetloss 2% 13% 23% 33%

Network interference can come from various sources. To

allow interference in a controlled fashion, we used an ATT

Q30 2.4GHz signal jammer, which was placed 1m from

the testbed surface (cf. Fig. 3). Our goal was to introduce

realistic interference and not complete jamming, and the

jammer-antennas were therefore equipped with 20dB damping.

Since most interference sources (be it radar, video links or

802.11) are transient, we used duty cycling of the signal

jammer controlled from software for the experiments. This

approach enabled both realistic and reproducible results. By

employing different interference patterns, from continuously

off to increasingly more aggressive interference, we could

manipulate the packet loss in the network in a predictable

manner. Typical packet losses for communication from the

sensing nodes towards the sink for the different interference

patterns are presented in Table I.

B. Protocols

For the purpose of the experiments in this paper, O-CTP

was implemented for TinyOS 2.x. In our empirical study, we

compare O-CTP with the most prevalent routing protocols for

WSNs: CTP [4], MultihopLQI [10] and TYMO [9]. We use

the default parameter setting for all three protocols. We also

compare with the pure opportunistic protocol GEOPP, and

with naı̈ve broadcast (BCAST). Our BCAST implementation

works as follows: Message originators send broadcast packets.

A node hearing a BCAST transmission, records the sequence

number and the originator (to avoid duplicate retransmissions)

and retransmits the packet. Eventually, the packet reaches its

destination (i.e., the sink). BCAST can be seen as the simplest

routing protocol available. Since it also can be categorized as

opportunistic (it uses multiple forwarding nodes), it serves well

as a baseline for comparison in our study.

V. ANALYZING O-CTP TRIGGERS

To obtain valuable understanding of O-CTP, we first inves-

tigate the triggers initiating opportunistic forwarding. Table II

shows the relationship between the traffic sent with opportunis-

tic routing and the traffic sent with traditional routing when the

network is exposed to different interference patterns. Further,

the table shows the fraction of the opportunistic routing

traffic directly traced to each trigger. In this experiment, the

retransmit threshold was set to 3. For each of the interference

settings, we ran 10 experiments lasting one hour each. As

shown, the share of the opportunistic data traffic increases

with increasing interference. Another observation is that the

expiration of the retransmit threshold contributes to most of

the opportunistic data traffic. The other incidents (i.e., no

parent, sender is busy, routing loop) do not occur very often.

In practice, the retransmit threshold is the critical parameter in

optimizing the performance of O-CTP and manipulating this

threshold is the logical next step in the investigation.

TABLE II
THE AMOUNT OT TRAFFIC TRANSMITTED OPPORTUNISTICALLY (FOR

EACH TRIGGER) AND USING TRADITIONAL ROUTING

Opportunistic Interference pattern
trigger No Low Medium High
No parent 5.5% 6.9% 6.8% 8.2%
Sender busy 0% 1.1% 0.4% 0%
Loop 0% 1.6% 1.7% 3.4%
RTX expired 2.9% 11.8% 18.7% 27.5%

None (traditional routing) 91.6% 78.6% 72.4% 60.9%

Fig. 4 shows the effect of manipulating the retransmit

threshold on the delivery ratio. We ran one one-hour exper-

iment for each retransmit threshold between 1-40 for each

interference setting - a total of 160 experiments. The astute

reader can notice some small irregularities in the results in

Fig. 4. They are natural, since we ran only one experiment

per data point. Despite this fact, the trends are clear. When
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Fig. 4. Delivery ratio for O-CTP with different retransmit thresholds

there is minimal interference, the retransmit threshold setting

is not crucial. The default setting in CTP is rather high (31).

This is reasonable, since in a sink-routed tree, the next packet

in the queue has the same destination as the current packet

(i.e., the sink). Consequently, the outcome of transmitting the

next packet in the queue will be the same as the current

one [4]. For O-CTP, however, a high retransmit threshold for

the traditional routing part is not beneficial for two reasons.

First, a high number of retransmissions indicate that there is

a problem with interference, meaning that the packet delivery

could have been improved by switching to opportunism at an

earlier stage. Second, retransmitting a packet several times puts

a high load on the network. This can influence other on-going

transmissions, which again increases contention and collisions.

We also experienced that the probability for creating routing

loops increased with increased retransmit threshold. A late

switch to opportunism in a saturated and interfered network

(with possible loops) gives no improvement for packet deliv-

ery. Based on the results shown in Fig. 4 the retransmit limit

for traditional routing was set to 3 (triggering opportunistic

forwarding) in the subsequent experiments. For GEOPP, we

remember that the retransmission function is based on listening

to implicit acknowledgements. Since these acknowledgements

are unreliable (requiring symmetric links), incrementing the

retransmission threshold therefore increases the cost as well.

Retransmissions also contribute to more duplicate packets in

the network. We observed that a high retransmit threshold

setting for the opportunistic routing protocol indeed improves

packet delivery, but the cost of bringing the delivery rate close

to 100% could be extremely high in an interfered network.

For the subsequent experiments, the retransmit threshold for

opportunistic routing was set to 2 to balance reliability and

cost.

VI. ROUTING PROTOCOL COMPARISON

In this section we evaluate O-CTP using two empirical

experiments. The first experiment investigates how the three
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Fig. 5. The delivery ratio and overhead of CTP, O-CTP and GEOPP when
the network is under medium interference.

protocols O-CTP, CTP and pure opportunism (GEOPP) react

to interference. In the second experiment we study O-CTP

against five routing protocols in various interference scenarios.

In comparing the protocols, three key performance metrics

are evaluated. 1) Packet delivery ratio – which is defined

as the number of packets received (duplicates not included)

divided by the number of application packets transmitted,

2) the number of data packets transmitted – which gives

a picture on the number of retransmissions and duplicates

created by the protocol, 3) the number of beacon messages
transmitted – which is the overhead of maintaining the routing

protocol tables.

A. O-CTP related to CTP and pure opportunism

First, we perform an experiment with mixed interference.

For the experiment, we have used the testbed setup explained

previously. We ran CTP, O-CTP and GEOPP (isolated) on the

testbed for one hour. The packet rate was fixed at one packet

per node per 20s, which represents a typical medium duty

cycle sensor network. Between 12-19 and 40-46 minutes, we

ran the signal jammer with the medium interference pattern.

The rest of the test period elapsed without any interference.

Fig. 5 shows the delivery ratio averaged each 2 minutes. In

the periods without interference, the delivery ratio is close to

100% for all three protocols. During interference, all protocols
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are affected. CTP lose most packets, O-CTP is affected to a

lesser extent and GEOPP loses the fewest packets. This is

in compliance with our previous analysis. The same figure

also shows the cumulative number of data packets and beacon

packets transmitted per node. CTP increases both the number

of beacon packets and the number of data packets during the

interference period. One part of the data packet increase is

traced to a rise in the number of retransmissions, and one

part is caused by routing loops, which are inevitable when

the parent change rate increases. The data packet rate of O-

CTP changes slightly during interference since the number

of opportunistic transmissions increases. For GEOPP, the data

packet rate is stable during the test period. Notice that CTP

transmits more data packets than O-CTP even during the non-

interference time. Even though our jammer is turned off during

this period, weak links in the network can occur, leading to

packet retransmissions or loops. In such cases O-CTP performs

better. It is important to note that it is possible to reduce

the overhead of CTP significantly by altering the routing

parameters. By increasing the minimum trickle interval from

64ms to 30000ms and reducing the number of retransmissions

from 31 to 3, we were able to reduce the overhead to almost
1
10 of the numbers presented in Fig. 5. However, the major

disadvantage was that the delivery ratio was reduced with 15-

20%, so this setting can not be recommended.

In the comparison, O-CTP presents excellent packet delivery

ratios (albeit lower than GEOPP) and it clearly has the lowest

overhead. In the next section we measure the performance of

O-CTP under a wider range of conditions, and compare with

an extended set of routing protocols.

B. Comparing six routing protocols

The routing protocols we consider here are CTP, O-CTP,

BCAST, MultihopLQI (LQI), TYMO, and GEOPP. Each rout-

ing protocol is tested for one hour for each interference setting

(i.e., ”no”, ”low”, ”medium”, and ”high”), repeated ten times

and the results are averaged.
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Fig. 7. Datapackets transmitted by each node on different interference
patterns

Fig. 6 shows the packet delivery ratio for each routing

protocol and for each interference setting. Let us first focus on

the situation without any external interference. We observe that

the packet deliveries for CTP, O-CTP, BCAST and GEOPP are

very similar. Compared with these, LQI loses about 20% more

packets and TYMO about 50% more packets. When increas-

ing the interference from ”no” to ”low”, CTP and BCAST

loses 10-15% more packets than O-CTP. By increasing the

interference further, BCAST and GEOPP (pure opportunistic

routing) show the best performance, while CTP seems to

be very sensitive to high interference. This observation is in

compliance with our previous analysis. In all cases LQI and

TYMO are outperformed by O-CTP, BCAST and GEOPP.

Fig. 7 shows the average number of data packets transmitted

per node during the test. The first observation is that CTP

is very effective when there is no interference. This shows

that the ETX routing works excellent as long as the links are

stable. However, even with low interference, CTP has a vast

overhead, which increases tremendously when the interference

increases. The rise is caused by CTP’s quick reaction to

topology changes, which increases the parent change rate and

again increases the probability for routing loops. Interestingly,

BCAST is more efficient than CTP in interfered environments.

Our hybrid protocol, O-CTP, shows higher overhead than CTP

in the ”no interference”-setting. This is due to the fact that a

fraction of the traffic is sent opportunistically (see table II),

with unavoidable duplicates. When there is much interference,

the hybrid protocol sends an even larger part of the traffic

opportunistically, and this is also reflected by the overhead.

Nevertheless, the overhead with standard CTP is higher with

one order of magnitude. The hybrid approach also reduces the

overhead with 50-80% compared to pure opportunism. In all

cases, LQI demonstrates much lower data packet load than

the other protocols; however, it comes at a price, since the

delivery ratio is significantly reduced (cf. Fig. 6).

For CTP, the number of beacon messages increases tremen-

dously even with little interference (cf. Fig. 8). The problem
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worsens when adding more interference. This phenomenon

is mainly caused by the trickle timer controlling the beacon

interval, which is reset to a (default) 64ms interval whenever a

parent is lost or a neighbor node detects a topology problem.

TYMO shares the high overhead problem, albeit its cause

is different. One reason is that TYMO floods the entire

network in order to find the route to the sink; a process

that is performed very often. Another reason is that TYMO

is not capable of constructing routes over asymmetric links.

Compared with Fig. 7, we see that the number of beacon

packets and data packets combined for TYMO, surpasses

the number of data packets for BCAST. Although we have

only tested one testbed size, there is no reason to believe

that TYMO is better than BCAST for larger networks. O-

CTP shows stable beacon results regardless of the network

environment. Obviously, for BCAST and GEOPP there is no

routing traffic, since both protocols are beaconless.

C. Discussion of the results

It is worth discussing our results compared to other studies

on real WSNs. TYMO performed badly in all our experiments,

which complies well with results from other recent studies

[7], [27]. Nevertheless, we believe that there might be room

for improvement by taking advantage of some more advanced

AODV-features. CTP and MultihopLQI have been studied nu-

merous of times recently [2], [4], [28]. Most studies conform

to our conclusion that CTP has overall better packet delivery

than MultihopLQI. The work by Gnawali et al. [28] is the only

one studying CTP under interference. However, in our setup,

CTP showed much higher overhead than the results presented

in their paper. Carnley et al. [13] and Landsiedel et al. [20]

support our finding that opportunism can indeed outperform

CTP.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Radio interference or deliberate jamming attacks can cause

highly unpredictable communication in WSNs. While ad-

vancements in hardware design and MAC protocols can im-

prove packet delivery, we have investigated a simpler approach

using hybrid opportunistic techniques on the routing layer. Our

hybrid protocol (O-CTP) is designed by combining the high

packet delivery ratio of opportunistic routing in error-prone

wireless networks, and the energy efficiency of traditional

routing in stable networks. In the paper we used a real testbed

and showed that O-CTP improves both packet delivery and

system lifetime in an interfered network compared to five other

protocols.

There is still a huge potential for improvement of O-CTP.

Future works include improvements in the trigger (e.g., using

cross-layering) making the protocol react faster to interference,

and techniques to reduce the number of duplicate packets.

Further, the protocol should incorporate the challenges posed

with duty-cycled sensing nodes.
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